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A STUDY OF THE DISSOLUTION OF HAFNIUM IN HIDROFLUOFIC ACID 
The purpose of this investigation was t�o obtain kinetic and 
electrochemical information concerning the reaction of hafnium with 
hydro!'l.uoric acid in order to establish the mechanism. of dissolution. 
This included the determination of dissolution rates, the difference 
effect, and dissolution potentia1.11 or hafnium in hydrofluoric acid. 
The dissolution rates were obtained by a gas evolution method 
according to the reaction: Hf + 4 HF� Hff4 + 2 "2• The hydro­
tluoric acid concentration was varied £rom 0.0$ to 1.00 N and the 
temperature from $ to 50o0. The effect of stirring speed was also 
studied. It was found thats (1) the Ht-HF reaction is first order 
with respect to the unionized HF concentration over the range studied, 
(2) the activation energy for the reaction is �.J ! 0.2 kcal/mol, 
and (3) the reaction rate ie directly proportional t,o the stirring 
speed in the range 100 to hOO revolutions per minute. It was concluded 
the dissolution or hafnium in hydrofluoric acid is a diffusion 
controlled reaction. 
Additions or fluoride salts, noble metal salts, oxidizing 
agents, and Mineral acids were made during the dissolution. It was 
found that: (1) nuoride salts increase the dissolution rate until 
a critical cation concentration is reached where the reaction is 
passivated by the formation or insoluble salts on the metal surtaceJ 
(2) noble metal salt additions, 0.005 M, passivate the reaction by 
formation of insoluble films (presumably oxide) on the hafnium 
2 
surface promoted by reduction of the noble metal ionsJ (3) oxioizing 
agents1 0.0529 N, passivate the reaction by prcrnotion or insoluble 
films (presumably oxide) on the metal surfaceJ and (4) mineral 
acids, 0.10 N, show no consistent trend, hydrochloric acid additions 
increase the reaction rate, sulfuric acid addj_tions show no appreciable 
e.trect, and phosphoric acid retards the reaction slightly. 
Difference effect measurements showed thati (1) the difference 
effect is directly proportional. to the current density and independent 
of hydrofluoric acid concentration, and (2) anodic currents have a 
very strong polarizing influence on the dissolution reaction. 
The dissolution potential of hafnium beca'1te less noble as the 
hydrofluoric acid concentration was increased. By making additions 
during the potential. studies, it was found thats (1) fluoride salts 
in concentrations sufficient to give passivation cause the potential 
to become less noble, (2) noble metal salts, 0.005 N, make the 
potential more noble, (3) oxidizing agents, 0.0529 N, make the 
potential less noble, (4} hydrochloric acid, 0.10 N, makes the 
potential more noble, and (5) sulfuric and phosphoric acid, 0.10 N, 
show no appreciable effect. 
Surface reactions on hafnium are proposed as follows: 
l. Initiation of the dissolution reaction by attack on (or 
diffusion through) the protective oxide layer by unionized HF: 
HfO
V 
+ 4 HF ---;- HfF4 + (2 - v) H2 + w �o 
f'ilms: 
2. Reaction of the metal with u• and 820 to form surf'ace . 
Hf + x H• Hrffx 
Ht+ y H2o --+Hf07 
+ y 82 
3. Dissolution o:f the metal by HF and H+ diffusing through 
the surface fi1ms: 
Hr + u HF � I«F4 + 2 l12 (chemical) 
Ht + h H
+ ---+- H.t+4 + 2 112 (electrochemical) 
Evidence indiea tes that (1) during the normal dissolution 
reaction, the hydride is the predominate film formed on the metal 
surface, and the electrochem:1.cal contribution to the total rate is 
small, and (2) noble metal couples, oxidizing agents, and anodic 
currents passivate the metal surface by promoting oxide fil"'Tl 
formation. 
The rapid rate of sel.£-dissolution of hafnium is most likely 
3 
explained by a chemical attack of unionized HF and the rate controlling 
step is the di!f'usion of unionized HF to the reacting surface. 
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The use or relatiTel.y pure hafnium on a commercial scale has 
bee accomplished only in the past few years. Its technological 
development ha.a been ol.osely connected to that of sirooniu:m. due ·to 
their chemica1 similari.t7 and their sitrmltaneous occurrence in 
nature. Zirconium., because ot its low neutron absorption cross 
section and excellent corrosion resistance, is highly desirable as 
a structural material in vat.er-cooled nuclear reactor cores . Con-
versely, the presence ot haf'nium with its high neutron absorption 
cross section is very undesirable and its practically complete 
removal is necessary tor reactor grade zirconium. This led to 
production ot hafnium as a by-product which at first vas stored due 
to there being no epecUic use tor it . However, the decision in 
1951 to use hatnium as a control rod material has led to its 
ctensive use 1n this field 1n water cooled reactors. 
Hafnium is resistant to a wide variety or chemioa.1 corrosives . 
The onl.7 mineral acids that appreciably attack it are hydrofluoric 
acid., phosphoric acid., concentrated sul.t'llrio acid, and aqua regia. 
Of these, only hydronuon.c acid attacks the metal with an 
appreciable rate.1 
The purpose ot this investigation was to establish the mech­
anism ot the dissolution of hafnium in hydrofluoric acid. To accom­
plish this� a kinetic and electrochemical study of the du,solution 
reaction was made. The kinetic study included the dissolution rate, 
the effect ot temperature on the rate, and the ef'tect or various 
additives on the rate. The electrochemical study included the 
di.fference effect., dissolution potentials., and the effect ot various 
additives end current density on the dissolution potentia1s. 
At present, there is no information 1n the literature avail­
ab1e pertaining to the kinetics and electrochemical effects of the 
dissolution of ha.f'niwn in hydrofluoric acid. 
2 
CH.APTER ll 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Due to the sma11 amou.nt of literature available on the chem­
ical behavior of hatnilll1'l, it is beat discussed in conjunction with 
the elements of Group IVB ( titanium group ) of the Periodic System-­
titanium, zirconium, hafnium, and thorium. Some of the properties 
of these elements are summarized in Table I. 
The abundances of the elements of the titanium group are 
compared to those in the sine group--zinc, cadmium, and mercury. 
However, unlike the zinc group metals which are rare but easily 
isolated, the titanium group metals are abundant but very 
difficultly purified. 
Potentiometrically. the Group IVB metals are better reducing 
agents than zinc. However, in a manner similar to aluminum, they may 
exhibit passiTity and remain re1atively unaffected for long periods 
o£ time in contact with concentrated mineral acids at ordinary 
temperatures. 
The Group IVB elements all form hydrides, oxides, aulf'idea., 
halides. nitrides, carbides ,  and borides when treated with the 
appropriate non-metals at higher temperatures . 
The atoms o! Ti, Zr, and Ht have two s electrons and two inner 
i electrons beyond rare gas conf'iguration. All tour ot these elec­
trons may be involved in oxidation, resulting in the +4 oxidation 
state characteristic ot the group. Ti(III) is a1so of some 
4 
TABLE I 
Summarz of Properties  of the Group IVB Elements . 
ELEMENT Titanium Zirconium H.a£niu.'Tl Thorium 
Symbol Ti Zr Hr Th 
Atomic Nurober 22 40 72 90 
Atomic Weight 47 .90 91. 22 178 .50 2)2.05 
Density, gm/om.3 4.49 6.52 13 .31 11 . 71 
Melting Point, oC 1725 2100 2300 1800 
Atomic Radius, i 1.49 1.58 1.57 1 . 82 
Ionic Radius, X (M+4)  0.64 0. 87 o . 84 1.10 
Oxidation Potential, volts 1.SJ 1.70 1.90 
Renry, H. t "Treatise on Inorganic Chemistry, " Vol. II, p. 4L . 
Elsevier Publishing Co.,  New York, H .  Y., 1956. 
importance. Derivatives of  Ti( II), Zr(III) ,  and Ht(III) are known, 
but they are unstable. The elements never function as the electro­
negative constituents of compounds . 2 
Hafnium and zirconium are almost invariably found together, 
perhaps having properties more nearly alike than any other pair of 
elements. It is generally assumed, when there is a lack of other 
information, that  the behavior of zirconium and its compounds may be 
applied to hafnium. 
Quantitative studies pertaining to the dissolution of zirconium 
in hydrofluoric acid have been reported in the literature . These 
studies have been made by BaumruckerJ 3  Smith and Hill;4  Straumanis., 
James, and Neiman;5 Vander Wall and WhitnerJ 6 and James, Custead, and 
Straumanis. 7 , 8 
Baumrucker followed the reaction rate by the decrease in weight 
and thickness of the reac ting zirconiu.� samples; 3 Smith and H1114 and 
Vander Wall and Whitner6 made use or radioactive zr95 and a scintil-
lometer to measure the build up of zirconium ions in solution. 
Straumanis., James, and Neiman5 and James , Custead, and Straumanis7, 8 
followed the reaction by measuring the rate or hydrogen evolution 
from the reacting metal. There was unanimous agreement that the 
reaction was first order with respect to molecular H.t7 in concentra­
tions up to 0.5 N HF I and that diffusion of the molecular HF to the 
metal surface was the rate controlling step. This mechanism was sup­
ported by the low activation energies reported (Bau.mrucker., 4. 2 
kcal/molJ Smith and Hill, 3.34 kcal/molJ Vander Wall and Whitner, 
5 
6 
6.6 kcal/molJ and James., Oustead, and Straumanis, J. 8 kcal/mol) and 
the dependency of the dissolution rate on the liquid velocity across 
the metal surface. The higher activation energy of Vander Wall and 
Whitner was observed in HF-HNo3 solutions. It was postulated. by 
James, et a1. , 7 that this was due to the formation of oxide layers on 
the me tal surface promoted by the HHo3, a strongly oxidizing acid. 
These oxide layers would further hinder the diffusion or the HF mole-
cules to the metal surface thereby increasing the activation energy. 
The excellent corrosion resistance of hafnium has somewhat 
retarded detailed studies on its corrosion behavior as there was no 
practical need for them.. Studies that have been made and reported 
in the literature pertain mainly to 1  (1) hot water corrosion as 
atrected by temperature, nitrogen content, alloy additions., cold 
working, and irradiation., and (2) high temperature gas-metal 
reactions with air, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen. These studies 
were made mainly on crystal bar hafnium containing two to five weight 
per cent zirconium. Special emphasis was placed on sur.face prepara-
tion of the corrosion samples to obtain reproducible test results. 
The information pertaining to hot water corrosion indicates 
that 1 (1) upon expoeure to water, hafnium forms a protective oxide 
film that grows very slowly with time, causing a gradual increase in 
the weight or the tested samples and that the hot water corrosion 
resistance of hatniu.'ft is much superior to that of zirconium, 9 (2 )  the 
corrosion resistance of hafnium decreases as the nitrogen content 
increases, but the resistance is still better than that of the 
7 
corresponding zirconium alloy and not as sensitive to nitrogen 
oontent, 10 (3) the corrosion resistance of ha£nium-titanium alloys 
reaches a minimum at approximately ten weight per cent titanium, then 
rapidly increases to values comparable to non-alloyed ha.fnium, 11 
(4 ) signi.tioant amounts of cold work on hafnium cause no harmtul 
consequences to its corrosion resiatance,12 and (5) the corrosion 
resistance of hafnium is not adversely affected by exposure to 
radiation. 13 
The information pertaining to the gas-metal reactions indicates 
that,  ( 1 ) hafnium has excellent resistance to air at elevated 
temperatures and can be hot-worked at 900°c without protection,14 
(2 )  the oxidation or hafnium between .350oC and 12oooC with oxygen 
pressures of 760 mm Hg follows the "accepted laws ot oxidation, i.e • ., 
s uccessive logarithmic, parabolic,  and linear rate laws, with acti­
vation energies of 11 . 4, 36.o, and 26.1 kcal/mo1, respective1y,15 and 
(3) the reaction of hafnium with nitrogen at temperatures between 
876°C and 1034
°0 with nitrogen prestrurea trom 38 to 402 mm Hg follows 
the parabolic rate law with an activation energy of about 57 
koal/mo1.16 
A lim.ited amount o.t information is available on the corrosion 
behavior of hafnium in various chemical media . A summary or this 
intorru.tion is presented in Table II allowing a direct comparison ot 
the corrosion rates or hafnium, zirconium, and titanium. 
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TABLE II 
Corrosion Rate or Hatn1um1 Zirconium, and Titanium in Various Media 
at 3.5<>c .  
Corrosion Medium Corrosion Rate Corrosion Rate Corrosion Rate 
of Ht of Zr of. Ti 
inches/year inches/year inches/year 
H2so4 ( 96. 2% )  soluble soluble soluble 
�so4 (10%) JS x 10-4 0. 36 x 10-4 .3 .2 x 10-4 
11:1 (37%) 13 x 10-4 6 .1  x 10-4 soluble 
HCl (10%) 3.s x 10-b 0 .12 x 10-h 2 .5 x 10-4 
HN03 (i'uming) 4.4 x 10-4 gains weight gains weight 
HNO) ( 69.  7% ) 1 . 8 x 10
-1! gains weight 8 .64 x 10·4 
HNO) {10%) 3.5  x 10
-L 0 .12 x 10-L 1 . 2  x 10-4 
HOl-HNO) (1 :1 )  0 . 13 slo,rly attacked 
3 . 9  x 10-4 
001-823°4 ( l t l )  li . 8  x 10-4 0. 79 x 10-4 soluble 
HN0
3-�
S°4 (l sl)  0 .19 0 . 0865 48 x 10
-4 
RaOH CSO%) 1. 8 x 10-4 gains weight J .S x 10-4 
NaCl ( 20%) 0. 88 x 10-4 0 . 24 x 10-4 0 .18 x 10-4 
Everhart� J .  L. : Hafnium Metal--Its Properties and Future, Materials 
and Methods., 2.2, 95 ( 1952) }  
Chirigoe, J .  H. , Corrosion of Haf'nium, "The Metallurgy or Hafnium, " 
p. 271 . Naval Reactors., USAEC, Washington, D. c . 
CHAPTER Ill 
The purpose of this investigation was to obtain kinetio and 
electrochemical information concerning the reaction of hafnium -r..."'i th 
hydro.fluoric acid in order to establish the mechanimn or dissolution. 
Specifically, this included : (1) the dissolution rate of hafnium., 
(2 )  the e.ff"ect of te.,nperature on the dissolution rate, ( 3 )  the 
effect o£ various additives on the dissolution rate, (4) the 
diff"erence effect for the dissolution, (.5) the dissolution poten­
tials, and (6) t...l'1e e.f'feo-t or various afditives and current density 
on the dissolution pot.fmtials. 
The plan of experimentation was divided into three distinct 
phases.  Phase I :  Measurement of the dissolution rate of hafnium as 
affected by hydrofluoric acid concentration, temperature, and various 
additives .  This was accomplished indirectly by measuring the rate at 
which hydrogen gas was evolved using apparatus as illustrated in 
Figure 1 .  The dissolution rate of hafnium could then be  calculated 
from the hydrogen evolution rate by using stoichiom.etric relationships. 
Phase !I a Measurement of the dif.terence e.ff'eot on haf'niUJ!l dissolving 
1n hydrofiuoric acid. Thie was accomplished by measuring the dissolu­
tion rate with and w:ttbout an anodic current flowing with the use of 
apparatus as illustrated in Figure 2.  The amount o.f current .flowing 
was measured directly, but again the dissolution rate was followed b7 
the hydrogen evolved. Phase III :  'l'he measurement of the dissolution 
. ' 
EXPERI'.MEN'l'AL 
A - Gaa burette 
B - Leveling bulb 
C - Water bath stirrer 
D - Thermaneter 
E - 500 ml wax-lined fiask 
F - PVC stirrer toot 
0 - Hf' samp1e (1 cm2 ) 
H - Mercury seal 
I - Pulley for rotating stirrer 
J - Stopcock 
K -. . Kn1fe-b1ade heater 
L - Mercury thermoregulator 
M - Relay switch 
N - 115 volt A.C . source 
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Figure No. 1. Diagram of Apparatus 
Used tor Measurement ot Dissolution 
Rates of Batnium • .  
SCALE: None DATE /()·J/-,o CASE NO:  
DRAWN BY:  (M...11Jft/.��� FI LE NO:  
CHECKED af FIGUR E  NO:  
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__ Constant Tem����e Water Bath __ __ 
� 
A - Gas burette 
B - Leveling bulb 
C - Water bath stirrer 
D - Thermometer 
E - 500 ml wax-lined flask 
P - Ht electrode (1 cm2) 
G - Platinized platinwn elect.rode 
H - Mercury seal 
I - Reactor stirrer 
J - Knife-blade heater 
K - Mercury thermoregulator 
L - 6 volt battery 
M - Relay switch 
N - llS volt A.c. source 
P - Knife-blade switch 
Q - Milli-ammeter 
R - Variable resistance box 
---- -----· ----
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MISSOURI SCHOOL OF MINES & METALLU RGY 
ROLLA, M ISSOURI 
Figure No. 2. Diagram ot Apparatus 
Used far Measurement of the Difference 
Effect for the Dissolution of Hafnium. 
SCALE : None DATE 11-1., -.,0 CASE NO:  
DRAWN BY : �1Y. � F ILE  NO:  
CHECKED ef F IGURE  NO : 
APPROVED BY : SHEET NO :  
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potentials of hafnium. in hydrofiuoric acid and the ef'fect of various 
additives and current density on them. These were measured directly 
with an apparatus as illustrated in Figure J .  
A complete discussion of each of the individual phases, 
including apparatus, procedure, resu1ts., and sample calculations, is 
presented in this section. 
I .  MATERIALS 
A list of the materials used in this investigation is 
presented in Appendix A, pages 97 to 100. 
II . APPARATUS 
A list of the apparatus used in this investigation is 
presented in Appendix B, pages 101 to 105 . 
III . PHASE I OF THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
Meaaurement or the Dissolution Rate of Hafnium in Hydrofluoric Acid and 
Hydrofluoric-Hydrochloric Acid r,axture 
Apparatus . Figure 11 page 101 shows a diagram of the apparatus 
used tor this part of the experimentation. A description of' the 
individual components of the apparatus is located in Appendix n, pages 
101 to 105. The principle of operation of the apparatus was measure­
ment with a gas burette of the volume increase of the gases in the 
sy-stem at specified time intervals. The increase in volume of the 
gases was due to the hydrogen evolved from the react.ion between 
0 1  
0 
0 
A - Water bath stirrer 
B - Thermaneter 
C - Hf Electrode (1  cm2) 
D - Capillary tip 
E - Reactor stirrer 
F - 600 ml wax-lined beaker 
a - o .14 N HF bridge 
H - Saturated KCl solution 
I - 1 N calanel electrode 
J - ltnife-blade heater 
JC - Mercury thermoregulator 
L - Relay switch 
M - ll5 volt A .C . source 
N - Galvanometer 
P - Weston cadmium cell 
Q - Double-throw switch 
R - Variable resistance box 
S - 1 .5 volt dry cell 
T - Potentiometer 
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Figure Ho. ) . Diagram or Apparatus 
Used tor Measurement of Dissolution 
Potentials or Harrµ.um. 
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hafnium and hydrofluoric aci.d.1 The temperature and pressure at which 
the gas volume was measured were recorded. Using this data., the rate 
of' hydrogen evolution at standard temperature and pressure was 
calculated. This rate waa used throughout the investigation to 
indicate the rate or dissoJ.ution of the hafnium. The actual rate of 
hafnium going into solution could be calculated, i.r desired, by. using 
the stoichiometric relationship between the evolved hydrogen and the 
dissolved. hafnium. 
Procedure. A detailed step-by-step procedure !or this part or 
the experimentation is given in Appendix c, pages 107 to 110. 
Data and Result•• The data .from this part of' the experimentation 
are presented in Appendix D, pages 122 to ]52 . 
In thl.s type ot reaction, the velocity of the liquid across the 
reacting surface may influence the dissolution rate. The effect of 
stirrer speed on the rate in 0. 301 N HF-1.00 N HCl acid mixture vu 
etudied and the results are shown in Figure 4. The hydrogen evolution 
rate was found to be proportional to the stirrer speed and can be 
represented by the following empirical expression in the range of 
stirrer speed.a rrom 90 to boo revolutions per minuter 
where, 
dV/dt • 0.0021.s s + o.665 (1) 
dV/dt • hydrogen evolution rate, ml·cm-2.m1n•l 











� s.z.a. • o.0021S(JU'M) + o.66S 1 
o.o --����---����--����...._����--������� 
0 100 200 soo 
Stirrer Speed, revolutions per minute 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MISSOURI SCHOOL OF M INES & METALLU RGY 
ROLLA, M ISSOURI 
ftgare Bo. 4 • Jvdrugen Bwolution Rate 
tar the Diaaol.uticn of Hatnium 1n 0.301 
I }vdrotluario and 1.00 I l!Jdroohlario 
Acid Mixture at • 
SCALE :  DATE 
DRAWN BY:  
CH ECKED BY: 
APPROVED BY : 
CASE NO :  
F I LE NO :  
F IGURE  N O :  
SH EET NO :  
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A stirrer speed of 200 revolutions per minute was selected :for this 
inTestigation so that the results could be compared with those or 
previous studies on zircon:lum and titanium ma.de at this stirrer speed 
in similar equipment. 
The average maximum rates were calculated from the data by 
using the axpression t 
'Where, 
dV/dt • dv/(A dt) 
dV/dt • hydrogen evolution rate, m.l•om-2 •m1n•l 
dv • hydrogen evolved, ml at STP 
(2 )  
dt • time tor hydrogen to be evo1 ved, minutes 
A •  area of the hafnium surface, cm2 • 
The stoichiometry established by Straumanis and Bal1ass for 
the dissolution of ha.fnium in hydrofiuoric acid 1s s1 
Ht +  4 HF � HtF4 + 2 82  (3 ) 
Fran this equation, 178.S grams or hafnium 1a equivalent to 44. 828 
liters or hydrogen at STP, or one milliliter o:r hydrogen at STP is 
equivalent to .3.98 milligrams of hafnium. Therefore., Equation 2 may 
be multiplied by th1.a factor to give the rate in terms ot milligrams 
or hafnium, 1! desired. 
Tables III and IV, pages 17 and 18, and F41Jres $ and 61 
pages 19 and 20, show hydrogen evolution rates versus HF conoen-
tration tor both h:ydrofiuoric acid and hydrofiuoric-1 .00 N hydro-
ahlori.c aci.d mixtures. The hydrochloric aoid was used to control 
. +1 the equilibrium concentrations or nuoride complexes such as HtF3 , 
TABLE III 
Hydrogen Evolution Rate for the Dissolution or Hf Metal in l!Y<!rci1.uoric Acid • 
Hr Cone. 
aol HF sec fiter 
. o.oso 
0.100 0.106 0.106• 
0.106 
o.soo 
* Average Rate 





















!!}:drosen Evolution Rate for the Dissolution of Hf Metal in HF-HCl Acid Mixture. 
BF Cone. Hydrogen Evolution Rate - ml/l111n at STP 
mol �HF'l 
riter un 1o<>c 20°c JO°G 4ooe sooe 
o.o;o o.ios 0.102* 0.125 O.lJO·� 0.1$7 0 .164* 0.218 0.216* 0 • .300 
0.100 O.l)S 0.16!i 0.21; 0.273 
0.132 0.172 0.286 
0.128 
0.100 0.211 0.204• 0.28.$ 0.267* 0 • .348 0.)60* o.466 0.458* 0 . 610 
0.196 0. 262 0. 371 O.h49 o.S94 
o.2s4 o.$76 
0.303 o.S67 O.S72* 0. 839 o. 831* 1 .0136 1.08* l.h76 1 .45* 1.842 
O.S78 0. 823 1 .066 1.419 1.778 
o.SOJ 1.020 1.02* 1 .42l 1.38* 1.840 1.81* 2.563 2.$4* 3 .186 
1.017 1.342 1.789 2.512 3.107 
1.00 2.109 2.lh* 2. 9S4 2.89* J.Ll.O ).53* 5 .126 $.01* 6.7-e; 
2.180 2.830 3.641 4.902 1 .011 
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Figure Bo. S • lf3drogen Evolution Rate 
tor the Dissolution ot Batn1um in 
Hydrotl.uoric Acid • .  
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CH ECKED  BY: 
APPROVED BY: 
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Figure No. 6 .  Hydrogen Evolution Rate 
tor the Dissolution or Hafnium in 
Hydrot1uoric and 1.00 N Hydroch1oric 
Acid Mixture . 
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-1 . -2 - . -.3 HtJ' S , Hff 6 , and Bf? 1 • I\ can be see from the figures that the 
plots rewl:ted in •tra:lght lines which upon extrapolation passed 
through the origin. Thi• indi.catea that the ra-te is proportional 'to 
the Hr concentration alone1 and accordingly, the .tarm of the rate 
equation was assumed to bet 
dV/dt • k (Br)
n (4) 
where, 
dV/dt • lodrogen evolution rate, ml·cm-2.:m1n·l 
k • reaction rate constant 
Hr •  hydrofluoric acid concentration, mols/l 
• unionised Br ooncantration (approxiaately-) 
n • order of the reaction. 
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Logarithmic plots were made or the hydrogen avolution rate versus BF 
conoentration. The data ueed to make the plots are shown in Tables V 
and VI, pqes 22 and 2.). 'rhe plots are ahown in Figures 7 and 8, 
pages 24 and 2$. Theee plot• yie1ded straight lines indicating that 
the rate equation could be expressed in the form ot Equation 4. The 
elopes ot the line• were oaloulated, giving orders or !!  from. 1.00 to 
1.04. This indioat ... within experimental error, that the reaction 
18 tirat crdar. 
Sample Oalculations. The following mustrates the calculation 
o� the average m.ax1mwft hydrogen evolution rate a't STP (ooC and 71:/'J 
m lfg) tor one run at a particular temperature and HF concentration. 
The data for these calcu1ations were taken .from Table XLI, page ]5.3. 
TABLE V 
!frb:3en Evoluti.on Rate for the · Dissolution ot Hf !*..eta1 
in !frb:onuoric Acid. 
Hr Cone. �gen :Evolution Rate - ml/min at STP 
aol HF s0c 1s0o 2s0c .35°c 16°0 fiter 
o.oso 0.0968 
-1.301* -1.014• 
0.100 0.106 o.147 0 .213 0.27h 0. 364 
-1 .000* -o.91S* -o.8)3* -o.672* -o.S62* -o.439* 
o.soo 1.10 
-0. 301* +0.041* 
* 
Logarithm ot the corresponding number. 
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T.A.BLE VI 
Bzdrogen EYoluti.on Rate tor the Dissolution ot Ht Metal 
in HF-HCl Acid Mixtures . 
HP Cone. Hydrogen Evolution Rate - ml/min at STP 
aol �HP2 
liter un lOoC 20oe .3ooe 40oC ,ooe 
o.oso 0.102 0.130 0 . 16lt 0.216 0.286 
-1.301* -0.991* -o. 886,. -0.785* -o.666• -o.ShJi 
0.100 0 . 204 0.267 o.36o o.458 o.S93 
-1.000* -0.690* -0.573• -o.4L.4• -0. 339* -0.227 
0 • .303 o.s12 0. 831 1.08 1.4S 1. 81 
-o.Sl9* -o. 2h3* -0.080* +0.033* +0 . 161• +0.2sa• 
o.So.3 1.02 1 • .38 1. 81 2 .54 3.15 
-0. 296* +0 . 009* +0.140* +0. 2$8* +0.4oS• +0.498* 
1.00 2.l.L 2 . 69 3.SJ 5.0l 6.93 
0.00<>* +0 .).30* +0.461* +o.SLB* -tO. 700* +0.8hl• 
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Figure No . 7. Hydrogen Evolution Rate 
tor the Dissolution or Hafnium in 
· Hydrofluoric Acid at 25oC . .. 
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Figure No. 8. Hydrogen Evolution Rate 
for the Dissolution of Hafnium in 
Hydrofluoric and 1.00 N Hydrochloric 
Acid Mixture. 
SCALE :  
DRAWN BY:  
CH ECKED BY: 
APPROVED BY : 
DATE CASE NO :  
F I LE NO: 
F I GUP.E NO :  




































P • absolute pressure of the hydrogen 
• average barometer reading during the run - vapor 
pressure ot water - temperature correction of the 
barometer reading 
T • absolute te..Tttperature of the hydrogen 
• 273 .2  + average thermometer reading during the run 
• 273.2 + )1.2 • )04.4°K 
dV • increase in volume of gases in system over the indicated 
time interval dt at the temperature and pressure at the -
gas burette 
• present burette reading - previous burette reading 
dV STP • increase in vo1ume or gases in system over the indicated 
time int.erva.l at standard temperature and pressure 
• dV x �:f x � • o.824 dV 
The calculated values of dV and dV STP may be seen in the third and 
fourth oo1umns of the table from which the data were taken. The 
values indicated with en asterisk were used to calculate the average 
m.ax1.mum hydrogen evolution rate ( dV /dt) as tollOtfS : 
dV/dt • Cl/1)(1/dt) 2 (dV STP) • Cl/9Hl./lo) (o.,a9 + • • • + 1.011> 
� 
• 0 .106 ml•cm•2.m1n-l 
Thia calculated average maximum hydrogen evolution re.te is referred to 
in this study simply as the hydrogen evolution rate ror this 
particular temperature and fIF concentration. 
P • absolute pressure of the hydrogen 
• anrage barometer reading during the run •  Tapor 
pressure ot water - temperature correction ot the 
barometer reading 
• 735.7 • 34.1  - 3.7 • 697 .9 l'llffl Hg 
T • absolute temperature ot the hydrogen 
• 273.2  + average thermometer reading during the run 
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dV • increase in YOlume ot gases in qateM oTer the indicated 
time interval dt at the temperature and pressure at the -
gu burette 
• present burett.e reading - previous burette reading 
dV STP • increase in volume of gases in system OYer the indicated 
time intenal at •tandard temperature and pressure 
• dV x �l:f x 6f�2 • 0. 824 dV 
The calculated Taluea or dV and dV STP 'fA&7 be aeen in the third and 
tourth column• ot the table 1'r0111 which the data were taken. The 
Taluee indicated ldth an uteriak were used to ca1culate the average 
11Ax111M hydrogen evolution rate (dV/dt) u tollowa • 
dV/dt • (l/1) (1/dt) 2. (dV Sl'P) • (l/9) (1/10) (0.989 + • • •  + 1.071) 
• 0.106 al·C11-2.111n-1 
Thia calculat.ed average lUX1nlDa bydrogen evolution rate ie referred to 
in this study eill:pl.J' u the hydrogen evolution rate tor this 
particular t.elllperature and BF concentration. 
:&f'fect of Temperature on the Dissolution Rate of Hafnium in Hydro­
nuoric Acid and Hntronuoric-1.00 N Hydrochloric Acid Mixture 
Apparatus. The apparatus uaed was the same as that for the 
measurement of the dissolut�on rate of hafnium in hydrofluoric acid. 
A diagram of the apparatus is shown in. Figure l� page 10 . 
Procedure. The procedure was the same as that given tor the 
dissolution rate of hafnium in hydrofluoric acid and is located in 
Appendix c ,  pages 107 to 110. 
Data and Results . The data are presented in Appendix D, 
pages 15) to 156. 
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The actual experimentation in this section included on1y the 
effect of temperature on the rate of dissolution of hafnium in hydro­
fluoric acid alone. The calculated values of the reaction rate 
eonstAnt !!_ as a.rrected by temperature are shown in Table vn, page 
28 . The effect or temperature on the rate in h.vdrcfluoric-1.00 N 
hydrochloric acirl mixtures was shown in the previous section (see 
Figure 81 page 25) and values of log k were obtained .from this 
figure ror use in th.is section. Data from Table VI! and Pigure 8 
ere shown in Tab1es VIII and IX,  pages 29 and 30 and were used to 
make Arrhenius plots (log k versus 1/T) for the dissolution or 
haf'niu.in. in hydrofiuoric acid and hydrofiuoric-1 .00 N hydrochl.oric 
acid mixture . These plots are shmm in Figure 9, page 31. The slopes 
o£ the strught lines and the resulting activation energies were cal­
culated. The activation energy for tha dissolution in hydrofluoric 
TABLE VII 
Reaction Rate Constanta for the Dissolution � Ht Metal 
in e,m:onuonc Acid. 








-0 • .301* 









+0 • .)28* 
2.20 
-ta.342* 










Dat,a Vaed to Make Arrbmiue Plot, 
tor the D1saolu:t,1an ot Ht Metal in §zd!:otl.uoric Acid. 
Temperature (ltr) x io3 Loe Jc 
oC ox og-1 111 ---
min mo1 
s 278.2 3.S9S o.o2S 
lS 288.2 ,.470 0.161 
25 298.2 3.3S3 0.)28 
3S )08.2 3.216 o.438 
laS 318.2 ).143 o.S61 
1 
TAILB II 
Data Used to Make Arrhenius Plot 
tor the Dissolution of Hf 11etal in HF-HCl Acid Mixture. 
Tempera�e (1/T) x 103 Log k* 
oc or o�l 
10 28;. 2 3 .531 0.306 
20 293. 2 3 .411 o .w.,.7 
30 .30J . 2 3. 298 o .565 
40 jl).2 3 .19.3 0.700 
50 323.2 J.09h 0. 810 
* Value from Figure l�o.  5 . 




O A Hydrofluoric Acid 
3.05 
o Hydrof'luoric-1.00 N Hydrochloric Acid Mixture 
J .]5 3 .45 3.55 
1o3/T 1 °K-
1 
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Figure No . 9. Arrhenius Plots tor the 
Dissolution ot Hafnium in Hydrofluoric 
Acid and Hydrotluoric-1 .00 N Hydro­
chloric Acid Mixture. 
SCALE:  
DRAWN BY:  
CHECKED BY : 
APPROVED BY : 
DATE CASE N O :  
F I LE N O :  
F IGURE N O :  
SH EET N O :  
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acid vu found to be S .4 koal/mol. It vu S.3 kcal/mo1 tor the 
diaaol.ution 1n hydro.tl.uarie-1.00 11 hydrochloric acid Wlixture. Thee• 
value• 1llay be considered to be equal w1. thin limi ta of axperifflental 
error. 
!!!J?le Oaloulatlona. 
1. Cal.culation ot the reaoticm rete constant. The data used 
in this calculation V8Nt t.alttm. tram Table v, page 22. 
df/dt • II: (Hl')
n (Equation L, page 21) 
But, n • 1, Id.nee the reaoti.oa vae tound to be �irst order, see 
page 21. Theretore_ 
k • (cff/dt)/(HI) • 0.106/0.100 • 1.06 
2. Ca1oulatiaa of the aotJ.Yation energy. The data ffll' this 
oal.ou.1.ation were taken hall Pi.pre 9. page :n. 
log le • (-�) lOI e + 1og A (ArrheniWI equation) 
The oaleulated •lope tram Figure 9 tor the diaaolutioo in hydro.tluorlc 
aoid wu equal to •ll,O. Tim.a• 
-0.434 B./1 • •1190 
Ea • S,400 cal/mol. • $.4 lmal/mol 
Kttttet ot fariau.a .A4d1t1TU on the Diasolution Rate or Bafn1ma in 
!fldrotluorlo Acid 
AJ'P!l'!;tl18. The apparatus vu t.he Affl9 u t.hat tor the 
118UUJ'81'lent � the diNolution rate at ha.Enium in hydrofluoric acid. 
A diagra ot the apparatus ia shown in Figure 1, page 10. 
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Procedure. The procedure for this study is divided into two 
parts : (1)  sodium nuoride., potassium. fluoride, ammonium nuoride, 
and lithium sulfate additionsJ and (2)  noble metal salt, oxidizing 
agent, mineral acid , and various salt additions. 
The detai.led procedures are located in Appendix c, pages 110 
to 112. 
Data and Results. The data tr-om this part of the experimen­
tation are located in Appendix D., pageB 157 to 192 . 
1. Fluoride Salt Additions . The results of the additions of 
sodium fluoride ,  potassium .fluoride, ammonium fiuoride, and li thium 
sulfate are shown in F1.gure 10. In the cases of sodium fluoride, 
potassium .fluoride, and am.'ftonium nuoride, a thin salt fil.JTl was 
observed on the hatniur., sample surface at the higher concentrations 
where passivation occurred . These salt fiL"lls dissolved rapidly when 
the passivated sample was placed in .fresh hydrofluoric acid and the 
reaction continued at or near its origintl rate. Some of the sodium 
salt film was removed and an analysis r1&de by x-ray diffraction. The 





made in a previous study. Since one would expect the 
hafnium salts to be isomorphous with those of zirconium.., the salt film 
in question was very probably Nalif'F7 • The salt films from the 
potassium and ammonium nuoride additions were so thin and adhered so 
tightly that su.f ficient amounts could not be removed for x-ray 
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Figure No. 10. Hydrogen Evolution Rate 
for the Dissolution of Hafnium in 0 .300 
N Hydrofluoric Acid at 3ooe with Various 
Fluoride Sal.t Arlditions. 
SCALE :  
DRAWN BY :  
CHECKED BY : 
APPROVED BY : 
DATE CASE NO :  
F I L E  NO :  
F IGURE NO:  






















additions, but a -preeipitate 1dent1.fied u li'th1Wll n.uoride by x-rq 
dittractlon vu fOID'ld in the fl.ask after the reaction. 
2 .  Roble Mat,al .Additions. The results or the additicna of 
gold chloride, platinwa ohlorld•• and silver nitrate are •ham in 
Figure 11. The etf'eotivanes• of paaaiTation decreased in the order 
-platinum, ailver, gold. LooN deposits were found on the ba.tnilllll 
surface and :ln the reaction fiask attar each add1t1on. TheN deposits 
were identified by x-ray d.Uf'raction t,o be the reconatitu'ted noble 
metals. In each oase, 'the passivated. metal. surface was TIJr7 shiny'. 
The •binJr surface rapidly tarnished vhen placed 1n fresh bydro.tl.uori.c 
acid and the reaction continued at approximately" the orig1.nal. rue. 
A platinum chloride addition was also made in a hydrofiuoric-1.00 H 
hydrochloric acid nd.xture. The results are shovn in Figure 12, page 
37. The e.tteet or the saae ad.di tion 1n eydronuorio acid alone 1• 
a.l.ao shown so that a comparison can be made. The ad.dition had no 
apparent etf'ect on the rate 1n the acid mixture, and no reconstituted 
11etal was tound in the reactor al'tar the reaction. A very- abinJr 
8\lrface was noted on the metal, but the underlying grain etrnoture 
vu at.ill visible. The shiny tllma resulting from the addition.a in 
bydrofiuoric acid alone bad made the underlying grain structure 
ocapletely' invuible. This indicated that these films miq baTe been 
lllUoh thicker than th• one from the addition in the acid mixture. 
). OJd.ditdng Agent Additions . The rHIUta ot the additions 
ot sodium bismuthate, potassium permanganate, and sodium diehrc:mate 
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Figure No. 11. Hydrogen Evolution Rate 
for the Dissolution of Hafnium in 0.)00 
N Hydrofiuoric Acid at )OoC with Noble 
Meta1 Salt Additions . 
SCALE:  
DRAWN BY:  
CHECKED BY : 
APPROVED BY : 
DATE CAS E  N O :  
FI LE  NO:  
F IG U RE NO :  
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Figure No. 12. Hydrogen Evolution Rate 
tor the Dissolution ot Hafnium at 3ooe 
with Platinum Chloride Addition. 
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Figure No. 1 .3. Hydrogen Evolution Rate 
tor the Dissolution of Hatniwn in 0. 300 
N Hydrofiuoric Acid at .)OoC with 
Oxidiz ant Additions . 
SCALE :  DATE 
DRAWN BY : 
CHECKED BY : 
APPROVED BY:  
CASE NO: 
F I LE NO :  
F I G U R E  NO :  







rate of hydrogen nolution. A reddish-brown precipitate wa• noted 
trom the biamuthate ad.di tion. .An x-ray analy'sis was perf onaed but · 
no identification could be made from the observed d-epacings. A ebiny 
surface present on all the passivated samples disappeared when placed 
in treeh hydrofiuoric aeid. 
h. Mineral. Acid Additions. The results of the additions of 
hydrochloric acid, sul.turi.c aoi.d, and phosphoric aoid are shown in 
figure lb. Bo large �tect waa caused by 8ft7 of the additions. The 
hydrocblorio aoid appeared to cause a alight increase in the rate. 
lo etteot va.a not,ed tor the au1.turio acid addition, and the phosphoric 
acid &Nllled to s1ov the reaction aanavhat. l'urther studies were made 
in hydrofiuoric-hydrochloric and bydrofiuoric-sul.furic acid lli.xturea. 
The hydrotluaric acid concentration vu held constant and the hl'dro­
chloric and sulfuric aoid concentrations were varied.. The reaul ts ot 
these studies are shown in Figure 15, page 41. nds shows that 
increaaing the hydrochloric acid concentration up to 6 H appreciably 
increased the dissolution rate. Increasing the sul..furic acid concen­
tration •P to 8 N a.t.teoted the rate only alightl.7. 
S. MiNellaneou• Salt Additions. The results ot t.he addition 
ot mll maounts or potuaium iodide, sodiuni ahloride, potaaei.UJft ch1o­
ride, sodiUJII bromide, aodiua nitrate, and eodiURl citrate are aholm 1n 
Figure 16, page h2. These additions were 1111de at the end ot the l'\1118 
in which the �.tect ot stirrer speed on the hydrogen evolution rate 
was being det.-.:ined, so that, each rate vaa ditteren't. It can be seen 
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Figure No . l.4. Hydrogen Evolution Rate 
for the Dissolution or Hafnium in 0.300 
N Hydrofluoric Acid at )OoC With Mineral 
Acid Additions. 
SCALE: 
DRAWN BY : 
C H ECKED BY: 
APPROVED BY : 
DATE CASE NO:  
F I LE NO :  
F IG U R E  NO :  
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Figure No. 15 • �ogen Evolution Rate 
�or the Dissolution of Hafnium in 0 . 300 
N �ofluoric - Mineral Acid Mixture 
at 25oe . 
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Figure No. 16. Hydrogen Evolution Rate 
tor the Dissolution or Ha.tnium in 0.300 
N Hydrofiuoric Acid at )OoC with 
Miscellaneous Salt Ad�tions. 
SCALE: 
D RAWN BY:  
CHECKED BY: 
APPROVED BY: 
DATE CASE NO: 
FI LE NO: 
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o .Added 20 ml. of l5jv potassium. iodi.de solution 
& Added 2 .Su gm ot sodium chloride 
l:l Added 1.ss gm ot potassium chl.ori.de 
v Added ).82 p. 0£ sodiUJll brad.de 
O Added 2 .26 gm of sodium nitrate 
O Added 1.91 gm ot sodium citrate 









s.mple Calcul.aUona . The sample calculations are the 881118 u 
those ahown on pages 21 and 26 for the di.ssolution rate or hdnitmt in 
h1drofluorio aoid. 
IV. .PHASE II OF THI EXP!IDIERTAL DYESTIOATIOH 
Heanrement ot the Ditt'arence Bttect on Hatniwa 1n Hydrofiucric-Hydro­
chlorie Acid Mixture 
The d.:ltference effect was measured at seven di.ttarmt, hydro­
fiuoric acid concentrations ranging tram 0.100 I to 0.700 N (al.1 with 
l.00 I hydrochloric acid) with three to aevan determinationa at each 
concentration. 
!J?er:atue. figure 21 page u. shows a diagram o£ the apparatus 
used far this part of the experimentation. A description 0£ the 
individual. omq,onanta o£ the apparatu :1• located in Appendix B., pages 
101 to 1os. The principle ot operation of the apparatus vu aeasure­
a811t with a gu burett,e of the volU118 increase of the guea in the 
Q'ste1a at specified. time interval• with and without m anodic current 
nov1ng. The rate at which hydrogen vu wolnd was WJed to ca1Clllate 
the dillsolution rate of the hatniwa. The amoant ot anodic current 
now1.n1 vu measured direct]T with an armeter and vu Taried by 
changing the resiatance 1n the circuit. 
Procedure. A detailed atep-b7-atep procedure tor this part ot 
the experiaemtat.ioa :1• giffll in Appand1x o, pagea 112 to 116. 
Data and Reaults� The data trom these measurements are 
preeented in Appendix D, pages 19) to 199. These tables also show 
t'the ca1culated Taluee of the di.tterence effect. 
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The maxi.nnuft current deru,it7 that could be drawn vu 108.S 
m:tll1ampa/cm2 and. occurred in the Ht-0.6 N HIP, 1.00 N HCl-Pt, cell. 
The results are sunnarised in Figure 17. page 16, in which the 
ditterenoe et!ect is shown with Yarying current denait7. The slope 
ot a straight line fitted through the points was calculated by the 
method. of least squarea. Thia gave a Talue tor the constant ! equal 
to 10.0 tor the empirical equation: 
where, 
6 • Jt I • 10.0 I 
6 • difference affect, ,.3.cm-2·m:ln·l 
I •  current denait7, ndlliamps•CM-2 
(S) 
IC •  constant tor haf'niltnl 1n HF-1.00 N HCl acid mixture 
• 10.0 t 0.3 (for 9S� contidence interYal) 
As a point of interest. Pigurea �8 and 191 pagea h6 and 47, 
were ffl.8d.e to ahov the anodic current densit7 developed by the cells 
u a function of the ntting on the resistance box 1n the ammeter 
circuit (approximate]Jr equal to the external ruist.ance of the cell) 
· and the mmd..Jlma steady our.rent density that could be obtained in the 
eel.le a.a a tanot1on ot the by'drofiuoric aci.d concentration. 
Saptple Calculatione. The following illuatratee the calculation 
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F:1gure Ho. 17 • Ditterence Etteot on 
Hatnium 1n Hydrofiuoric-Bydrochloric 
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Figure Moo 18 0 Anodic Current Density 
Developed in Ht-HF, BJl-Pt Cell at 25oC 
during Dif'f'erence Effect Measurements . 
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Figure No. 19 . Maximum CuJTent Density 
Developed in Hf'-HF, l .OON HCl-Pt Cell 
at 2So0 during Difference Effec t  
Measurements. 
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}qdro.tl.uoric-1.00 w- bydrochlori.o acid lllixture at 2SoC. The data for 
theae oalcnilati.ona are taktm trm. Appendix D• page 19S. The area of 
the hatniUJa electrode vu 1.00 ca2, so all the rates and current.II can 
be pllt on a •per owl-• basis. 
P • absolute pressure of the hydrogen 
• average barometer reading during the run - vapor 
presnre of water - temperature correction ot the 
barometer reading 
• 73).2 - 31.8 - ).6  • 697 .8 mm Hg 
T • abaolutA temperature of the hydrogen 
• 273.2 + aTWage tharaometer reading during the run 
• 273.2  + 30.0 • 303.2°� 
dV • increa•• in YolUllle o� guea in syst.em OYer the indJ.cated 
ti.Jlle int9"1ll � at t-he temperature and presnre at the 
gas burette 
• present burette reading - previous burette reading 
dV STP • increaH in Tollllfte of gasea in syetea over the indi.cated 
time interval at standard temperature and pras8Ur9 
dirlcled b7 the time int.rval 
• !! :1: 273·2 :1: 697•8 • o 16SS dV 
S 303.2 760 
• 
The calC1ll.ated Yal.11.U ot df and c!V STP 11181' be ... 1n the 'third and 
fourth col111118 ot the table htan which the data were taken. 
a1 • anrage hydrogen nolution rate t:raR the ha.tn11111l 
electrode with no current flowing 
49 
• average ot dV STP ilwmediate17 preceding and proceeding 
that with current, fiowing 
• o.s· (S96 + 616) • 62o .._3.cm·2·lldn·l 
and platinum electrodes vi.th anodic current now1ng 
• o.s (S46 + S79) • .$62 --3.cm·2.m1n·l 
6.'T/ I •  }Qdrogan liberated at. platinised platinmn electrode due 
to anodic C\DTeftt 
• (6.97) (18.0) • 12S --3 ... -2.m1n-l 
� • clitf erence ettect 
• bydz'Ogen nolution rate trcm hatnium electrode without 
cmTent fioring - h1drogen eYOlution rate !retn ha.tniua 
el.ectrode with current now1ng 
• dV1 • dVt + 6.97 I 
• 620 - S62 + l2S • 183 anl •ca-2 •1111n-l 
Values ot the di.ttarence effect for other current denaitiea were 
calculated in a eim11ar JUnner and are shown in the table. 
The caloulatiom1 tor the ocmatant I in Equation S, page b4, by -
the method of leut aquaru are shown in Appendix it, pages 214 to 217 . 
dVt • uerage b;ydrogen wol.ution rate front both the hatniUJll 
V.  PHASE III OF 'IlIE EXPERIMENTAL INVFSrIOATIOH 
Measurement o£ the Dissolution Potential.a of Hatni.um. in Hydrof1uoric 
Acid and Hydrotluoric-Hydrochloric Acid �fixtures 
so 
Apparatus. figure 3, page 13., shows a diagram of the apparatus 
used tor this part. or the experimentation. A description of t ..he 
indirldual components of the apparatus is located in Appendix B, pages 
101 to 10.S. The principle or operation of the apparatus was measure­
ment with a potentiometer of the potential developed by & cell con­
sisting ot a hafnium electrode dissolving in hydrofiuoric acid bridged 
to a 1.00 N calomel electrode. Two salt bridges were useo. 'The main 
(saturated potassium chloride) bri.dge was used to eliminate liquid_ 
junction potentials and prevent hydronuor1c acid from contacting the 
calomel electrode .  The purpose of the auxiliary (O.lb N HF) bridge 
,,.. to preTent contamination of the hydrofluoric acid in the hafnium 
balt-cell by" the potassium chl.or1de solution. This concentration of 
hydrofiu.or1.c acid vu used in the auxiliary bridge as it vas low 
enough no't to appreciably attack glass and atill poeseaaed suf'.ticient 
oonductirtty to prorlde adequate potentiometer seneitivity. The 
stirrer in the hafnium halt-cell helped to preYent hydrogen polariza­
tion and to 1118int&in a homogeneous temperature and concentration in 
the acid. The potential. of the cell was measured with no current 
fioving in the mcternal circuit. The potential of the hafnium elec­
t.rode (on the hydrogen scale) vas obtained by subtracting the 
pot.antial or the reference electrode :tram the potential or the cell . 
Si 
Procedure. J. det&i1ed step-by-step procedure tor this part ot 
the experimentation is pTen 1n Appendix c, pages 116 to 118. 
Data and Result.. The data trom this part of the exparimen­
taUon are presen�ed in Appendix D, pages 200 to 210 . 
The results of the dissolution potent,ial :measurements are shown 
in Figures 20, 21, and 22, pages 52 to 54. Figure 20 shows the 
dissolution potentials for dif£erent hydrofluoric acid concentrations 
as a function of time. It iuy- be noted that the potentials increased 
(became leas raoble or more reactive) as the hydrofluoric acid 
concentration increased� and that in general., the e1ectrode became 
more noble as the reaction time increased, reaching a fairly oonetant 
value after about one hour. Figure 21 1• a plot o:r the same data 
but with the hydrofiuoric acid concentration as the independent 
variable. It very readily ahaws the dependence 0£ the electrode 
potential on the length of the reaction time. The effect o£ 
hydrochloric acid in hydrofluoric-hydrochloric acid mixtures is shown 
in Figure 22 . The di.aaolution potentials became more noble in the 
acid mixture, showing no other uniform trend. 
Samp1e Calculatione. The following illustrates the calculation 
. of the dissolution potential of the hafnium electrode tor a apecitio 
tiae and hydrot1uor1c ac.id concentration. The exper1menta1 nl.ue of 
the potanti&l of the cell (potentiometer reading) ia taken tor an 
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Figure Ro. 20 .  Dissolution Potential 
ot Hafnium Electrode in Hydrofiuoric 
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Figure Ho. 21. Dissolution Potential 
ot Hatnium Electrode in Hydrofiuoric 
Acid at 2soe. 
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Figure No. 220 Dissolution Potential 
of Hafniu.'Tl Elec trode in 0 . 300 N 
Hydrofluoric-Hydrochloric Acid ¥.ixture 
at 2.soe .  
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potentiometer read:J:ng • 1.06o8 volts 
potential o� 1 !I calaael electrode at 2SoC • 0.28o2 TOlta · 
dissolution potential or hafnium electrode 
• 0.2802 • 1.0608 • -0.7806 TOlta 
The remaining potential.a were calculated in a sind.1.ar manner. 
SS 
Effect of Various Additions on the Dissolution Potentials of Haf'rrium 
in H3"d!:o.tluoric Aci!1 
A,12P!£atus. The apparatus was the same as that �or the measure­
ment ot the dissolution potentials in bydrafiuoric acid. A diagram 
� the apparatus is ahown in Figure 3, page 13. 
Procedure. The procedure tor this part o� the experlmentation 
is located in .Appendix C, page 119. 
Data and· Resul ta. 'l1he data trom this part or the experimen­
tation are presented in Appendix D, pages 20L. to 209. 
1. Fluoride Salt Add.1t1oru1. The results of the adtH.tion of 
eodium fluoride, potasn'll11l nuoride, 
eultate are shown in Figure 23. Jmounts ot the salts were added that 
had previously' paasiT&.ted the ha.tnium surface in the dissolution rate 
•tudiea. It can be aeen that the potential became leas noble 1n each 
C&H. 'I1l1n aalt, llQ'ara were noted an the surface of the hahlium 
electrode a.ttar the additions of sodium. nuoride, potaaeimn nuoride, 
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Figure Ho. 2) .  Dissolution Potential 
of Hafnium Electrode in 0 . 300  M Hydro­
nuoric Acid at 2SoC with Various 
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2 .  Noble Metal Additions . The results o:t the additions of 
gold chloride, platinum chloride, and silver nitrate are shown in 
Figure 24. Both the gold chloride and platinum chloride addition 
caused the potential to beccne more noble. The gold chloride had 
the moat pronounced effect, and also produced a mirror-like polish 
57 
on the electrode aurface. The polished surface disappeared rapidly 
vhen placed in fresh hydrofluoric acid. The platinum chloride 
addition had an 1.mr.lediate pronounced effect upon the potential, but 
the effect gradually decreased with time . The electrode surface tran 
this run was also shiny, but much less than from the gold chloride 
addition. The silver nitrate addition had no noticeable e£tect on 
the electrode. The reconstituted noble metal was f'ound in the 
reaction beaker after all the additions. In the case of the silver 
nit.rate addition, small needle-like crystals of the silver metal. vere 
found. Figure 25, page $9, shows the eff'ect of the platinum chloride 
addition on the potential in hydrofiuorio-1.00 N hydrochloric acid 
mixture. The ettect o! the eame addition in hydrofiuoric acid alone 
is also shovn so that a comparison can be rude. No reconstituted 
metal wae f'ound in the reaction beaker after the run. 
3.  Oxidizing Agent Addi tiona . The reaulte or the arldi tione 
or aodiW11 bismuthate, potassium permanganate, and sodium dichromate 
are shown in Fi.gtu-e 26, page 60. The potassium permanganate and 
potassium dichromate addit.J.ona made the potent1a1a slightly more neg­
ative. Sodium bismuthate had the opposite effect, again producing the 
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Figure No. 24 .  Dissolution Potential 
ot Hafnium Electrode in 0.300 N Hydro­
nuoric Aoid at 2SoC with Noble Metal 
Salt Additiona . 
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Figure No. 25 . Dissolution Potential ot 
Hafnium Electrode at 25oC with Platinum 
Chloride Addition. 
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Figure No . 26 . Dissolution Potential 
ot Hafnium Electrode in 0.300 N Hydro­
fiuorio Acid at 2SoC with Oxidi.zing 
Agent Additions. 
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4. Mineral Acid Additions. The results or the additi.ons of 
hydrochloric acid, su1furic acid, and phosphoric acid are shown in 
Figure 27 . The sulfuric acid and phosphoric acid additions had no 
noticeable ef!'eot on the potential. The hydrochloric acid. addition 
bad a slightly larger effect, causing the potential to become more 
noble. This had been previ.ou.sly observed in the dissolution 
potentials in hydrofiuoric-hydrochloric acid mixtures. 
Sample Calculations. The calculations are the same as those 
given for the dissolution potentials on pages Sl and. 55. 
Effect of Current Density on the Dissolution Potentials of Hatnium 
in H,ydrofiuaric Acid 
61 
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as that tor the measure­
ment ot the dissolution potential8 of the hafnium electrode (see 
Figure 3, page 13 ) 1 except that a platinized platinum electrode was 
also introduced into the reaction beaker.  A separate circuit con­
taining an ammeter and a variable resistance box was uaed to connect. 
the tvo electrodes. 
Procedure. The procedure for this part of the experimentation 
1a located in Appendix c. pages 119 and 120. 
Data and Results. The data from this part ot the experimen­
tation are presented in Appendix n, page 210 . 
The resu1ta are shown 1n Figure 28., page 63, £or hydrofluoric 
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Figure No. 27 . Dissolution Potential 
ot Hatnilllft Electrode in 0.300 N Hydro­
nuorio Acid at 25oC with Mineral Acid 
Additions . 
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Figure No. 28 . Dissolution Potentials 
Developed by Hatnimn Electrode Dissolv­
ing Anodically in Hydrofiuoric Acid at 
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£,Ii 
the diaaolutian 1• direotJ.y proparticnal. to the current density �or a 
given bydrotluoric acid conoentrat1cm and that the potential becomes ·  
leas noble aa the hydrotluorio acid concentration increases. 
Splple Ca1oulat1ona. The cal.culationa are the UJM aa thoae 
ginn tor the diasolut.ion potenti&l.s on pages Sl and SS. 
CB.&P!'ER IV 
DISCUSSIOR 
I .  THE KIIETIC BBHAVIOR a, HAFNIUM DJ HmROnUORIC ACID 
The Reaction Rate 
The reaction rate ot hatrd.Ulll with hydrofiuorio acid, according. 
to the net atoichiO!lletry of the equation, 
(3) 
was determined over concentration ranges fran o.OS to 1.00 K BF and 
temperature ranges tram 5 to sooe. The reaction vu carried out in 
both hydrofi11orio acid and hydrofluoric-1.00 JI hydrochloric acid 
llixturH . Tha bydroahloric acid was used to suppress the ionisation, 
11 =.== rr • ,- c,�oe • 6.11 x 10-4> ,  <6> 
there� incr-ing the unioniud h1d,rofiuoric acid concentration, 
Br
1111
, and controlling the equillbrillll concentration ot fiuoride com-
+l _ ..... 1 -2 -3 4 plexee nob u � - nu S I H1T 6 , am Btr7 • Calculations with the 
abon equilibr11Dll oonatant show that o.oS I hydrofluoric acid ia 
three per cent ionised, and 1n the presence of 1.00 I hydrochloric 
acid (aannd.ng the HCl ie ane hundred per cent ionised) , }qdro­
nuoric acid in oonoentrat1ons troa o.os to 1.00 JI 1a leae t..han o.S 
per cent ionised. 
The re&C'ti.on rate vaa tound to be directly' proportional to the 
unionised HP concentration raised to the first power, ie . �  a first 
approx:l.mately ten per cent ionised, 1.00 R �fiuoric acid ia about 
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order reaction. Thia • .,. proportionality and order vu oba9"'9d 1n 
}v'drotluorio-1.00 N hJdrochloric acid mixtures. Stutliea wen made 1n-
11hich t,he hydrochloric acid concentration vu varied trora O to  8 X 
in 0.300 If bJdrofiuoric acid. These showed a detinate rate increase 
ld.th HOl. concentration in regiona where the HF
un 
concentration would 
not be increased b7 an etQ.Uilibr1a shift (0.300 W 117drotluoric acid 
ia only about one per cent ionised in acid mixtures containing o.S 
H Bel) . There.tore, increaaing the HCl concentrat.ion i-ro. o.S to 6 N 
abOllld only increase the rate about one per cent due to the increase 
in the Br
un 
concentration. HonTer, a rate increase ot about tventy-
11.w per cent was obsc'led. Thie prompted atudie• Wl1ng aulturic acid 
in 0.300 !f b;ydrofiuoric acid to Ne it the rate increase was due to 
SOJll8 environmental tactora peculiar to hydrochloric acid or to a 
}Vdrogen ion etrect. By varying the su.lturic acid concentration .troa 
O to  8 1, it was found the sul.fu:rie acid did inoreaae the rate, but 
only to the extent that might be predicted b7 the equ111brillnl shift 
towards the Br
un
. Tbua, the increase eaused by the hJ"droahloric acid 
can be attributed to an environmental etfect, possibly' on the lled1a 
through which diffusion takes place,  eolubilit7 ot react.ion products, 
or tranafOn1&tion � t11.Ju an the metal 8\U'face• rather than a 
· hJdrogen ion etteot. 
The reaction rate incNuecl with stirring speed, being linear 
cmtr a large part of the range investigated. The lenling-otr at 
the higher stirring speeds vu probably due to the lbdt of the 
stirring etticiency tor this particnilar 1J79tem. 
The activation energy for the reaction was found to be 
S.3 t 0.1 kcal 1n �nuor1c acid and 5.4 t 0.1 kcal in h7dro­
t1uoric-1.oo I hydrocbl.oric acid mixtures. (The calculation ot 
the deviation or error £or the activation energy is shown in 
Appmd1x E., page 212. ) This close agr .... nt indicates that the 
controll 1ng dissolution mechanism is rela"t.ively unaffected by the 
presence � the hydrochloric acid. 
Moelvyn-Hugh-17 states that heterogeneoua reactions between 
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a solid and liquid that are dittuaion control.1ed WNal.17 haTe three 
character1.stica • (1) the reaction is first order, (2) the activa­
tion en.era is about 4.S kcal, and ()) the reaction rate varies with 
the rate that the aoluUon is stilTed. This reaction haa been 
described b7 lt1rnst18 as one in which the chemical reaction proper 
take• place YerJ' rapidly at the solid surface., the liquid in the 
inmlediat..e neighborhood soon becondng choked with react.ion products 
and hindering fvther chemical change. Freab molecules or reactant 
can, hOINrf'er, di.ttuae •lowly' through this product or diffusion la,er, 
with a Yelocit7 which ia sull compared vith that ot the chanical 
change mid which dim1:ni•hes u the oonoentratian ot the react.ed 
substance falls ott. 
Theae obaracteriatica Yery readil7 describe the dissolution 
reaction of hatniu 1n bydro.t1uoric acid. Thia •anae t1P9 of reaction 
vaa prertoualy found tor the di.seolution or sirconiu in bydrofiuoric 
acid.3,4,S, 6,7 The one variation 1• the activation enera� in which 
the experiJNntal va1ue 18 alight� higher than the theoret,ical value 
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(5 .)  kcal compared to 4.5 kcal) . The difference oan posrlbl.y be 
explained by the derivation or the theoretical value. (The calculated 
value ot the experimental error is approximately one-tenth kca1, ao 
this would not account ror the variation. )  The theoretical value of 
the activation energy results rrom equating the reaction rate to the 
dittusion rate of the reactant through a liquid film to the metal 
surface as described by Fick's lav. The assumptions that the concen-
tration gradient is equal to the concentration of the bulk solution 
dirtded by the thickness of the cliffusion layer and the thiclmess of 
the diffusion layer is independent ot temperature lead to the 
temperature coefficient for the reaction rate constant (activation 
energy) being equal to that for the diffusion coefficient which is 
observed to be about 4 ..5 kcal at 2SoC . There is enough uncertainty 
in these as8Untptiona to possibly account for the Tariation, but 
supposing it to be real, it may be explained in a different manner 
as suggested by Jamee, et al. ,7 tor the relatively high activation 
energies or zirconium dissolving in HF-HNo
3 
mixtures reported by 
Vander Wall and Whitner6• From examining the oxidation potential of 
hatnilDll, it seems probable that in a manner similar to al.U11dnum, �'le 
metal is protected trom corrosion b7 some type of thin adherent film 
· (probably oxide or hydride) • Kort'tk and Bockria eay this chemical. 
puaivit7 ot active metals can be produced by formation or adherent, 
very thin, invisible layers ot metallic oxide upon exposure to 
atmospheric oxygen.19 Activations or these passive surfaces have 
indicated that this phenomenon depends only upon a monomolecular layer 
� oxide, thus as long as the oxide is not attacked, the film cannot 
grow and always remainll invisible. Kuhn points out from his obser­
vations on sirconium corroding in hydrochloric acid, that once the 
corrosion process has started in solution, a hydride film is tanned 
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an the metal surrace.20 This was also observed on zirconium corroding 
in hydrofiuoric acid b:, J&ms, et al.S,7 James and Straum.anis point 
out that the thin grayish film observed on hafnium dissolving in 
dilute hydrofiuoric acid (0.1 N)  is probably a hydride.32 Thus, 
during dissolution, there is probably always a film on the hafnium 
surface, originally an oxide, but replaced by a hydride tilm when 
bydrofiuoric acid reacts with the metal. Therefore, to react with 
the metal, the HF moleoulea must be diffusing through a film which 
is possibly non-permeable to other molecules . This film could be 
acting as another resistance to the diffusion process, thereby 
increasing the activation energy. 
Infiuence of Various Additives on the Rate 
Small additions (approximately 0.01 M) of ,•, c1-, Ho3, Br-, 
and c6H,f-:,3 (citrate) had no detectable effect on trot rate. 
Fluaride Salt Additions . Low concentrations of nuoride salts 
1n }Vdrofiuoric acid increased the reaction rate appreciably. This can 
be axpla1ned . ailllply by an increase in the HFun concentration due to a 
shift in the equilibrium. Large concentrations of nuoride salts in 
�ofiuoric acid decreased the reaction rate by the formation of 
insoluble salt tilnls on the metal surface. Sodium nuoride wae the 
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moat effective, producing almost complete passivation in solutions 
with concentrations above o.15 M NaF. This salt film was tentatively 
Sodium 
chloride additions above this concentration also produced passivation, 
indicating that. the sodium cation was responsible for the insoluble 
salt. Similar r,ms vere made with sodium nuoride adrlitions in 
o.3()h N hydrot1uoric-l.OO N hydrochloric acid mixture. Passivation 
vaa not obtained until the NaF concentration reached o . 80  M. Thia 
waa apparently due to the increased solubility o.f the sodium 
fiuoha!nate in the hydrochloric acid. 
It was interesting to note that the salt concentration 
necessary �or passivation in hydrofiuoric acid increased in the same 
order as the cation size, suggesting the same solubility pattern as 
was obserTed in sim11ar studies vith d.rconium.5 An attempt was made 
to test the pattern further with the lithium cation. However, it was 
impossible to obtain passivating concentrations ot the lithium ion 
due to the solubility limit ot lithium fluoride. 
Noble Metal Salt Additions. The addition o� equivalent amounts 
ot noble metal ions (o.oos :N) produced some passivation in each 
case, the ef"fecti"f'elless increasing in the order-gold., silver ., and 
platinum. In each case, the reconstituted noble metal was round in 
the reactor and the hafnium specimen had a shiny surface. The shiny 
surface quickly disappeared when placed in fresh hydro.rluoric acid 
(replaced by the usual gray surface) ,  indicating that it was not the 
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plated-out noble metal. Buck, et al. , found that the corrosion rate 
or titanium coupled to platinum metal was greatly decreased in boiling 
2 M hydrochloric acid . 21 Ti ta.nium dioxide was found at the po:ints of 
contact between the two metals in quantities that cou1d be identified. 
They suggest that platinum protects titanium because it racilitatee 
the formation of a protective oxide film on the titanium surface. 
This present situation is not unlike the one described by Buck. 
Titanium and hafnium are similar metals (in reactive respects) and 
since the . noble metal ions fro..lft the arldi tions must have been reduced 
at or very near the hafnium sur.face, they could rAve acted as couples 
or cathodes (effectively as oxidizing agents ) and promoted oxide 
film rorma. tion. Thus the shiny tiL-ns were probably oxides an<l caused 
passivation by increaa:L11.g the thickness of an existant layer or 
forming new layers through which the HFun had to diffuse . It will 
be diacussed later with the diff'erence effect that anodic cUITents 
have a very pronounced effect on the dissolution rate, probably 
through the formation of surface films . The observed passivation 
occurs as a consequence of the tendency of the noble metal to promote 
the electrochemical reaction. When the noble metal is remoTed trom 
the solution, the passivation disappears . 
The inability of the platinum ions to passivate the hafnium 
surface in the hydrofiuoric-1.00 N hydrochloric acid mixture was 
probably due to some envirom1ental £actors affecting the formation 
ot the oxide or liquid boundary layer. The shiny surface was formed 
in this case, but apparently more permeable than in hydrofiuorie 
aoicl alone. Bockria mentions that certain anions, notably bal1dee, 
often preTant passivation when added to 11olution1J in vhich 
pusivation 1• otherwise readily attainable.22 He nggest• that 
these ion.a mq be preferential.17 adsorbed on the aetal aurtaoe, 
prnenting the adaorpt.ion � "paasivating• ions. 
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Although the ad�tion of the noble metal. ions did not rule out 
the posaibilit..J' of an eleetrochemioal reaction on the surface cf the 
Jllfltal, it did aeem to point out that thilJ was not the predominant 
reaction. It the rate controlling step vaa elec'trochew.ical, t.he 
noble metal additions vou.ld have promoted local cathode formation on 
the batniUl!l surface with poasi.bl7 an accompanying increase in rate, 
but certainly not the observed decrease. Further evidence that the 
reaction ia not eleotroohemically controlled is the fact that the 
reaction rate was unattected by remOYal of the filament core around 
vbich the C17Stal bar was grown. Impur:L tie& in the metal concentrated 
at the core boundary WO'.ild cause a highly cathodic area that should 
appreciably attect any- electrochedoal controlled reaction. 
Qd.didng Agent Additions. The addition of equivalent amounts 
ot axididng agents showed that acme passivation vu cauaed by each., 
their et�ectiveneaa increasing in the order--RaBi.03, lltiC\• and 
x,.er2a_,. .Again, thie passivation was nl08t likely' caused by the 
tonaation ot oxide tllu cm the 118tal surtaoe, prcnoted by the 
arldising agents. The ••tal surtace resulting rram theee addition• 
bad a shiil7 appearance a1Jd.lar to other metals known to ban passive 
• 
oxide coatinge23 ·and to the shiny surfaces resulting from the noble 
metal salt additions . When the passivated metal surface was placed 
in fresh hydrofluoric acid, the reaction appeared to re81ll'tle at or 
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near its original rate, indicating the oxide coating on the passivated 
surface was removed or altered by- the reaction with HF. A thin oxide 
coating could be reformed by the metal reacting with dissolved oxygen 
or water, or alternatively, a hydride fiL"Tl might be formed from 
hydrogen reacting at the metal surface • .32 Smith and P�ll found that 
the presence of diaaolTed oxygen in hydrofluoric acid did not 
meuurabl)' affect the corrosion rate of zirconium4, so there is no 
reason to suspect it would affect the corrosion rate of hatnium. 
Kuhn has reported that the "breakaway" corrosion or normally' passive 
sirconilllll in hydrochloric acid is promoted by hydride films forming 
20 under the protective oxide coating. The stress caused by the 
h1'dride atarta loosening and nald.ng-away the oxide libt. The hydride 
films otter only limited corrosion protection with their ability to 
hinder diffusion, thue, the reaction proceeds . This seems to point 
out that the reaction between the hafnium metal and water to reform 
the oxide f'ilm plays only a minor part in the normal dissolution in 
hydrofluoric acid, and that the major reaction is di.tfusion through 
a to'dride tilm. lJow a hypothesis is allowed as to the reactions on 
the metal surface and the sequence 1n which they mq occur , 
Step 1 ,  Initiation ot the dissolution reaction by attack on 
(or dif'.tuaion through) the protective oxide lay-er by unionized HF. 
HtO,, + 4 HF ____.... HtF4 + (2  - w) 112 + w 820 
Step 2 t Reaction of the metal vi th H• and \0 to form 
surface .tilms . 
Ht +  y B2o --...... Hto7 
+ y 82 
Step ) 1  Dissolution ot the metal by' Hr and H+ diffusing 
through the surface filu. 
Ht +  u HF --+  Hfl'4 + 2 112 




Considering the effects or the nob1e metal salt additions , and the 
work or Jmaes, et a1. ,7 Iubn,20 and Smith and Hill,4 it appears that 
the last reaction in steps 2 and 3 may make only minor contributions 
under normal dissolution conditions, ie . ,  only in hydrofiuoric acid. 
Whichever way the reaction proceeds, equal amounts or hydrogen are 
formed (once the hydride film is formed ) ,  and the reaction is 
dependent on the rate that Hr
un 
diffuses to the metal surface . 
Mineral Acid Additiona . Small additions (0.10 H) of mineral 
acids 1n 0.300 N HF' did not markedly affect the dissolution rate or 
hafnj_um. It appeared though, that the hydrochloric acid addition 
caused a slight increaae in the rate, the sulfuric acid no noticeable 
effect, and the phosphoric acid a slight decrease. The ef'fect or 
hydrochloric and sul.furic acid was further investigated and discussed 
prni.ously in this section. 
Same qualitatiTe studies were made in very dilute hydrofluoric 
acid (O.OOJ to 0.015 N HF)  with hydrochloric additions . No hydrogen 
Ht + x u· --• Hf� 
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could be seen evolving troll a piece or hafnium 1n 0.003 N Hr. How­
ever, when concentrated hydrochloric acid was added (making the 
solut1.on ) H BCl) , hydrogen 1.,naediately- began evolving from the metal 
surtace. Pieces ot hatn:1:um were also put in 0.003 N HF-3 K 0011 
0.007 N HF-3 N HCl, and O.OlS N Hr-3 N HCl acid mixtures. Hydrogen 
was evolved from the hafniUlll surface in each case. When concentrated 
hydrochloric acid waa ad.ded, making the solutions 6 N 001. the 
hydrogen evolution rate appeared to remain about constant or increase 
very slightly. Wo reaction at all could be detected in concentrated 
(12 N) hydrochloric acid alone. These observations tend to emphasize 
the predcninant role played by the unionised HF and the minor part 
ot the hydrogen ions. 
II . ANODIC BEHAVIOR OF HAFNIUM IN HYDROFLUORIC .A.CID 
It should be pointed out in beginning, that the rate studies 
and the electrochemical studies were probably different aspects of a 
tota1 reaction and that one may not necessarily- substantiate or 
contirm the other under similar circumstances .  
The rate studies were measured on a rotating epecimen with the 
face sloped back at a forty-five degree angle frcn the bottom leading 
horisontal edge. Hence• the fiuid pueed verticalq acroes the metal 
tace. The electrochemical stud1.e• were made with a Tertical 
•tationary electrode and adjacent stirring, causing the major part 
� the fiuid to pass horisontally aero•• the metal taoe. In all 
probability, this led to different stirring efficiencies, but 
dif'ferences in the liquid films on the metal surface should have 
been small. 
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The rate studies concerned the over-all reaction, which is 
possibly a combination or rates of sii"nultaneously occurring reactions, 
both chemical and electrochemical. The electrochemical study deals 
solely w-lth the electrocherrical reaction and the things that affect 
it. It should be kept in mind that  evidence in the rate studies 
indicated that the electrochemical reaction makes only a ninor 
contribution under nor-rtal dissolution conditions. 
The Dif!erence Effect 
The difference effect was observed in a series or HF concen­
trations 1.n hydrofluoric-1.00 N hydrochloric acid mixtures and at 
various current densities .  This yielded information as  t.o the effect 
of anodic polarization on the hafnium electrode durine dissolution. 
The result� obtained indicated that the  difference effect was a 
function of current density and independent or hydro.rluoric acid 
concentration. This was previously observed in studies on T1, 24 
n,2S, 26 7In,
'l1 and Zra. 
The resulting expression for the difference effect was : 
6. • KI • (10 .0 ! 0.3)  I (�) 
A ft.l.ue ot IC •  6.97 in the above equation would mean that the hafnium 
electrode is one hundred per cent polarizable or that a current 
fiowing tran the haf'nium electrode decreases the hydrogen evolution 
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from the metal surface by an 8.l'llOUnt electrochemically equivalent to 
the current . A value oi K • 10.0 means the hafnium electrode is 
polarizable to an extent greater than one hundred per cent, ie. ,  an 
anodic current decreases the hydrogen evolution from the metal surface 
by an amount greater than that equivaJ.ent to the current. For 
example ,  an anodic current or one millia."!lp would not only decrease 
the hydrogen evolution by 6 .97 mm3 ( the hydrogen equivalent of the 
current) but also by an additional 10 .0 - 6 .97 or approximately 
3 mm3 . rM.s indicates that the normal dissolution conditions are 
changed by allowing a ctUTent to now through the electrode and can 
be explained by some change t.alcing place in the electrode reaction 
(or conditions ) due to the current. The present thought is that 
the flowing current. promotes an oxide film formation on the electrode 
surface that tends to passivate it. This would alao explain the 
unusual report from Stern that alloying titanium with as little as 
one-tenth per cant or palladium reduces its corrosion potential by 
ninety-eight per cent . 28 The pallad�um nuclei would act aa local 
cathodes or couples, producing an anodic current which in turn would 
alter the surface conditions, causing a protective oxide film to 
torm that retards further ooJTosion. J.ny subsequent reaction would 
electrochemically produce hydrogen at the cathodes where it would be 
liberated .  This would prevent the hydride from forming underneat,h 
the oxide til.'ftl1 disrupting ita protective role. 
• 
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A a1mil.ar situation ex:iata in the report trom Stern and Bishop 
that a amall spot of platinum on a tantalum. surface protects more than 
101000 times ita own area from hydrogen embrittlement in concentrated 
hydrochloric acid �or more than 11 '000 hours, which when unprotected ., 
becomes embrittlerl in only a :rev hours.29 Again the platinum would 
act as a cathode tor the liberation of hydrogen, not only keeping 
hydrogen away from the tantalum., but also promoting formation of 
protective films that further reduce hydrogen formation. 
Work by Straumanis and Chen24 and Strauma.Ttis, James, and 
Ratli.f.f.30 on the difference e:rtect in hydrofluoric acid on titanium 
and alpha solid solutions or oxygen in titanium gave values of K • S.7 
tor the pure metal and approximately 9.5 for alloys containing five 
to ten per cent oxygen. Similar work on zirconium by Straumanis., 
James, and Custead31 gave a value or K • 10.5 tor the metal 
(containing 1.$2 par cent oxygen) and approximat.ely 11.8 for al1oys 
containing three to seven per cent oxygen. These are the few cases 
where this extreme anodic polarization (values of K greater than 
6.97) has been found. It seems that the unusual anodic behavior 
ot these reactive metals may be associated. with oxides on the meta1 
surface and that. corrosion occurs -when the oxide f11m is attacked 
and rep1aced with a hydride film. As long as the reaction proceeds 
chemically vi.th HF, the hydride .film is stable, but once anodic 
currents begin, conditions favor the oxide formation, thereby changing 
the surface to a more passive condition. Under these conditions., 
the slower reaction takes place when something, such as hydrofluoric 
aci.d, ia present to dissolve t..he oxide or to remove the oxide film 
at points ot strain or imperfections so that "breakaway" corrosion 
can be initiated. This might exp1a1n the higher K Taluea or the 
oxygen alloys, too. They already · have a partia1 oxide film built 
into them, making them •ore susceptible to anodic polarization as 
they woul.d not be completely dependent on environmental conditions 
for the formation of the passive film. 
The Dissolution Potentials 
19 
The cliesolution potentials of haf'n1.wn. were highly negative and 
became more ne.gative (less noble) with incre&eing hy"drofiuoric acid 
concentration. They became more poeitive with tiMe, approaching 
constant ve.1ues in about one hour. This agrees w1. th previous work 
on �irconimn in hydronuoric acid.' However, contrary to this, the 
dissolution pot.entials became more noble in hydrofluoric-hydroehloric 
aci.d mixtures whi.le the total d:1.ssolution rate was obserTed to 
increase. Two possible explanations or thi.s increase are possible. 
The slow step according to the rate studies involves the di.rtusion 
ot unionized RP to the metal. surface (through sur.f'ace t:ilms in many 
or all instances). If' the HF di.f'tuaea to the metal sur.taee and upon 
reaction partially remOTes some of the snr£ace film., uncovered 
iM.purities acting u local cathod.es would be made a:nila.ble to 
the rate to increase. The potential l'l'light 
then become more noble bee&Ulle the st.rang difference et:teet would 
preTail over the opposing ef'fect or· the local cathodes. However, the 
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.absence ot rate increaaea in aul.fur1c acid mixture• seams t.o elind.nate 
thi8 uplanation. The aeoond alternative is that the bydrochl.orio 
acid allOIIII dittuaion to take place J10N read1Jy through the liquid 
1qer, or reducu the thickness or increases the pa:roaity- of the 
surface f11ms so that HF more readily comes in contact with the 
metal atoms. Again, it might be mentioned that halide ions are lmawn 
to prevent passivation apparently due to their adsorption on metal 
aurtaces. 22 This wou1d certainly affect the formation of the surface 
films and might even in itsel.f cause the potential to becane 
more noble. 
Innuence or Various Additives. 
1. nuoride Salt Additions. 'the dissolution potentials became 
lese noble upon addition of the fluoride salts in concentrations that 
caused passivation o� the meta1 in the rate studies. The order of 
the decrease in the potentials corresponded to the concentration of 
the sa1t, ie., ammonium. fiuorl.de which was present in the highest 
concentration caused the largest decrease in potent:lal. hen though 
the salt layer 11118 eftectin in decreasing the area of the reaction 
surt'aoe to retard the OYer-a11 rate, some 1ocal cathodes were atill 
aoti.Te ao that the dissolution potentials decreased. The decreases 
were about What voul.d be expected tram an increase in the hydrof'luoric 
acid concentration. 
2. Noble Met.al Salt Additi.ons. Platinum and gold ch1oride 
addi.tions made the dissolution potentials more noble. The si1ver 
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nitrate addition d:1.d not seam to affect the potential. These results� 
however, were not reproducible and should be considered semi­
quantitative. It was interesting to note, though, the gold addition 
that caused the largest inorease in potential resulted in a very 
shiny and apparent1y re1atively thick (oxide) film. In this case, 
the thicker coating must have effectively covered the entire surface, 
inc1uding local cathodes, so that the potentia1 became more noble. 
'rhe thicker coating would a1so have caused the observed decrease in 
the dissolution rate and could have been formed as previously 
mentioned in the kinetic di.saussion. 
3. Oxidising Agent Addit,ions. It vas previously' postulated 
that the orldizing agents decreased the total dissolution rate by 
promotion of oxide films on the metal surface. It vas observed that 
the dissolution pc,tenti.als ware slightly decreased by oxidizing agent,s 
(it an exception 1.s  made o� the bi.smut.hate addition because of the 
precipitate fomatian which could have af'f'ected the potentia1). This 
is canpatib1e with previous postu1ations tor the mechanism il the 
(Old.de) filnle that caused the rate decrease ware discontinuous and 
dul not cover al1 the local cathodes. Potassium permanganate and 
potassium di.chromate are known to be depo1arizers that could cause 
the observed potentia1 decreases. There was vi.sua1 evidence to 
support this in that the films tram the oxidising agent additions 
were not. ae shiny as those f'rOn\ the noble meta1 salt addi.tiona 
indi.cating they were either not as thick or as dense. 
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4. Mineral J.c:14 Additions. That li;rdroch1ar1c acid caused the 
cHJaol.ution potential.a to become more noble has been pz'ffioualy 
<H.sauaaed. 8aal.l additions or su11'u.ric and phospborio acid had no 
noticeable �f'ect on the potentiala·. 
Intluence ot Current Densitz. A at.rang intluence � current 
dena1.t7 was observed cm the disaolution potential.a in HF. The effect 
vae greater at 1ower }Q'drofiuorio acid concentrations. Thie contirnus 
t,be large 1nt1uence � current, densi.t7 on po1ariu.tion suggested by 
t.he poaiti.w d.ilference e.tteot. The anodic current ah1.tts the 
poten'tial to naore noble values that would in itselt lower the selt-
41aso1ut1on rat.a. Thia indicates that small. adclitione of nob1e 
meta'le to harnium would increase 1-ts anti-carroeive proparties 1n a 




In th1.a investigation, the ldnetio and e1ectrochendca1 stud:tea 
were made with di.f:terent geometrical set-ups. The rate specimens 
were rotated lll'ld the difference ef'fect and potential study specimens 
(electrode•) vere stationary. As these £actors could have some 
effect for d.1.ffuaion controlled processes, future kinetic studies 
might be made with fixed specimens. The geometrical. set-ups for 
tlds study were chosen ao the reaul. ta coul.d be compared w1 th prerlous 
work on titanium and zirconium. Origi.na1ly, the idea or the rotating 
eample for the kinetic study vas used because of its effectiveness 
1n remorlng hydrogen from the sample, thereby minimising po1arization. 
ot partiau1ar interest wou1d be the determination of activation 
energies in the presence 0£ oxidising agent8 and higher concent.rations 
of mineral acids. These nd.ght help o1ari.ty the formation or surf'ace 
tilms and their role as res:1.atances to diffusion. These studies should 
also include the etteot of' other mineral acids on the rate. 
Other atudi.ee that might be en11.ghtening wou1d be the effect 
ot 1n1rious additions to the solTent on the cUJTent density developed 
by- the hafnium e1ectrode. ilso1 stud:Les on hafnium alloyed with 
oxygen, nitrogen., and platinum might give further insight into the 
rol.es of oxide fi.lm.s and nob1e metal coup1es 1n the corrosion ot the 
act.ive meta1s. 
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A direct aethod ot fo11owing the reaction rate vou1d be helpful 
and reassuring. The indirect. (gas evo1ution) method could be Vf!Jr7 
mialeading it under some condi.t.ions it did not aCC\lrate].Jr inc:H.cate the 
true disao1uti.on rate. At the present time• an apparatus has been 
designed t.o d.irectl.T measure the corrosion rate of metals in liquid 
media. Radioactive metals v1ll be used and the corrosion rate v1l.l. 
be f'olloved by measuring the rate of concentration increase o� the 
r&M.oact1.ve ions in eo1ut1.on vi.th a scin+.iJlat1an counter and rate 
meter. ·The react,ion ayatem i.s ot the tank-now type and canetructed 
ao that al.1 parte 1n contact vi.th the corrosive media are po�l 
chloride• tetl.on, or lucite. Thia apparatus v1ll not only' giTe a 
check on the gas evolut:1.on �paent, but v1ll be used for corrosive 
media in which the ca.position or the products mq be non-gaaeows 




Straumanis and Ballass1 round that the hydrogen evolTed was 
equj.valent to the hafnium d.1.ssolved during its disso1ution in 
hydrofiuoric acid. HoweTer, this might be questionable in the case 
ot eome of the additions that were made. For instance, in the 
presence of the oxidising agents, some hydrogen cou1d have been 
oxidized to water, making the dissolution reaction appear to be 
· slower than 1. t actually was. 
Sample .Area 
The dimens:1ons of the hafrdum specimen (samp1e) were measured 
accurately with a micrometer call.per and the calculated surface area 
or the exposed race assumed to be the effective surface area ot the 
aamp1e. On a molecular sca1e, the effective surtaoe area 1n all 
probability was several times this va.1.ue. However, the surface was 
prepared in the same manner before each run� so the e.rfective area 
should have been about the sam.e each time. For tirat order dilf'uaion 
reactions, the e.f.teot1.ve area appears to remain constant as the 
reaction progresses even though the aotual sur:raoe becomes eroded.17 
Rates 
An important limi.tation is that the rate data is not absolut,e., 
prevent,1.ng calcu.l.ation or absolute reaction rate constants and the 
accompanying t,hermodynald.o data. It appears that arrr �f'ort, in th1.e 
direction must be d.ireoted trail the e1eotroobam:lcal aide., po•sib:cy 




SUMMARY .DD COHOLUSXCllS 
The ratea � tU.esolution• d.itference etf'•at• and di.8so1ution 
potenU.•1• o� ba1n:l1.111 ..-. determinect 1n hydron.uori.c acid. 
The d:1aso1ut.ion rates were determined by co11ect1.on and 
peri.odio measurement ol the TolUJN or gaa l.iberated f'ran • ha1'niUJft 
apeoimen according to the net atoLohunet.1"7 ot the equat:lmu 
u + li Hr �  Ht.r4 + 2 8t 
The hydrofiuaric acid conoentrat:lan vae varl.ed frolll o.OS to 1.00 If • 
. The temperature waa Taried .tran S to SooC. The etteot, Gr atirring 
•peed wae a1llo studied. These led to the .follolfina• 
1 .  The baf'm.1DD-hydrofiuario acM reaction is tirat order v:lth 
reepec't to the concentration � unionised Hr 09'8I' the range atud.ied. 
2.  The utivation en.ra tor the cl1.aeo1ution reaction 
18. s., i 0.2 kea1. 
). The reaction rat.e s.e d1rectl.7 propartiona1 to the epeed 
at vhich the hatni.1111 epecimen is rotated. :1.n the stirring speed range 
� 100 to hOO NY01utiona per minute. 
On the buiJI of the abcmt• it .... oonoblded that t,1-
di•••luUan of baf'm.\1111 in }vdrotl.uoric acd.d 111 a clltfuaion 
oonu-olled react:lon. 
Additions of .f'luoride salts, noble metal salts, oxidizing 
agents, and mineral acids were made to determine their effect on 
the dissolution rate. They indicated that , 
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1. Pl.uoride salt addi.tions increase the dissolution rate (by 
an equili.brium ehilt towards union:lsed HF) until a critical cation 
concentration ie reached where the .hafnium 1a passivated b;y the 
rorrnation or insoluble sa1t r11ms on the surface. 
2. Hob1e metal. sal.t additions (0.005 N) tend to passivate 
the hafnium by the formation of filnta (presumabl.y oxide) on the 
surface promoted by reduction ot the noble metal ions • 
.3. Oxidising agents ( o.osa, JI) tend to pasai va te the 
hafnJ.um b7 promotion of fil.Jaa (pre81111lably- oxide) en the surf"aoe. 
4. Mineral acid ad.d.1tiona ehav no conaiatent. trend. 1\YdrO­
ohloric acid. (0 'to 8 B) tends to increase the rate. sul.furic add 
(0 to 8 R) llhon no appreciab1e dteot, ot.her than the equi.lihri'lllll 
ehitt � the uni.onimed Br, and pbcMlphoric acid (0.10 R) 
retards the reactian sllghtly-. 
T!lllt �terence etl'eot ........... ta reaulted in the to11ov.lng1 
1. The dUl'erenoe etl'eot 1• d1reo'tly' PJ'Ol)ClrUona1 to U. 
csuzirent dtlll81.t7 and indepmdent. ot 'ti. - acid concentraUcm. 
2. Anodio cnDTent.a ban a ....,- etrcng po�sing intl.uenoe 
cm. the d1.sll0l.u tion react.ton. 
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The d1.•so1ution potentials � hatni111l becue leas noble u the 
�nuor1c acid concentration vaa increased • .Addi.tian• t4 fiuoride 
aalte, noble .. ta1 ealt•, oxidising agent•� and 1111.neral aoide 
8hcN'ed that, I 
1.  nuonde salt addition• in concant.rationa au.t:ticient to 
p.Ye passiTation caue the potenti.al to becOll8 l••• noble. 
2.  Plat1num and gold oh1oride add1.tions (o.oos JI) tend to 
JUke the potentia1 aore noble. SilTar m.t.rate addition (O.QOS H) 
had no e:ttect. en the poten'tial.  
3. Ondising agent additi.one (o.os29 M KMn(\ and o.OS29 • 
'2,Cr2o7) tend to make the potential lee• noble. 
h.  Mineral. acid additions show no conaieten't trend. }bdro­
ch1oric acid (0 to 2 B) tends to make the potential.a •or• noble. 
Sa.1..hric and phosphoric acid (0.10 B)  ahow no noti.ceable e:tfect. 
Sartaoe reaction• :tor t.he di••oluUon are proposed •• 
follOWII I 
Step 1 1  Initiation o� the cli••olution reaotion b7 attack on 
(or d.U.tuion tbroagh) the proteoti'Ye oxide layer b7 unioniNd Hr. 
sto., + Ii BP � Hffh + (2 - w) 82 + v 820 
Step 2 1 Reaction o:t the metal. vit,h a• and "20 to fana 
nrfaoe tu... 
Ht + lt •• � Ht8z 
M + 7 820 � Ht� + 7 82 
Step 3 ,  Dissolution of the metal by HP and u+ di.thaing 
throu.gh the wrtaoe films. 
Ht + 4 Hr � Hah + 2 � 
Ht + 4 a+ � at•4 + 2 � 
(ch91111cal) 
( eleotrochend.oal) 
Bri.dence indicates that the reaction of the metal nth �o and a• 
(the last reaction in stepe 2 and 3)  make only" Jllinor contributions 
to the 'total rate in the normal di.aaoluti.an or the metal in 
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}vdronuaric acid. The di..tru&ion ot the un:lonised Bl' to the reacting 
1111r:taoe i• the rate controlling step. 
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The �ollowing is a 11.at o� the major materia1s used in this 
inTestigation. More inrormation on these commercial.17 avai.1able 
material.II u.y be .tound by oonsult,1.ng the chard.cal catalogue � the 
OOIIIJ)IIIJ7 concerned. 
1 . .lo1d1 �hloric. Reagent grade, ... ta ACS apeoifica­
tione. J.111.ed Cheld.cal Corporat:l.oa, Rew York• If. Y. 
2 .  Aoid1 Hydrofiuorio . Reagent grade, meets ACS spec1tica­
t1QD8. Merck and Callpmty, Rablrq, 11. I. 
3 • .A.oid.1 Os.al io . lleagent grade, meets ACS specllicationa. 
All.S.ed Chemical Corporation., Jtew Yark, W. Y. 
h. J.cd.d1 Phoephorio . Reagent grade. General Chmd.cal 
COIIIJ)8DT• New Yorlc• W. T. 
S. J.cid.1 Su.1.Qu1.e. Reagent grad•• JMtet• ACS spec.,11'1.caticna . 
Allied Ch-1.cal Corporation• Bew York, H. Y. 
6. .-aoniWll n»orid9· Reagent grade. Allied Ch•ioal 
Corporat.1.an, Ifft York, R. Y. 
7 .  Gold. Chloride• Pu.rifi.ed. Piaher Soientitio COll1J)8D1'., Fair 
Lawn, •• J.  
8.  Batni'UJII. CZ79ta1 bar, obtained. tram Oak Jtidge Watianal. 
Luorat,ary, Ou RS.dge, Tenneaeee . 'r7J,1cal anal.Tai.• (J>PIII) 1 Ac, < 1J 
Al. lJ B, o.); Ba, 3J Be, o.2J ca, 10J Cd, 0.2, Co., 11 er, 12J Cu, 3J 
, •• SOJ K., < 40J Lt.., c::: 0.2, Mc, < 2J Jlll, < lJ Mo, < b.J ••• < SJ 111., 3J 
P, < l.OOJ Pb� < 1J Si, <.IJ Sn, <- 1J Ti., <2J V, < 2J Zn• <-lOOJ Zr (M<>2 
atd. ) .  70,000J Zr (liquid etda. ) ,  )8-h2,000J o, 90-llOJ o, 30J and 
B, 10-20. We•tJ.n&houae Atcllio Power Dirtalon, �tt,eburgh, Pa. 
,. Lith1.ma Sullate. Reagent grade. Allied Chemical 
Corporation, New ·York., H. Y. 
10. Merourows Obloride. Reagent grade., meet.a ACS speci.ti.ca­
t.1.ons. Herek and �., Ralnrq • N. J.  
ll. Mercurz• Tectm1cal. J. T.  Baker Chemical Company, 
Pb.1l.llpaburg, • • J. 
12. Platinma Cblor:ide. Analyt1ca1 Reagent. Mallinckrodt 
13. Pot&seium Ohlor:l.de. Reagent grade., meets ACS apec1.t1ca­
t.i.on11. illled Chai.cal Corporation., Nw York., R. Y. 
14. Pot.assiua Diohroraate. Reagent grade, meets ACS speoU'i­
catione. Merak and Oaltpany, Bahwa7, N. J. 
]5. Potaasi\111'1 Fluoride. Technical.. Hershaw Sc1.entU1c, 
01nel.and., Ohio. 
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16. PotaaBi\lll Iodide. Anaqtica1 Reagent., wt• ACS apeoUica-
Uona. Mal 11nckrodt Cheuca1 Wortm. st. LoaJ.a., Mo. 
17 . PotaeaiWll Permanganate. Beagent grade, ... ts ACS apecin.­
oaticn•• Allied. Chemical. Corporation, Wev Yark., w. Y. 
18. SilTer lit.rate . Reagent grade, m .. ta ACS apecilications . 
fi•her Sci.entifi.c c�., Fair tnn. •· J. 
19. Sodi.Ull Biamthate. Reagent grade, meeta ACS specif'ications. 
MalUnckrodt Cbmnical Worn, St. Lc:nna, Mo. 
. .  , . ! 
' ·. 
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20. Sodium Brond.de. Reagent grade., meet• ACS epeciti.catione. 
Al.lied Obed.cal Corporati.on• lfew Yark., R. Y. 
21. Sodium Chloride. Reagent grade, ... t• ACS specili.cations. 
Fiaber Soientif:ic CompaJQ", Fa1r ·Lavn. I. J. 
22. Sodium Cit.rate. u. s. P. Chas. Ptiur and Compar.1y, 
Rew York, B. Y. 
23. Sodium n.uorlde. Reagent grade# J11&eta ACS specifi.cati.ona. 
Merck and CoapaDT, Pair tmm. H. J. 
24. Sodium IJrtlraxide. Reagent grade, aeeta ACS speci.tioa­
tions. · Fisher Scientific Oompa!J7., Fair Lav.n# 11. J. 
2S. Sodium Nitrate. Reagent grade., meets ACS speciticationa. 




The �olloving 18 a liat of the aajor component• of the 
apparatus Wied in thia invest,1gat:1on. 
Meanting and Sur.taoe Preparation ot Batni.um Specimens 
1.  Be1t Surfacer. Buehler Ho. 12�0. Bueh1ar Ltd. ,  
lhanaton, m. 
2.  Center,net Press. One-inch mold., Buehler Ko. 1305. 
Daehler .., Ltd. , Evanston., ll1. 
).  Hand Grinder. Handimet., 4-stage• Buehler No. 1470. 
Bueh1er, Ltd., Evanaton, lll. 
Ou Bvo1utio.n Apparatus 
1. Barette, aa •• Graduated frolll O to  100 ml. in 0.2  JU 
di'ri.aion•. 
2.  Fl.uk1 Dutllling. Three-neck., Soo lll, center joint 34/16, 
aide johta 2L/bO • 
.3. Heat,er1 1-erd.on. lnJ.:te-bl.Alde type, ll5 v. Sao •• ao .  
Centeral. Sci.en�c Co. , Chioqo• 111. 
Jh Motor1 Stirrer (Reactor). Fult.ork Labmo'tor, llS v, 60 c, 
aa. Fi.sher Sc1ent1t1c Co. , Pittsburg., Pa. 
S. Stirrer (Water Bath). Panslry-Martene Mot.or Stirrer, US v, 
60 o, ac .  Fillher Scienu.ti.c Co • ., Pittsburg• Pa. 
6. Swlt,ch1 8-lq. TJ1)e SR6ooA, US ""• ao. Pb1lade1phia 
Scientific Olaes, Qaakert.awn, Pa. 
1. 'l'hlrrllloreplator. Type SE-n2. Ph:lladelphia Soienti.tic 
01aaa , Quakertown, Pa. 
Ditterence Bttect Apparatus 
l. Jmiaet.er. Model 931. Westen El.eotrio Ina�nt 
Corpora-ti.on., Btnra:rk• I. J. 
2. Bat�erz, Storage. Six-volt. 
) • .Burette, Ou. Graduated. frca o to 100 ml in 0.1 ml 
cH:vi•1.ons. 
10.3 
h. n•k, Di.st:lll1,.. Three-neck, 500 mi. center joint 3li/LS, 
aide jointa 21.a/hO. 
S. Beater, lnnlllr•ion. Eni.fe-blade type., U.S v, SOO •, ac. 
Oanteral Soientitic Co. , Chicago., n1. 
6. Motor1 Stirrer (Reactor). Sargent, cone-drive stirring 
motor, US T, 60 e, ao. B. R. Sargent and Co • ., Chicago, Ill. 
?.  Motor, Stirrer (Water Bath). No. l883S', US T1 60 c, ac. 
Cnteral Soient,itic Co.,  Jiew Ycrk, w. Y.  
8.  &u:lstance Box. Graduated tr011 0 to 9999 ohms ui l ohm 
41.rtld.on•. Centeral. Scientiti.c Co. ,  Chi.cago• m. 
9. Sv.l:toh1 Belg. Six Y, do.  St..rut.hera-Dann, Inc., 
Ptdladelpbia, Pa. 
10. Therllaoreplat,or. Mercural type. Made b7 Dr. T .  lj:lJlla, 
Metal1ura Dept. , M1.a souri Sehool. � Min•• and Metallurg, Ro11a, Mo. 
Di.eeo1ut.ion Potential APJ?8£&tu8 
1. Ammeter. Model 9)1. Weston Electric Instrument 
Corporation, Nawark-., N. J. 
2. Cells, DJ:z• General purpose, 1.5 v. 
). Galvanometer. No. 2li200. Leeds and Northrup Co. , 
Phil.adelpMa, Pa . 
4. Heater, l.l!ffllersion. Knife-blade type, 115 v, 500 w, ac. 
Centeral Scienti.fia Co. ; Chicago, I11. 
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S. Motor, StilTer (Reaewr). Fu1tork Labmotor., 115 v, 60 o• 
ac. Pi.aher Scientific Co. , Pittsburg, Pa. 
6. Motor, Stirrer (tlater Bath). Sargent cone--drive stirring 
aotor., llS v, llJ a,  ac. E. H. Sargent and Co. , Chicago, Ill. 
7 .  Potentiometer. No. 76Sl. Leeds and NorthrUp Co. , 
Pb:U adelphia1 Pa. 
8.  Beaistance Box. Graduated from O to 999.9 ohms 1n 0.1  ohm 
cH.Tisiona. Centeral Sci.ent.i.fic Co. , Chicago, m. 
9. Standard Cell. Eplab Students• Cell . The Eppley 
Wlboratory • Inc. , Newport• R. I. 
10. Svitch1 Rei&• Type Slt60oA, 11S Y, ac. Philadelphia 
Soimt.1.tio Olaes., Quakertown, Pa. 
11. Thermoregulator. Type SE-712. Phi.lad.elphia Scientif'io 
oia.a., Quakertown, Pa. 
Miscellaneous Spec1.al Bguiplaent 
1. Beakers, Polyethylene. 250 and 600 ml. capacity'. 
2. Burette1 Polz!tz!:entte Graduated b-om O to So ml 1n 0.1 
ml ti vie:1.ons. 
3.  Cyllnder1 Oraduated1 Pol.z!tJq;lene. Graduated from O to 
300 ml in 2S ml. di Tiaiona . 
lOS 

I BIPERIMERTAL PROCEDURE 
Measur•ant � the Dissolution Rate of HatniUlft in Hydronuoric Acid and 
ltydro1'luor10-B,,d!Y!hl.orio .loi.d Mlrture 
The procedure tar th1.• part, ot t.he e.x:parimenta.tian fo11owe as a 
step-by-step operat.1.on procedure. Refer to Figure 1. page 10., to 
olari.t7 'the ncmenclature pertaining to the apparatus .  
1 .  Start the constant t,emperature bath by (a) turning on the 
cooling vat;er and the water bath stirrer, and (b ) p1ugg1ng 
the ertension cord 1'rclft the re1a.y awitch '\into a 1lS volt ac 
source which both actiT&tes the thel'fflOregulator and supplies 
current tor tlle lmif'e-blade heater. The thermoregulator must 
be Mt to maintain 'the va:ter bath temperature at the 14ffel 
duired tor the run. 
2. ReaaoTe the JNrCU7 ••al aambly, including t.he ealbination 
P9C •tirrer toot. and the hatnillffl sample holder. 
3. Place 300 ml � hydrofi11orio acid (or hydrot'luoric-� 
ehl�o aoid wd.rture )  o� the deeired ooncentraUon in the 
1R1X-li.ned reaction f'l.a8k. Add the acid through a J)C)1y­
•tbJ'ltme hnnel. to ):INrt'm't it hOftl ccntacting partians � the 
f'l.aek not ocnered rit.h v.x. OoTer the nuk and al.low it to 
aet in the water bath �or appraxinlately- two hours to bring 
the QWtel to bath teMperature bef'ore starting the run. 
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4. Attach a lucite-mounted hafnium samp1e with a freshly prepared 
surface to the stirrer .foot w:tth melted beenllX. The stirrer 
:toot :ls constructed ao that the ha!nilll'll sample is always 
attaohed at an equal <liatance t'rom. the ax1a of rotation and 
the expoaed hahium. surface is 1nc1ined at an angle ot LS0 
t,o the directi.on of rot.ation. The direaticna �or preparing 
and mounting the hatni.W'1 specimen in luoite and £or preparing 
the hatnium �ace previous to a run are given in 
Appendices F and G, pages 218 'to 22S. 
S.  Btch the hatniwn SDIJ)1e tor 10 to 20 seconds in bydrofiuoric 
acid or the concentration to be used in the run (un't;jJ. 
�en 1.s being evo1ved from the entire surface) , rinse 
111'\h di.stilled water and. allow t,o drain. 
6. MJuat the leval.ing bulb ao that. the water leTel in the au 
7. ()pm stopcock a't point. J. -
8. PQt atopooak grease on the glass joint of the mercury seal to 
1nnre a gu-t.ight, eea1. when it ia inserted into the tl.uk. 
9 • .  I:naert the 1119rClJl7 seal &888!ftbly into the nask. 
10. Plat the leather belt OYer the pulley on the stirrer and start 
11. Sinmltaneou.al.y' start the atopwa"toh and close the stopcock 
at point J. -
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12. Record the temperature and atmoapheric pre11sure at the gaa 
buret..te. This temperature and pressure ia recorded f!IVery 
thirty minutes during the run and at the end of the run • .An 
&Terage of these valu.,. 1.s uaed a.a the temperature and 
pressure �or the run. 
13 . At predetermined t.tme intenals, level the 1eTeling bulb• 
record the elapsed ti.me and the total increase 1n vo1ume ot 
'the gases 1n the react.ion syatem (gas burette reading) .  
The 1evel of the vat.m- in the leveling bulb and gas burett,a 
are kept apprcmd:naately equal at a11 tia .. during the run. 
l.4. When the run is concluded., stop the reactor stirrer, remOYe 
the belt .tram the p.(lley, stop the atopwatch, open t-he 
stopcock at point i., and Nll10Y8 the maroury seal. aasemb� 
tram. the reaction fiaelc. Inspect, the batniwn sample �aoe 
and note 1 t8 conct1. tion. Rinae the atirrer foot and hafni.Ull 
&arp1e with di.stilled water and allow to drain. 
is. a.ewe the aoi.d solution front the react-ion :tluk. R:lnae the 
nuk at 1-'t tm.ce with di•tilled water. (A rubber hose 
connected to a water aspirator ie a Tft7 CCllTeldent 11N18118 � 
NllOY1ng the llquida.· ) 
16. It another run 1• to 'be Made• repeat steps 2 through lS. U 
not- abut; ott the vat.er bath and cover the reaction fiuk. 
The wax-l1n1ng in tJie rea.oti.on :tluk 11hoal.d be mndned d'ter 
uoh run tor holH that would �ow ac:ld. to contact the g1ass fiuk. 
llO 
Al.so, the glass joints should be periodically inspected and greased to 
insure no gaa leakage 1n the a79tem. 
�feet ot Temperature an the Dissolution Rate � Hatm.um in IJrnr:o­
nuor:10 Acid and Hydrofiuor1.c-l.OO 11 Bydroch1orio Acid Mixture 
The procedure tor t.h.:ls part of the experimentation is the 
SU19 as that given £or the measurement of the dissolution rate c4 
haf'nium 1n hydronuoric aci.d, this appendix, pages 107 to no. 
Water bath t,emperat.urea below the temperature of the coo1ing 
vat.er vare obtained by ad.ding cracked ice to the bath. The 
twparature coul.d be controlled very easily vi.thin to.1oC. It ia 
iapartmlt to control the 1enl ot the water in the water bath so that 
the immersion � the reactan f'l.uk is kept constant. 
V.tect ot Various Additives on the Dissolution Rate 0£ Hatnium in 
Hydrgfiuoric Acid 
The procedure for this study in divided into two parts , 
(1) aodiwn fluoride, potassium nuoride� ammonium nuoride, and 
lit.hi.um �ate additions and acid 1111.xturesJ and (2) noble metal 
•alt, oxidizing agent, mineral acid, and various salt additions. 
Procedure tor Part 1.  The procedure for the runs in which 
sodium fiuoride� etc • •  were added is the sa"'fle as that giT9J'l for the 
aeaaurement or the dissolution rate of hafnium in �....rotluoric acid, 
thia appendix, pages 107 t.o 110. except that the following sentence 
u substituted for the first sentence in Step J a  
lll 
). PJ.aoe 300 ml o:r 0 • .300 N hydrofiuori.c acid so1utian containing 
the desired concentration of the epecif'ied salt or acid into 
the vax-lined reaoti.on fiask. The acid i8 added • • •  
These additions were made in t.hia manner due to the l.arge amounts of 
the salts or acida that were necessary to attain some of the deaired 
concentrations. 
Procedure tor Part 2 .  The procedure for the additions of noble 
aeta1 sa1ta., etc.� 1.s the eaae as that given for the measurement o:r 
the d.1aeo1ution rate of ha.tnium 1n hydrofiuorio acid, this appendbt, 
pages 107 to llO, except. the first sentence ot Step 3 is substituted 
u .tollowa and the f'ollowing atepa are added af'ter Step 13 • 
3. Place )00 ml or 0.300 N hydronuoric ac:1d 1n the wax-lined 
reaoilon fl.aak. The acid is added • • •  
13. • • • during the run. 
1.3&. Stop the stopwatch at the time at which it is desired to make 
the addition (normal.ly atter a sufficient time has ela.paed 
eo tba� the rate is cc:matant) . 
13b. Record the elapsed time and the burette reading. 
1.3c. Leaving t.he 18Y9l.1ng bulb in the poa1t:l.on at wlu.ch tJie 
rNdb1g vaa taken 1n Step llb• 1mlllediat.e].y open the stopcock 
at point � and r8IIOY8 the titt,ing containing t.he stopcock 
b-Clll the neck of the f'luk. 
lJd.. Introduce the addit1.ve into the acid so1ut:f..on through the 
open neck ot the .tla.8k. 
13•· Replace the fitting in the neck of the fiuk. 
l)f. S1multaneousl.y c1oae the atopcock at !_ and at.art the 
stopwatch. 
1311- Continue taking readings in the same manner as betore the 
addit1.on. 
1.4. Whm the run • • •  
ll2 
Steps l)a through 13g shou1d be performed as rapidly as possible. The 
uee or a tunnel in Step l.3d will prevent the addi.tive from contacting 
the greased surtace of the ground-glass neck o� the 1'1.aak. 
Measurement oE the Di.f'terence Effect. on Harnium in Hydronuoric­
lgdroohl.or1c . Ac1d Mixture 
The procedure for this study f'o11owa aa a step-by-step operation 
procedure. Re:fer to Figure 2� page 11, for the n0ffl.8nc1ature pertaining 
t.o the apparatws. R�erence to the data in Appendix D, pages 193 to 
199, mq alao help to clarity the eequence of some of the steps. 
1. Start, the constant temperature bath by (a) turning on the 
oooling water and the water bath stirrer, (b) plugging the 
emtanaion cord from the relay switch into a llS volt ac 
eource (thia is the current source ror the heater) .  and 
(c) connecting l.ead• fl-om the re1ay switch to the six-volt 
battery ( thia actiT&tee the t.hermoregulator) . The 
thernloregulator ia set to mabltain the water bath temperature 
at 2S t o.1°<l. 
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2. Disconnect the hatn1.U11l and platini.Md-p1at1:rmm e1ectrode 
leads from the amaeter circm.t and remove the electrode 
assembly :trom the naa1c. This aasemb1y consists of a tamale 
ground-g1ass f'itting for the fiaak that is sealed at the top 
with a rubber stopper which holds two glass tubes (electzode 
holders) in place. Toe v1re leads from the electrodes are 
threaded through the glass tubes. The elect.rodes are 
fastened to the bottom o.f the holders with wax which servea 
both to ho1d the e1ectrode• in place and to seal the tubes. 
). Place 300 111 o£ hydrofiuoric-1.00 N hydroch1oric acid Mixture 
ot the desired concentration in the wax-lined reacti.on .f'l.ask. 
Oona- the t1ask, start the reactor stirrer, and wait about 
two hour• before starting the run to bring the system to bath 
temperature. The stirrer rotates at 200 rpm. 
4. MOlm't a hatn1.um electrode with a :treahl.y prepared aurt'aoe on 
the electrode holder and fix in place nth wax. The 
platinised-platinmn elect.rode• vith a surraco area or 
approxJwatel.y :tour a,a2• 1• mounted ao that the di.stance 
between it and the hatni11nt e1ectrode ia o.S ca. Directions 
tor .preparing and mounting the ba1'nium electrode in luoite 
A1ld for preparing the batnilDll surface prerlous to a run are 
giT&n in Appendicee F and 01 page• 218 to 22S. 
S • .Adjust the lneling bulb to emaa initial. starting point an 
the gas burette. 
6. Ope the Jcnile-blAda 81d.4'ch in the 811118ter circu.it. 
1 . Open the three.....-., atopoock and wnt 'the reacticm fiuk to 
the a1aoaphce. 
8. Znsart the el.eotrcde · aaaemb]Jr into t.ma reaai.ion .t'l.aak and 
ocmnect, into t.he 8JIDll8t,er c1rou1 t. Care should be tabn so 
trhat t.he eleotrod• are a11'8TII ariantat.ed the same direction 
vitb reapect, to t,he •tirrar. 
,. Turn t,1- � stopcock to connect the gu burette into 
t.he r.actian. qatAII and •1Jllul.taneouel.y at.art the stopwat,ch. 
Record atmoaph.-io teaperature and preanre at the gas 
burette. Tld.e temperature and prellnre 1• recorded every 
th:1rt7 minutes ·cmr1ng the run and at the end of the run. 
An &?Wage � tbeae value• ie used as the temperature and 
prealnlre tor the run. 
10. At eome prect.termi.ned time inoremant, record the volmae 
1nareaa• et the cu•• in the reaoU..on 11711te11 (burette 
read1nc) ,  th• anodlo cuzrm1t fiend.Ilg 1n the 1111metAr circuit 
( .... iier reeding), and t.be eetting en the millt.anoe bax. 
The firat two to �oar l'tNld1ngll (1111til the reed1nga becane 
��11'" eonstmlt) ar11 taken wi.th no c\1112'.ent now1ng, ie. ,  
intird.te rennanoe (open nli;ch). 
11. I__.iately attar the lut, rucl1ng in Step 10, cl.ON the 
Jmite-blade nitoh in the anneter circuit. Take two 
ocmN011tin rud1nc• (still at, the 88Rle U1lle interftl.) and 
record thll bu:rett.e reading•, 81mlleter readinp, and the 
sett.i.ng on the resistance box. The &"'nJTleter reading may 
:fluctuate at higher currents. so a roedian should be recorded 
in these casea. 
12. Oon1-inue to take readings in this manner, two readings vithout 
current now1ng, two readings with current fiowing, until the 
entire anodic currant range £or thi.s add concentration has 
bean covered by five or six current increments. The magrdtude 
ot the current can be changed by varying the resistance in the 
ammeter oireui t vi th the Tari.able resistance box. lformal.ly, 
the t'irst setting on the resistance box should be h:lgh (80 
to 100 ohms) and the resistance decreased as the run pro­
gresses. HOV9'9'8r1 this can be varied at the investigators 
discretion so that the current increment.a will be appraD.­
Jllltely equal. The last two readings o£ the run are .always 
tak8n vith no current now1ng. 
13. To conclude the run, •top the reactor etirrer, disconnect the 
electrode leads tram the 8Jlml8ter circui.t, and renlOTe the 
el.eat.rode assembly- � the reaction fiaak. Rinse the 
electrodes gent,ly vi th d1.atil1ed vater and l.eue immersed 
in d:latilled water. 
lh. the reaction flask and rinse 
the fiaak trice vi.th di.stilled water. The 11qui.d.s are 
normally sucked out with a water aspirator. 
]5. It another run ia to be made• repeat Steps 1 through u. If 
not, ebDt ott the water bath and cover the reacti.on fiaelc. 
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The .--11n1ng in 'the reaaU.on f'luk ebolald be a:a1ned after 
each ran tor holes that II01lld al.1• aci.d to oan'tact the g1ue. The 
p1at.inised-plaU..U. el.eotrode ehoald be n•mned periodioall,7 and 
repl.at,im.lled 1lhm neo .. Ar7. 
Meanrfllltlftt or the D1.aeolut1cm Potential• o� �11111 in g,drofiv.ario 
Acid and lqdrof'luorio-Bydrooh1or1.o .Aoid Mixtures 
The procedure tor thia J)U't � the experiJftentation .tollowa aa 
a ateJ)-by-atep operation procedure. Re.tar to P� l, page 13. tor 
n01HDclatuN pertain1.na to the apparatus . 
1. Start the constant t.aperature bath by (a) turning on the 
cooling vater and vat.er bath stirrer, and ('b) plugging the 
atenaion cord 1'.rom the relq and.toh into a US TOlt ac 
eoarce vhlcb both ut.iT&tea the thermorep].aMJr and nppll•• 
current tar U. Jmite-bl.ade heater. The therwaoregulator JIIIUlt 
be aet to Jl&intain tJle water bath temperature at the 1eYel 
d .. ired tor the ran. 
2. Ope the doable-tllrolr awiteh, remOY9 the hatn11111 electrode 
and the aolution rrOIII the vmt-llned reaction beaker. 
3. Tvn the tbree-wa7 etopcook on the 81D1li&rT Alt bridge so 
that eaae � the aoid in th8 reaerYOir non throup the 
oapill.aJ7 tip into the -.PV reaclian beater. ill.ow toar or 
fin •11111,t.ers ot the acid to now through the tip eo that 
it ia ca11pletel.y fiu.hed. Check to ... that no air bubbles 
are trapped in the oapil1&17. Reaon acid rrom the beaker. 
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4. PJ.aoe 300 Ill �  bydrofiuoric aeid or }vdrotluor.lo-l'qdrochloric 
ac1cl autve in the vu-lined react,ion beuer • .lllolf it to 
•it tor appro• buttel.T two hour• be.tore •tarting the ran to 
brine the aolllUon to bath tenq,erat,ure. 
S. cio.e the dallb1e-t.brow nitoh eo •• t,o ocnneet the Weston 
etandard oell into the poten'ti.cneter cu-cult.. Adjut. the 
poMllticneter to the Yoltap of the standard cell. Vary 
the real.stance 1n the circuit, with the reaiatanoe bas so 
1.bat no defieot,ion :la shown on the ga1Tanoaet.er when 'the key 
nltch 1• br1.efl.7 tapped abut. Open the double-throw ..S.toh. 
6. VflrT quickly, (a) place the hatnium electrode with a freably 
prepa-ed su.rtace into the reaction beaker v.1th the hatb11111 
nr:tace al.Jlloet touchina the cap1llarr t1.p and hold it in place 
with a cl.aap attached to a ring •tend, (b) connect the 
electrode to the double-throw Ritch, (o) close the double­
tbrolf ni:tch so u t.o ocaneot the cel.1 into the potentiometer 
oircuit, 
� batnilDI halt-oell to the 11&t.urated potaaaium chloride 
Alt. bridge, Md ( e) d.Jmltaneov.•17 atart 'the reactor 
·� and e1;oplratch. The directi.on11 :tor construct-1.on o:t 
the batn11111l e1ectrode and prepan.Uan � the bafrd.1111l Rrtace 
prniwa to a ran are p.yen in Appendiaea 1' and o. pages 
21.e to 22s. 
7.  Adjuat the potent10lll8ter BO that no defiect.1.on 1• aholm by 
the galTan01Nter vbem the kq nit.ch 1• briefiT tapped ebut. 
The potentiaaeter readinc and the elapsed tiMe are then 
bllediately recorded. 
8.  Farther reading• u described in Step 7 are taken at tifl 
minute interTals unti1 it 1• decided to end the run. 
9. When the laet reading or the run baa been recorded, (a)  
cloae the three-way stopcock on the awd.liaey sa1t-bridge� 
(b) open the double-throw nitch• (c) stop the reactor 
stirrer, and (d) NmlOTe the hatniWI electrode and 
diaconnaot it trO'ftl the circui.t. The el.eotrode should be 
rinaed with distilled vater and a note mad• on the 
condition or the aeta1 surface .  
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10. Rmove the acid •olut.ion troa the react.ion beaker. and rinse 
it tvice with <liatilled water. (The liquids in the beaker 
are normally sucked out through a rubber hose connected to 
a water aspirator. )  
11. If another run is to be aade, repeat Stepe 2 through 10. U 
not. place 300 Ill of distilled water in the reaction nuk 
and •hut ott the water bath. 
The vax-lin:!� 1n the reaction beaker should be examined after 
each run tor _ ho1ea which would allow acid to contact the glaae. Alao, 
the solutions in the 0.1.4 N HF and the saturated potassium chloride 
salt bridgea should be changed periodicall.7 to insure against 
oontud.nation by dittu.sion . 
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It.feet o.t Vari0118 Additione an the Dissolution Potentials o.t Htdni.um 
in Itydrofiuoric Acid 
The procedure tor this atud7 is the sDte as that giTim tor the 
Jll9&8\lrmaent ot the diaaoluUon potent.1.ala ot baf'niUlll in hydrofiuoric 
aci.d, th1.a appendJ.x, pqea ll6 to 118, except that the i'olloving steps 
are added a19ter Step 7 1 
7. • • • are then innedi.ately- recorded. 
7a. hrt.her rud1nga •• de•cribed in Step 7 are taken at :tiTe 
lld.nute interYals \Dlt.il a total time o:t ho minutes has 
elaJ)lled. Thie i• to allow the b.atnima electrode . reaction 
to reach a at.eady state. 
7b. the 
mdd:ltive ia put in the reaction beaker and a reading taken. 
8. hrt.her readings at fiTe Jllinute • • •  
A bJdrofiuoric acid concentration of 0.300 R vu used tor all 
the nma in which addition• were .ade. 
&trect ot Current Density on the Dissolution Potentials of Iia.f'ni\1111 
in lqdro.tluoric Acid 
The procedure :tor this part or the experimentation is the 
.... u that. giTen tor the aeasuraent or the di.aaolution potential• 
o:t hafnium in hydrofiuoric acid, this appendix• pages ll6 to llB, 
except that "the f"ollold.ng step ia substituted :tor Step 8 1  
8. "1rther reaclinga are taken nth the 8ffllletar circuit cloeed. 
The tillle, ammeter reading, and potentianetar reading 
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are recorded. The current density- (Ulllleter reading) � 
be changed by Tarying the reai.etance in tha Dml8ter circuit 
vi th a nriable resistance box. The entire anodic current 
density range that is obtainable should be cOYered in tour 
or tive approximately equal at.eps. Tbte is or no particular 
conaequance in th••• rune except that at least one or two 
minutes should be a11ond beW8en readings to allow the 




DleaoluUon ot Bt Metal ., )00c in o.a � Br and 1.00 B Bll Acid 
M1xt;ure with Dit.terar1t Stirrer 8P!!d!• 
Run ••• 1 (0 rpm) 
T • 2h.000 
p .  736..3 .. Hg 
Ran lfo. 2 (,0 rpm.) 
T • 22.Soe 
P • 733.2 • H& 
RlD1 Bo. l (1$3 ria) 
T • 22. Soe  
P • 733.2 .. Hg 
U.. Vol d.V cff STP Yol 4V dV STP Vol if tl'I STP 
Jd.n r.t1 ml ml ml 111. ml ml ml Jal 
O o.oo - -
1 1.20 1.20 1 .0.3 
2 2.10 o.,o 0.71* 
3 ).00 o.,o 0.11• 
i. :,.80 o. 60 o.69* 
S k·'° o.80 o.69* 
6 S.flJ 1.00 o.86* 
T 6.$0 0.90 0.77* 
8 1.1'0 0.90 0.77* 
9 1 • .x, 0.90 0.17* 
o.oo - --
6.oo 2.00 1.12• 
7.,0 1.,0 1.6ls 
10 ,.:JO 1.00 o.86* 9.ao 1.,0 1.6L. 
u• 10.20 o.,o o.?7* 
u.b 11.10 o.,o 0.77 11.60 1.ao 1.SS' 
13 11.ao 0.70 o.60 
1lt 12.10 0.90 0. 77 12.,0 1 .)0 1.12 
� n.� 2.00 1.n 
18 16.80 1.,0 1.64 
� 18.� L� 1.� 
n �-� 1.� 1.a 
� u.� 1. � 1." 
An. Bate (JU/min) o.n o.86 
o.oo - -
2.20 2 • .20 1.89* 
6.9() 2.JO i.,s. 
,.10 2.1'() 2.0,. 
13.,0 2.30 1.98* 
]$.80 1.,0 1.61, 
18.20 2.tao 1.01 
.,.so 2.,0 1.,8 
12.eo a.:,o 1 .. ,e 
is.oo 2.20 1.s, 
1.00 
a Add*' 20 Jl1. ot 1$�v l'.l IIOlutlcn to aoid 801Uti.Oll in BIUl Bo. 1. 
b Jdded 2.$4 p ot laCl to acid solaUon in Bun Mo. 2. 
b Added 1.SS pa of J[Ol. t,o acid solution in Run Wo. 3. 
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TABLI XI 
Di.eeolution or Ht Metal at. ,ooO in 0 . )01 H l!F and 1.00 B !Cl Acid 
Ml.xwre with Different Stirrer SJ?!!d• • 
lluii llo. 4 (229 rpa) Run !lo. S (269 rpm) Run No. 6 ()21 rpm) 
T .  2:,.soe T • 22. SoC T • zti. 6°0 
P • 1.3S .9 aa 11& P • 7)6.o mm Be P • 736.7 ma Hg 
Tiae Vol dJ dV STP Yol dV dV STP Vol dY clV STP 
Jdn '111 '!Ill ml ml � ml ml nal JU 
0 o.oo - -- o.oo - .,_ o.oo -.. 
2.eo 2 . 80  2.41. 2. 80 2. 80 2.42* .3.50 J.So , .oo 
,.so 2 .70 2.)2* s.10 2 . ,0 2.S1* 6.90 ).bO 2 .92 
6 8.10 2.w 2 . 2.4* e.so 2 . eo  2 .42* 9. 90 3.00 2 .$7 
10. 80  2.70 2 • .32* ll. 20 2.70 2.)) 1).00 ).10 2.66* 
10 1).60 2 .80 2 .41* 14.10 2 .90 2.n 16.)0 ,,.)0 2.8)* 
12• 16. IO 2 . 60  2.24• 16. 90  2 . 60  2 .42 19. 40 ).10 2.66* 
18.9() 2. 70 2 .)2 19. 60  2 . 70 2 .)) 22.bO 3.00 2 .S7 
161> 21.so 2 . 60  2 . 24 22.30 2.70 2 .33 2!,.,0 2.,0 a.Ji, 
17 31.10 s.ao 4.97 
18 2h.10 2.60 2 � 24 !S.10 2. 80 2.42 lS.40 4.30 3.69 
1, ,,.10 3.70 ).17 
20 26. 60  I .SO 2.15 rr.eo 2.70 2.3.3 h2.70 ).60 .3.09 
46.00 3 .,0 2 .83 
12 29.10 2.50 2. ]$ 49.00 3.00 2.S? 
2) Sl..60 2.60 2.23; 
24 3]..60 2.50 2.1$ si..oo 2.40 2.o6 
.... Bat.e (111/Jdn) 1.16 1.23 1.)6 
a Added ) . 82 gm �  BaBr 'to aoit1 eolution 1n Run lfo. 4. 
• Acldlld 2.Z6 ga � Id� to M1cl aoluUon in Ian lo. S. 
b Added 2.22 ga � WaB1 3 t,o uid aolutlGB :ln Run Wo. 6. 
TAJILB llJ 
Dissolution of Ht Metal et 30oc in 0 .• 301 N H1 and 1.00 tr HCl Acid 
�· with Different Stirrer Speeds. 
Run Ho. 7 (396 rpm.� 
T • 23 .4oC 
P • 7)6.h - Hg 
Run No. 8 CS4o rpm) 
, • 2;.soe 
P • 737 .6 Bil Bi 
Time Yol df dV STP Vol dV df STP 
min ml ml ml ml � ml 
O o.oo - -
2 ).50 , .so )-.02* 
h 7 .oo ).SO 3.02• 
6 10. 6o  ).6o J.10* 
6 1.1i.10 3.SO 3.02* 
10 11 .so 3-. 40  2 .,3 
12• 21.90 3.40 2 .93 
lit 24.20 2 • .)0 1.98 
16 27 • (:() 3. lJO 2 . 93 
18 )l. 80 ;.20 2.76 
20 34.20 2.hO 2.07 
22 )? .hO 31.20 2.  76 
2h h(). TO J . lO  2. 8S 
26 .4ll.oo 1.30 2.as 
A'M. bte (wt1./11d.n) 1 .S2 
o.oo .... --
3. 80 ,.so 3.2e 
a.oo 4.20 J. 63* 
12.10 4.10 ).Sh• 
16.10 h.00 J.hS* 
20 . 10 !t.. 00 ). 16• 
24.10 4.00 ).4S• 
27.b<) 3.30 2. BS 
31.00 3 .6o 3 .11 
a Added 1.91 pa ot ·Sedi1111 Citrate to acid eolutim 
1n Run 1'o. 7.  
a Added 20 lll ot 0.1 Jf X2C•20, solution to acid 
so1uticm 1n Run ?Jo. 8.  
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T.ABLI XIII 
Diaaolu:tion of Ht Metal . in O.gSO I }brdronuoric Acid at 2So0. 
Run Mo. 1 Run Ro. • 2,.ooc T - 29.2oC 
P •  736.6 11D1 Hg p • 736.) J1111 Hg 
Time 'lol dV dY STP Vol dV dV STP 
min al ml ml lU ml Jal 
0 o.oo - - o.oo 
o.bO 0.40 o.J)S 0.40 0.40 0.).34 
1.20 o.80 o.669 1. 20 o.eo o.668 
)() 2.10 o.,o o.-,s3 2.h() 1.io 1.002• 
).&io 1.30 1.orr• ).hO 1.00 o.8;5• 
50 4.SO 1.10 0.920* 4.70 1.30 1.086* 
(fJ S.60 1.10 0.920* S.80 1.10 o.,u. 
ATe. Rate (111/llin) 0.0976 0.0960 
* Valu .. aTeraged to get average max:1nma rate. 
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T.ABL'I llV 
1'1asolut1on of Bt Metal in 0.100 N 19:!fgfiuoric Acid at !5oC • 
Bun lo. 1 bn ••• 2 .. ••• 
• 28.loC T • :,o.2oe T • 29.ooe • 7.32.a an Ha p • 132.a - Hg p • 73:,.e .. Be 
T1ae Vol dV cl'f STP Vol dV dV STP Vol dV dV STP 
ld.n ml ml al. ml Jiil JU ,al ml al 
0 0.00 - -· o.oo - - o.oo -
1.6o 1.60 1.)), 1 •. 20 1.20 0.992 1.20 1.20 1.000 
b.00 2.1,o 2.008 ).80 2.60 2.147• J.80 2.60 2.1.66tf. 
)0 6.So 2.so 2.092* 6.ltO 2.60 2.147• 6.$0 2.70 2.2h9* 
9.00 2 • .so 2.092* a.,o 2.so 2.�* ,.10 2.60 2.l.66tt 
11.)0 2.30 1.92S 11.20 2.30 1.900 11.60 2.so 2.08)• 
60 lls.20 2.60 2.1'6* 
.I.Te. Rate (111/ain.) 0.209 0.212 o.n1 
TABLI XT 
Dieeo1ut:1.on of Hf Metal in O.SOQ K HzWotluorlo Acid at !S°Q. 
Blan Ro. la T • r,.8 • 1,,.0 .. Bg 
fiae Vol ff err STP 
Jdn ml ?al Jiil. 
0 o.oo ..... 
S.60 $.60 4.637 
10 12.40 6.8o S.631* 
15 1,.00 6.60 S.46S• 
ZS.60 6.60 s.1&65* 
32.,0 6.70 S.Sb8• 
)0 )8.80 6.SO S.383* 
* Values neraged to get 
enrage JUX1mwa rate. 
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Tiltz XtI 
M.all0111tl• ot Ht !fetal 1n O.OSq B Br and 1.00 I lEl Aoid M:txtare 
at lOoO. 
bn Bo. 1 Ban lo. 
T • )1.7oC T • 3]...6GC 
p .  1,ii., - .. P • 738.6 - Hg 
TiDMa Vol ff a wr, Vo1 dV dV STP 
lldn Ill Ill al Jl1. al al 
0 o.oo -- - o.oo -
0.20 0.20 o.161& 1.00 1.00 o.816 
o.,o 0.10 o.S?S 1.60 o.60 0.1&,S 
30 2.30 l.liO 1.14,- 2.so o.,o 0.743 
40 3.60 1.30 1.o67• 3.80 1.30 1.07,-
1'.,o 1.30 1.061• s.20 1.i.o l.l$61t 
60 6.10 1.20 o.,as• 6.20 1.00 0.8261-
7.20 1.10 o.,o,- 1.so 1.)0 1.07,-
8.60 1.14> 1.lk,. 8.70 1.20 0.9'1• 
'° ,.ao 1.10 o.9()8tt 
Aw. late (Ill/Id.a) o.1os 0.100 
• fal.11.e• r,eraged to pt &Yel'&ge Nxhma rate. 
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DisHlution ot Bf. Metal. in 0.100 JI Kr and 1.00 I 1111 Acid �· 
at 10tc. 
Run ••• l 
T .  21.soe 
P • 7.0.2 .. Hg 
ltun lo. 2 
T • 26.,oe 
P • 739.7 ma Ba 
1'11lle Yol df dY sr, Vol • ., dY STP 
Ill al. a1 ml 
O o.oo -- -
10 o.8o o.80 o.(,?S 
20 2.30 1.so 1.a6S 
30 ti.so 2.20 1.sss 
hO 1.10 2.60 2.1'2* 
SO '·'° · 2.$0 2.108* 
60 12.10 2.so 2.10a. 
10 1..4.60 r.so 2.108• 
80 11.00 2,h.O 2.02h• 
,0 1,.so . 2.so 2.108* 
100 21.eo 2.30 1.,,, 
o.oo -
0.70 0.70 o.s,s 
2.b() 1.10 l�hla.6 
b.hO 2.00 1.101 
6.70 2�)0 1.9S61-
9.oo 2.30 1.9,t,. 
11.,0 2.30 1.9S6* 
1J.6o 2.)0 1.9S6* 
]S.,o 2.30 1.,S6* 
18. 20 2. 30 1. ,S6tt 
TABLI Xflll 
lt.lsaolution of Bf )f.etal in 0.))0 N BF and 1.00 M HCl Aci.d Mixture 
at 100o. 
Bun ••• 1 Ihm lo. 
• .32.1oe T • 33.-ooe 
P • 737.9 na Hg P • 737.S .. Hg 
Time Vol dV flf STP Yol dV ff STP 
ldn 1111 Iii. Ill Ill al Ill 
0 o.oo -- -- o.oo -
1.10 1.10 0.,01 1.00 1.00 0.811 
4.10 ).00 2.1&57 4.20 J.20 2.63.h 
u 7.30 3.20 2.621 s.oo 3.80 ).l.OS• 
10. 80 J.So 2.867• u.60 ).60 2.9hl.• lb.to J.ho 2.78S+ 15.30 3.70 3.023• 
30 17 .80 ).6o 2.9h8* 18.80 ).So 2.&60* 
21.20 3.1-0 2.18S• 22.)0 ,.so 2.860* 
24.60 ).Ii<> 2.78.S• 2$.,0 3.60 2.,L1• 
16 27.80 3.20 2.621 29.00 3.10 2.S33* 
31.10 .).)0 2.70) )2.70 3.70 .).02)* 
)4.liO ).)() 2.703 3S.90 ,.20 2.611i• 
6o 39.60 3.70 3.02)* 
A'ft• llate (.:i/m.n) o.s,1 o.s1a 
* Yalu .. tmll'&&ed t.o pt, &Ten.C• JIIIY1w111 rate. 
TABLE XII 
D1aao1ution of Rt Metal in o.S0.3 I HF and 1.00 M HCl .lcid . M'i.xture 
at 1oo0., 
Run Bo. 1 Run No. 
• 29.,t>c T • 30.2o0 
P • 737 • .4 .. He P • 737.1 nn Hg 
Time Vol dV d.Y STP Vol dV dV STP 
11:ln ll1 Ill 111 ml 1111 al. 
0 o.oo - - o.oo -
1.Lo 1 • .0 1.167 1.10 1.,70 1.w 
4.-so 3.1.0 2 • .sas 4.70 J.00 2.b93 
9 8.20 3.70 3.0BS• B.ho 3.70 ).07b• 
12.00 ).80 ).168* 12.10 ).10 J.074* 15.ao 3.!0 ).168* 15.10 .3.60 2.-991* 
18 19.hO 3.6() 3.002• 19.10 J.tio 2.82S• 
23.00 ).60 3.002• 22.90 3.80 ).lS?• 
2h 26.60 3.60 3.002• 26.60 3.70 ).074• 
21 30.20 ).60 3.002• JO.Ito ,.eo ].l57• 
, ... Rate (ml/ain) 1.020 1.017 
* Valuu a..-eraged to get. average ••x1:Mlm rate. 
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TABLE U 
DiNolutian or Ht Metal. in 1.00 H BF and 1.00 1t !Ill .Acid M1nv• 
at 10oa. 
Jlun ••• l Run Ro. 
T • a,.eoe T • .30.soe 
P • 737.3 - Hg P • 736.7 - lg 
Tilu Vol clY dV S?P Vol dY cff STP 
Jd.n Ill al Ill JU Ill ILL 
0 o.oo - - o.oo -
o.80 o.ao o.666 2 • .)0 2.)0 1.907 
3.70 2.90 2 .416 s.so 3.20 .  2.6S) 
6 1.10 4.00 3.3)2 ,.so 4.oo 3.316 
12.70 s.oo 4.166* 14.30 li..80 3.98o 
11.10 s.oo 4.1� 19.SO s.20 l&.)11• 
12 23.00 $.)0 4.LlS• 2L.60 s.10 b.228• 
28.10 s.10 1'.2I.9* .30.00 s.i.o 4.h77* 
16 33.10 s.oo b.166* lS.ho s.bo b.b77• 
18 38.00 b.90 h.082• b<>.60 s.20 4.311 ... 
1.;.20 s.20 4.332* 
22 b8.20 s.oo 4.1'6* 
,.... Bate (al/lldn) 2.109 2.180 





Diaao1ut1GD � Ht Met.al 1n o.o;o R Hr and 1 .00 W llll Acid Mixture 
at 2ooe. 
bn Wo. 1 ltV1 No. 2 lbm Ko. 
T • 26. 2oC  T • 27.3oC T • )0.2oC 
P • 7JS. 7 mm He , • 734.e  na 11g P • 732.b aa Be 
Time Vol dY dV STP Yol dV dY S'l'P Vol dY dY STP 
min JU ml Ill ml ml 111 ml ml. ml 
0 o.oo - o .oo - o.oo --
10 o.40 0.40 O. )b() 1.00 1.00 0. 829 o.oo o.oo 0 .000 
1.so 1.10 0.9:. .3.10 2.10 1.11'1• 1.bO 1.bo 1.156* 
� 
2 .80 1.)0 1.l<>b• s.oo 1.90 1.S1S• 3.40 2 .00 l .6S1• 
b.20 1.b() 1 .189* 7 .00 2.00 1.6;8* s.10 l.70 1.b<))* 
;.70 1.so 1� 271'* ,.20 2.20 1.82h• 6.So 1.hO 1.156* 
60 7 .10 1.i.o 1.189* u.20 2.00 1.6,8* 8.)0 1 . 80  l.h86* 
70 8 .60 1.so 1.274 • .  13 • .10 2 .10 1.741• 9.80 1.$0 1 . 238* 
10.20 1.60 1.3J8• ]$.b() 2.10 1.1b1• 
'° ll.80 1 .60 1 • .3S8• 11 .20 1.80 1.492• 
19.20 2 .00 1.$8* 
110 21.20 2.00 l.'68* 
An. Rate (1111/111n) o.us 0.168 0.1:,S 
13Ja 
TABL'I Ill 
Dl••elutien ot Jlt Met.111 in 0.9?0 R Br and 1.00 I Bel Acid M:txtve 
at 2ooe. 
Bun ••• Ji 
T • 29.Soo 
(Contin'Ud) 
Ihm Ro. S 
T • X,.8o0 
P • 736.1 - lie P • 73S .3  - 11g 
Time 'fol dV dY STP fol dV dY STP 
Jdn al 1111 al 1111 ml Ill. 
0 o.oo -- - o.oo -
10 1. 20 1.20 0.998 o.b<> o.hO O.l)O 
2.70 1.so l.lb8* 1. 80 1.bO 1.]56* 
lO 4.20 1.so 1.21.8• ).40 1.60 1. )21• 
S.80 1.60 1.))1• s.20 1. 80 l.k86tt 
7.60 1.80 1.1&97• 6.8o 1.60 1. )21* 
&) ,.10 1.so 1.248* 8.ht) 1.60 1.)21* 
10.so 1.40 1.161&• 10.00 1.60 1.321• 
12.30 1.80 1.1'9?• 11.40 1.40 1.1$6* 
90 12.,0 1.so 1.2)9* 
100 lk.Jio 1.so 1.239* u.sro 1.�o 1.2)9* 
120 11 .2'0 1.so 1.23
9* 
Aw. Bate (111/ldn) 0.132 0 .128 
. * Values uaraged to get &Terage JIII.X:1.nnm rate. 
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TABLE XXII 
Diaao1ution of Ht Metal in 0.100 H HF and 1.00 • IEl. Acid Mixture 
at 20oe. 
Run Be. l Bun Ko. 2 Run Ro. 
T • 28.6o0 T • 3().1oC T .  :,o.aoe 
P • 737.0 .. Ba P • 739.0 .. Hg P • 737.7 m Bl 
T1ae Vol dV ff STP Vo1 dV dV STP Vol dV dY STP 
lll1n Ill ml Ill Ill al Ill Ill al Ill 
0 o.oo ... - o.oo - - o.oo -
2.20 2.20 1.m.s i..so 1.so 1.2s1. 1.6o 1.60 1.)26 
s.20 3.00 2.S16 lt.1'0 2.,0 ' 2.ua k.50 2.90 2.4<>3 
JO 8.laO 3.20 2.� 7.50 3.10 2 .SBb* 7.40 2.90 2.b()) 11.eo ).bO 2.es2• 10.10 J.20 2.6613* 10.60 3.20 2.6S2• 
so 1$.20 1.i.o 2.as2• 1).80 3.10 2.sm.• 1).60 3.00 2.486* 
6o 18.SO 3.30 2.768 16.SO 2.70 2.2S1 16.60 .3.00 2.486* 
70 21.60 3.10 2.6oo 1,.ao .3.30 2.751* 1,.so 2.90 2 .40) 
Zh.60 3.00 2 .S16 22.80 3.00 2.so1• 22.so 3.00 2.b86 
90 26.00 3.20 2.668• 2s.:,o 2.8o 2.)20 
ATee &ate (al./ain) o.2ss- 0.262 0.2.si. 
!.ABLII mII 
Diaao1ut.ion. ot Ht Metal 1n 0.39,l I HF and 1.00 Jl H01 Ao1.d Mutur• 
at 20oe. 
lttJn ••• . l Run Ho. 
'f .  )b.foO T • )2.,CC 
P • 7.38.6 nn Ba P • 7)9.6 ma Hg 
Tinle 1'ol n dY STP Yol dV dY STP 
a1n Ill 111 Ill al Ill 1111 
0 o.oo - o.oo 
;.60 ).60 2.917 ).90 .3.,0 3.198 a.'° s.oo 4.0Sl• s.10 i..ao J.936* 
15 lh.oo s.i.o 4.J7S• 13.,0 s.20 4.26.S-u.20 s.20 4.21)* 19.20 s.,o 4.3L7* 
th.LO s.20 1'·213* &.oo i..eo 3.936* 
JO 29.SO s.10 4.132* 29.10 s.10 4.18)* 
34.00 L..,o 4.108* 
...... Bate (111/ldn) 0.839 0.823 
• Val.11e11 &Teraged to get &'Y8rage Jl&X1m rate. 
13S 
TABL'I IIIY 
Duso1ution ot Ht Metal 1n 0.29,3 N HF and 1,00 W HCl .Acid M1xtun 
at 20o01 
Run Bo. l Run lo. 2 
T • 32.T°C T • ).3a00c 
P • 7)6., • Be P • ?)6.S - JJg 
Time Vol ff dV STP Vol dV dV STP 
Jiiin al Ill Ill Ill Ill al 
0 o.oo - -- o.oo -
).8o .3.80 3.108 3.eo 3.80 3.100 
9.00 s.20 ·4.2Sl* s.10 · 4.,0 3.998* 
' lh.20 s.20 It.!$)* 1.3. eo s.10 h.161• "·'° S.1'0 4.� 18.80 s.oo 4.oeo-
24.80 s.20 i.. 2Sl* 2).80 s.oo 1i.oeo-
18 29.,0 s.10 i..111.• 28.)0 4.SO 3.612* 
3S.20 s.:.> h.l.34• )3.Lo s.10 4.1.61• 
L0.40 s.20 4.as:,. 
27 laS.60 s.20 b.2SJ• 
"'"· Rate (.i/lldn) l.b.tL 1.)bl 
• Values 8"Nged to get lmlNC9 .....,.,. me. 
J>.iaao1ut1on of Rt Metal in 1.00 H Hr and 1.00 • lll1 Acid M1nare 
at aooe. 
Rlm ••• l lam No. 
T • n.ooc T • )1.)00 
P • 73S.2 9ll lfg P • 734.8 - Bl 
Ti.me Vol dV dY STP Vol. clY dV STP 
llin Ill al Ill Ill al Ill. 
0 0.-00 -- - 0,00 - ·  --
l 2.00 2.00 l.-6b9 2.20 2.20 1.810 
4.10 2 .10 1.732 h.10 2.so 2.057 
.3 6.60 2.$0 2.062 1.30 2.60 2.139 
,.L.o 2.80 2.)09 - 10.� 3.00 2.468 
12.40 ).00 2.h74 13.hO 3.10 2.sso 
6 ]$.80 ).bO t.&)h• 16.60 3.20 2.6))* 
1,.20 ,.lie> 2.-804• 19.-80 3.20 2.6Jl• 
22.10 3.so 2.866* 2).10 3.30 2.11.S• . 
9 26.30 ).60 2.969* 26.60 3.so 2.879* 
29.90 3.60 2.969* )0.20 3.60 2.962• 
11 33.SO ).60 2.969* 33.70 3.so 2.819* 
12 .37.20 3.70 ,.os1• 37.20 .3.So 2.,879* 
h0.80 3.60 2.969* b0.60 ).b<> 2.191• 
411.� ).70 3.0S).• hh.30 3.10 ,.o4h• 
15 a.s.10 ).60 2.969- 47.80 ,.so 2.879* 
16 Sl.80 3.70 l.OS1• 
Aft. Bate (111/Jldn) 2.,Sb 2.830 




Di.•ao1v.t1on ot Hf Metal in o.OSg I er and 1.00 I Jill Acid Mixture 
at 30oC. 
Bun ••• l Ran wo. 2 Bun Bo. 
T • 28.4oC r • 2,.soe T • 29.6o0 
P • 73$.8  • Ifs P • 73S.3 llllll Bg P • 7lS.6 .. He 
Time Vol dY dY STP Vo1 d.Y dV �p Vol dY dV STP 
llin al ml Ill al JI]. Jiil Ill nil al. 
0 o.oo ... - o.oo - - o.oo -
1.60 1.60 1.31&1 1.80 1.80 1.498 1.so 1.so 1.248 
3.30 1.10 1.JaS• 3.,0 2.10 1.748• ).60. 2.10 1.71'8* 
)0 s.oo 1.70 1.ias• s.,o 2.00 l.66S• s.10 2.10 1.7h8* 
7.10 1.10 1.761• 7.,0 2.00 l.66S• 1.eo 2.10 1.748* 
8.80 1.70 l.laS• 9.90 2.00 1.66S• 9.8o 2.00 1.665• 
60 10.10 1.,0 1.s,,• u.ao 1.,0 1.S81• . 11.80 2.00 l.66S* 
12.60 1.90 l.S9.J• · 13.70 1.90 1.S81• 
14.70 2.10 1.161• 15.10 2.00 l.66S* 
90 17.60 1.90 1.S81• 
.... .flatA (Jiil/ida) 0.157 o.16b 0.112 
* Yalu• ueraged to get ... _.... wm:tm rate. 
TABLI lltll 
Dissolution ot Ht Metal in 0.100 I HP and 1�00 JI HOl Acid M1xtuN 
at 30oC. 
B1m lo. 1 ·  Ban 110. 
• 30.,00 T • )1.6oC 
1 • 7)8.6 mm Hg p .  ?)8.2 .. Hg 
Tiae Vol dV di STP Yol dV dV STP 
111.n ml Ill Ill Ill al al 
0 o.oo - o.oo --
10 3.86 ).80 ).]$1 3.80 ).80 3.us 
20 8.oo 4.20 J.483* s.iio 4.6o 3.79S• 
)0 12.20 ).t,.20 ).483• 12.80 b.b<> ).630* 
16.)0 4.10 3.400 17.10 4.30 3.SbS so 20 • .30 4.00 3 • .317 21.30 h.20 3.465 
60 2h.10 ).80 1.1s1 2s.,o J.i.oo 3 • .300 
10 27.?0 .3.6o 2.9as 
ATe. Kate (al./a1n) o.)h8 0.371 
* Value• a...-.ged to get average 1ltax:1nma rate. 
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J>ieeolation of Ht Metal in 0.)0) I Br and 1.00 I Jill A.aid M1rtllr• 
at 30oO. 
Ru lo. 1 Rim ••• T • .34.soe T • )S.OOC 
P • 738.o .. Ha P • 736.7 - Hg 
Time Vol dV af STP Vol dV dV STP 
min JU al Ill 1111 al Ill 
0 o.oo - -- o.oo -
6.00 6.00 4.863 6.00 6.oo 4.631 
10 12.80 6.80 s.sn• 12�70 6.TO s.:,,s. 
1S 19.80 7.00 S.674• 1,.so 6.80 s.47S• 
26.,0 6.SO S.268• 26.00 6.SO s.2.31&• 
.32.eo 6.SO S.2'8* 32.60 6.60 s.Jlb* 
30 .39.60 6.80 s.sn• .39.20 6.60 s.llJ&• 
35 1,.6.20 6.60 S • .349* 4S.70 6.SO s.2lli• 
Ave. Rate (Ill/min) 1.086 1.066 
* Value• &Teraged to get &Terage naaxiBlmft rate. 
Tat.a DII 
nlaeolution ot Bf Metal in o.SO) 11 Hr and 1.00 • ROl Acid Mlxtv• 
at ,JOOc. 
RllD Bo. l Run Bo. 2 
T • )O.}ioO , • .31.soa 
P • 739.0 - II P • ?38.S - Ba 
Time Vol cff dY STP Vo1 dY <IV STP 
Id.a Ill Ill 1111 Ill 1111 al 
0 o .. oo -- - o.oo -- -
2 3.80 ).80 J.162 3.bO 3.bo 2 .• 807 e .. 10 4.)0 l.S78* 7.70 h.30 3.sso-
6 12 .• 60 h.So ).716• 12 .• 10 h.1,0 ).63)* 
17.20 •·'° ).828• 16.60 4.so ,.ns• 
21.60 4.bO 3.662• 21.00 Ji.LO ,.,))* 
12 IS.,o h.JO ).S78* zs.30 la.30 1.SS<>* 
:,o • .o �.so ).?kS* 29.t,o 4..,0 1.SSO* 
16 )b.,O h.SO ).716• 33.90 4.30 3.SSO-
18 )9.20 }i.)O J.S78• )8.20 Ji.JO 3.SS0tt 
liJ.60 i..i.o ).662• la.he> 4.20 ).468• 
Aft. Bate (llll/ldn) 1.ahO 1.789 
Dueolu1.1.on of Ht Metal in l.OQ N HF and 1.00 N m1 Acid M1xture 
Run No. 1 Kun No. 
T • 31.S"C T • .30.S� 
P • 732.0 111 Be P • 731.0 - Bg 
Tiae Vol dT dT STP Vol dY d.Y STP 
min ml ml al. Ill Ill al 
0 o.oo - -- o.oo - -
l ,.so J.SO 2.664 ).20 ;s.ao 2.631 
7.b<) 3.90 ).11). 1.u0 4.20 ).4Sh• 
3 11.so h.10 ;.JSS• u.10 4.30 .3.S36* 
15.60 b.10 l·l.>S* 16. 20 4.So ).TOO* 
19.&, k.20 ).lt.37• 20.80 b.60 ).78)* 
6 21'.00 4.20 J.h37* 2s.20 4.1'0 ).618• 
28.20 h.20 ).ll)7* 29.VO 1'.So 3.700-
32.i.o 4.20 ).h)?• )h.20 4.SO ). fO()II, 
...... late (1111/&1.n) ).kl.O 3.641 
• Val.w averaced to get 1m1raae l'U1wam rate. 
TABia lUI 
Duaohltion ot Bt Metal in 0.950 I HF and 1.00 H HCl. Acid M1xtuN 
at laO°a. 
Ran Ro. l lam Ro .• 
T • �.OOc 1 • 30.aoa 
P • 736.S • Hg p .  7J6�Q - Hg 
T1me Vol dV dV STP Vol dV d1' STP 
Jiiin Ill al al Ill ml 111 
0 o.oo -- - o .• oo - --
10 2�,0 2.,0 2.hl.1* 3.00 J.00 2.h80tt 
s�so 2�60 2.161.* s.so 2.50 2.067• 
)0 8 00 , . 2.so 2.crre• 8.00 2.so 2.o67* 
lD.,60 2.60 2.161..• 10 .. 70 2.70 2.232• 
1).10 2.so - 2 �078* 13.00 2.30 l.,01* 
ii() ]S.)O 2.20 1.e29 is.ho 2.1'0 1.984• 
70 18 .. 10 2.60 2.lb9* 
20.10 2.fl:J 2.1h9* 
..... Bate (Ill/min) o.218 0.213 
TJBUI llllI 
Di.sso1utian of Bt lf':etal. in 0.100 I HF and 1.00 Jf lel Acid Mixture 
at hOOc. 
Run No. l Run Ro. 2 
T • 29.200 t • 31.occ 
P • 7b0.6 .. Hg P • 71-0.2 .. Hg 
Tble Vol dY tff STP 'fol ff cff STP 
Jdn 111 ml ml 111 ml JU 
0 o.oo - - o.oo -
s.30 5.30 4.)62 s.oo s .oo 4.153 
10.80 s.so 4.621• 10.so s.so 4.S6&* 
30 16.bO S.60 h.?OS* iS,80 5 • .30 4.402tf> 
21 • .so s.10 4.!8S 20.,0 s.w h.2)6 
26.60 s.10 4.28S 2s.eo 4.,o 4.070 
6o 31 .• 6o s.oo 4.201 .30.60 4.80 3.987 
36.40 4. 80 4.032 
Aw. Rate (111/ll'in) o.Ai66 o.w 
• fal.uee ..._.aged to get average amd.lma rate. 
T.ABLI XO III 
Dlaaolution of Ht Metal. in 01303 R Hr and 1.00 I JIJl .Acid M1xtuN 
at hooe •. 
Ran lo. l Run Ro. 2 
T • 29.� T • n.:,oe 
P • 736.6 mm Be p • 7,s.,. - Hg 
Thie Vol ff d1' STP Yol df dV STP 
Jdn Ill Ill Ill ml Ill Ill 
0 o.oo -- -- o.oo -
s.30 ; • .30 4.417• 4.ao 4.80 1.,ss 
10.so s.20 4.Jhli• 10.00 s.20 4.28S• 
' 15.90 s.aa 4.SU• 1s.,o S.lO 4.376* 
21.20 S.JO 4.b27• 20.bO s.10 44'202* 
26.00 4.Bo i..009 2.S.60 s.20 4.28.S• 
18 31.00 s.oo 4.177 30.60 s.oo 4.120* 
)S.80 s.20 4.28S• 
An. Raw (111/Jd.n) 1.1'76 1.419 
TDI& Xlllf 
D1sao1ut:1oa ot Hr Met.al 1n o.soJ • er and 1.00 11 . 11n 1.o14 Mixt,we 
at 40o0. 
Run 1fo. l Bun Ho. 2 
T • 3h.4oC T • 33.30Q 
P • 737.S Jllft Be P • 737.0 - Hg 
TiM Vo1 cff dY STP Vol df dV STP 
11:l.n al. al Ml 1111 1ftl. ml 
0 o.oo - - o.oo -
2.70 2.70 2.186 3.20 3.20 2.ID?• 
S.60 2.90 2.)b8 6.20 3.00 2.bbh• 
3 8.70 3.10 2.S09* 9.Jio 3.20 · 2.60?• 
11.eo 3.10 2.S09* 12.hO .3.00 2.bbh• 
is.10 ). )0 2.,n• l.S.40 3.00 2.Lhb• 
6 18.00 2.90 2.�8 18.SO .3.10 2.S26't 
21.10 3.10 2.so, 21.bO 2.90 2.)6) 
21i.10 ).00 2.h29 24.30 2.90 2. :,6) 
' 21.10 3.00 2.b29 21.20 2.90 2.363 
)0.20 J.10 2.so, )0.20 ).00 2.W&b 
33.30 ).10 2.so, 33.10 2.,0 2.36) 
12 36.30 1.00 2.b29 )6.00 2.90 2.36) 
Aw. Rate (al/ld.n) 2.S6l 2.s12 
* Val••• &Terqed � pt &Terage JUXiJllml rate. 
TABLB Uff 
DiasoluUon or Hr Metal 1n 1.00 W HP and 1.00 !l IEl Ac:1d Mixture 
at bOOC. 
Run Ho. l Ihm No. 2 
T • )O.)oC T • 26.6oC 
P • 730.3 ma B,g p - 7)0.4 11111 Hg 
Time Vo1 dV dV STP Vol dV d.V fffP 
Jiiin ml ml 111.1. ml ml ml 
0 o.oo - -- o.oo -
s.10 s.10 4.194 s.oo s.oo 4 .• 15S 
u.10 6.00 4.934* 10.60 S.60 4.6S4* 
.3 17.40 6.)0 S.181* 16.So S.90 b.90)* 
23.60 6.20 S.099* 22.40 S.90 4.90)* 
30.00 6.ho S.263• 28.bO 6.oo 4.986* 
6 )6.l<) 6.30 S.l8l.* )4.1&0 6.00 4.966* 
· 42.80 6 • .So S.)46 40.40 6.00 4.986* 
49.30 6.So S.3h6 46.hO 6.00 4.986* 
Ave. llate (ial/ain) s.126 4.902 
• Value• nerapd to pt &Terap lllaimml rate. 
lb7 
TABU XiDI 
D.l••olution ot Hf Metal _ in o,oso • er and 1.00 B Jill Acid Kt.ztuN 
at ,sooe, 
Run •o . .  1 .. Jlo. 2 Kan Bo. 
T • 28.3oC T • 29.6oC T • 29.)GC 
P • 73S.7 .. Ha P • 1Jh.s .. He p .  734.2 - Hg 
Tille Yo1 dV dY STP Vol dV dY STP Yo1 dV dV STP 
Ilda Ill al Ill al al Ill. Ill. al. Ill 
0 o.oo - --- o.oo - - o.oo -
10 s.oo s.oo i..1,� J.60 ).60 . 2.992• 4.10 4.10 3.LU• 
8.00 3.00 2.S16'- 1.20 ).60 2.992* 7.SO ).40 2.829* 
30 u.oo 3.00 . 2.S16* 10.00 2.80 2.)27� 10.eo 3.30 2.746* 
1.4.)0 ).JO 2.768� 1.3 • .30 ).)() 2.1u• 13.,0 .3.10 2.S79* 
11.10 2.80 2.JJ.9" 16,bo 3.10 2.ST6* 11.20 3.30 2.7b6* 
60 20.00 2.90 2.li)3 1,.20 2.80 2.327 20.30 ).10 2.$79 
70 23 • .30 3.00 2.ii,, 
Aw. Bate (111/lldn) o.,oo 0.273 0.286 
• Value, &Tenged to get anrage IIUIX1Jll\lJII rate. 
TJB1.S llltll 
J>i.aaol.1lt1on ot Ht Metal in 0.100 R Hr and 1.00 • Jill Acid M:lxture 
at zgec. 
Run Bo. l lbm lo. 2 Run Bo. 
T • 29.6o0 T • )l.laoO T • .)l.4o0 
P • 738.l - Bg P • 7)6.6 - Hg P • T)S.8 11m Hg 
fl.M Vol •• dY STP Yol dY dY STP 'fol ff dV STP 
Ida al Ill Ill Ill al Ill Ill 111 Ill 
0 o.oo - - o.oo - - o.oo -
7.30 7.30 6.097* 1.20 1.20 S.935* 1.00 7.00 S.763* 
20 13.90 6.60 s.s12 13.70 6.So s.JSs 1.3.80 6.80 s.s,e 
� 19.80 S.90 b.928 20.00 6.)0 s.1,3 20.30 6.So S.lSl 
26.e() 6.60 s.s12 26.20 6.20 s.111 26.80 6.SO S.)SJ. 
)2.)0 s.,o 4.928 32.LO 6.20 s.111 33._oo 6.20 s.101i 
60 38.00 S.60 J.h616 39.10 6.10 s.022 
-,.so S.80 h.781 1,k.4() s.so 4.S28 
49.60 S.80 h.781 so.aio S.80 i..m 
.A.Ye. Rate (al/Id.a) o.610 - o.s,ti o.S76 
* Val11e8 &'ftr&ged to get &'ftr8ge IIAXi1lunl rate. 
T .llLB llDIII 
Di••o1iit1cm ot Hr Metal in o.l()) R BJ' and 1.00 B llll. Acid M1xtve 
at sooa. 
Rma. ••• 1 Run lo. 2 
T • )2.Zoe T • .3]..200 
P • 73S.2 • He P • 7)8.)  - Bs 
Time Vol dV dV 8T:P Vol dY dV STP 
Id.a ml al a1 ml Id Ill 
0 o.oo - - o.oo --
4.SO 4.So ).68)* 4.60 4.60 3.8Q61t 
4 9.00 4.So 3.68)• 8.60 4.oo 3·.309* 
6 1.3.SO 4.SO 3.68)• 12.,0 4.)0 3.SS?• 
11.80 4.lO ) • .S20 17.20 4.30 3.SS?• 
22.00 4.20 3.4)8 21.b() 4.20 ).h7S 
u 26.)0 4.)0 3.,20 2S.SO 4.10 3.392 30.so 4.20 ,.4)8 29.80 h.30 ;.SS7 
16 �.80 4.30 .3.s20 31,..oo 4.20 ).h?S 
18 )8.10 4.10 3.392 
An. Bate (al/ld.n) 1.&1i2 1.778 
• Val.u• •TU'aled to a•t &"Y1lrage mad-,.. rate. 
TULB IUD'. 
Diaaol1tUan ot Ht Metal in O.S0,3 B RP and 1.00 B BC1 .Acid !Uxtllre 
at sooa. 
R1Dl ••• . 1 Bun Ro. I 
T • )2.2oC T • )l..70Q 
P • 737.3 • Be P • 7,38.h - Bl 
Tille Yol ff df STP Vol ff dV STP 
ld.n llll 1111 al al Ill Ill 
0 o.oo -- -- o.oo -
.3. ,0 .).90 ).202• ).80 3.80 ).l)k• 
1.?!J ).80 ).120• 1.so 3.70 .3.0S2• 
3 u.60 ).,O ).202• 11.20 3.70 3.0S2• 
15.50 ).,O ).202• 15.00 J.80 3.134• 
19.LO 3.,0 3.202• 18.60 ).60 2.969• 
6 22.Jao 3.00 2.46) 22.6o 1i.oo ).299* 
26.1,0 ·i..oo 1.2m. 26.00 3.i.o 2.IOla 
30.}aO i..oo 3.281' a,�so .3.50 2.887 
' )4.00 ).60 2.,S6 33.20 3.70 ).0$2 
)7.70 3.10 3.038 )6.80 3.60 2.969 
Ll..20 3.SO 2.874 LO.TO 3.90 3.217 
12 44.4<> 3.70 3.0S2 
....... late (1111/lliD) . ,.186 ).107 
• Talw a..-.ged to 1•t snrage wax1- rate. 
DiaaoluUon of Ht Metal in 1.00 N HF and leOO H HCl .Acid Mlxturt 
at So°C.-
Run ••• 1 Bun Bo. - 2  
T • 29.8oC T • )O.OOC 
l • 12,.b Riil Hg P • 12, •• mm Ilg 
Time Yo1 dY cff STP Vol dV dY stP 
min ml ml Jal ml ml al 
0 o.oo - ... o.oo -
1.80 7 .80 6.1&26 e .oo e.oo 6.S8.3 
16.00 s.20 6.7S6* 1.6.6o 8.60 1 .011• 
) 21: . 30  8.3() 6.838* 2$.20 e.60 1.011• 
32.so a.20 6.'1S6* .34.30 ,.10 7 .488 
lil .hO 8.90 7 • .333 43.20 e.90 7.321i 
6 49. 60  e.&io 6.921 s2 .20 ,.oo 7.4o6 
sa.70 B .,o 7.3.33 61.8o 9.6o 7 .900 
67. 30 e.60 1 .086 10.eo 9.00 1.ho6 
9 1,.eo ,.oo 7.4o6 
.&Te. Rate (llll/llin) 6.78) 7.011 
* Values ayeraged to get ayerage 1l&X1mua rate. 
... ... 1 Ihm. llo. I 
T • )1.2°0 T • 31.,ea 
P • 7,s.7 - Ifs P • 7,i...2 - Bs 
Tille Vol dY 4Y llfP Yol cff ff SlP 
Ida Jal al al 1111 Ill al. 
0 o.oo ..... - o.oo - --
10 o.oo o.oo 0.000 o.oo o.oo 0.000 
20 o.oo o.oo 0.000 o.oo o.oo 0.000 
)0 o.60 o.60 o.1i,s 0.60 o.60 o.w 
1.lie> o.eo o.6S, 1.,0 0.10 o.sn. 
2.60 1.20 o.,e,. 2.liO 1.10 o.an-
60 J.80 1.20 o.,a,. �.la() J.00 1.Jab6 , .• 1.i.o 1.gr 1.00 1.60 1. • • 
1.so 2.,0 1. a.1a0 1.ltO 1.lJal• 
'° ,.oo 1.5'0 1.Q61t ,.10 1.JO 1.CMiOtt 
100 10.10 1.10 o.901'* 10.,0 1.IO o.na. 
110 U.60 1.JO l.1)61t 12.10 1.20 0.978* 
120 12.70 1.10 o.,ar. 13.50 Ll&O 1.lJal• 
1)0 u..oo l.JO 1.071. 1b.6o 1.10 o.a,-,. 
16.10 2.10 1.7)1 
uo u.i.o 1.)0 1.011• 
..... Bae (al/Ida) o.106 o.106 
• Yalu• .nraced to set nv..- ..,..,_ rate. 
T ABU: J:LII 
Du•1ut,ioa ot Bf Metal in o.100 I �  .Aeid *' ]$o0 • 
.. •.. 1 Bun Bo, I 
T • )0.000 T . ,2.� 
P • 1,a.o • II P • 737 .3 . ..  lfc 
Tt.a Vo1 ., 4T 9rP Yol d1' a· tffP 
a1.n al al lil ml al 111 
0 o.oo -- ._ o.oo - -
10 o.oo o.oo 0.000 0.20 0.20 0.161. 
20 1.20 1.20 1.000 1.1io 1.20 o.,� 
) 
lO .3.00 1.eo 1.Soo- ).)() 1.90 1.ss,. 
h.8o 1.80 1.sc,o. s.so 2.20 1.eos 
6.$0 1.10 1.hl.6* 7.40 1 .• ,0 1.ss,-
«, ,.oo 2.so 2.083 9.1'0 2.00 L.6L()tl-
TO 10.70 1.70 1.hl.6* 11.90 2.so 2.os2 
12.sn 1.60 1.sc,o. 1).80 1.,0 1.ss,-
,0 14.70 2.20 1.833 15.� l.tiO 1.313. 
100 16.SO 1.eo 1.soo- 17.60 2.00 1.6hl* 
110 18.20 1.10 1.ltl.6tt 19.10 1.so 1.2)1• 
120 1,.eo 1.60 1. 3)) 20.90 1.eo 1.i.11• 
1)0 22·.,o 2.00 1.6bl• 
24.6o 1.so 1.2)1• 
1$0 26.4'> 1.80 1.477• 
Aft. Bat.e (Ill/Id.a) o.lb6 o.�s 
TABL'I XI.lll 
Diaso1uUcm ot Hr Metal. 1n 0.100 • Bzdr!tluorio Aoid at lS°O• 
Bu Mo. 1 Run llo. 
T • 3().loC T • 28.0oO 
p . 7,-• ., _ Hg  p .  7)).1' .. Ilg 
T1JN Vol dY dY STP Vol dV dY STP 
min Jal ml. 1111 Jal al 111 
0 o.oo -- ... o.oo -
2.as 2.as 2.)61 3.20 J.IO 2.680 
6.l&O ,.ss 1.,u. 6.60 3.J,o 2.8b8• 
'° ,.so ).10 2.J69* ,.as J.IS 2.722* 12.ao J.JO 2.?.)I.• 12.,0 ).1$ 2.6)8* 
15.90 .3.10 a.S68 16.00 ,.10 2.s,-, 
60 1,.00 ).10 2.S68 1,.10 1.10 2.597 
....... late (ml/llill) o.21s 0.274 
• Yal... &TWaged to get A'ffra&• mu1nma rate. 
tt'ABJ.g ILD 
DiNolat.1.m of Br Jlna1 1n  0.100 I 11,dronurie .&e1d at J2oC. 
Ima lo. 1 1181 Bo. 2 Ra lo. l Ian lo. ll 
T • )0.000 T • )0.6oC T • 28.000 T • 2'.000 
P • 733.1 • II P • 732., 111a 1'I P • 736.- • Bc  P • TJS.o • Ill 
TS- fol a ff SfP fel dY ., .,, Vol dV elf Sff fol d'I er, ,rp 
.... ml Ill Ill al Ill · Ill Ill 111 al . Ill Ill 1111 
0 o.oo -- - o.oo - -- o.oo - - o.oo -- -
10 �.e o 4.80 ).ffl.• s.10 s.10 h.697* S.20 s.20 l&.)'1le* s.20 s.20 14.):,,. 8.60 3.ao :,.lltlt* 10.IO 4.SO ) .• . ,.so a..,o ).617* 9.1,0 k.20 ).SOS* 
30 12.20 3.60 2.97&- 14.20 4.00 , .... 13.IIO b.10 3.i.,. 13.t,o i..ao ,.sos• 
16.IO 1i.oo 3.,0,. 18.00 ).SO .3.]Jl• 11.e 1&.00 . ).36S* 11.20 t·'° , ... 20.00 ,.ao ,.iw. 22.20 i..20 3.li61• n.30 3.70 3.112 21.i.o .20 J.SOS• 
60 2).60 ).60 2.,re 26.20 4.00 J.296 2S.10 J.80 3.197 IJi.80 3.la() 2.837 
29.60 ).hO 2.002 28.IJC) 3.60 J.CX>li 
33.60 h.00 ).296 31.80 3.laO 2.8)7 
,0 .JS.JO ,.so 2.921 
)8.80 ).So 2.,n 
142.!AO ).60 3.0CJli 
120 16.80 .3.LO 2.837 
J&,.20 .3.i.c, 2.837 .  
s2.10 2.,0 2.tao 
,,,.. Rate (111/wda) 0.335 0.366 0 • .370 o.,s1 
• Yalu• avapd to pt awrage Pl2d-- rate. 
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T.ABLB U.Y 
D1uol.u.ticm ot Bf Met.al 1a 0.301 W Hr Acid at JO'O wi\h BaP W1Uaa. 
RIDl Wo. l ... ... 2 Jbm lo. 
O.OSO M Bd' o.ars x w.v 0.100 H Bal' 
T • Z?.Soc T • 28.Soc T • 2).,SOC 
P • 737.2 - 11c p .  7'6-.4 11111 Bg P • 7)6.8 • Bg 
n.... Vol dV dY STP Vol dY 41' Sff Yol ff ff STP 
a1n JU Ill 1111. 111 Ill 1111 1111 al Ill 
0 o.oo - ..... o.oo - - o.oo - .... 
I 1.70 1.70 1.Wi 1.'10 1.60 l.)h 2.00 2.00 1.73 
3.30 1.60 1.JS ).10 a.10 1.76* 4.10 2.10 1. 81.• 
6 s.so 2.20 1.86tt s.10 2.00 1.67• 6.JQ 2.20 1.90* ,.so 2.00 1.69* '·'° 1.,0 1 • .s,- s.so 2.20 1.,0. '·'° 2.10 1.71. ,.10 2.10 1.76tt 10.70 2.20 1.90* 
12 11.6o 2.00 1.6'* u.ao 2.10 J..76* 12.80 2.lD 1.b.• 
13.SO 1.,0 1.6()tl, i..oo 2.20 1.S.* ].4.80 2.00 1.73 u.so 2.00 1 • .,.. 16.00 2.00 1.67* 16.90 2.10 1.81. 
18 17.l,o 1.90 1.� 18.10 2.10 1.16• 1,.00 2.10 1.81 
19.So 2.10 1..11• 20.00 1. 90. 1.s, n.10 2.10 1.81 22 21.30 1.80 1.s2 21.,0 1.,0 1.s, 2).20 2.10 1.81 
14 IJ.10 1.80 1..s2 2i..oo a.10 1. 76 zs.20 1.00 1.73 
26 as.10 2.00 1,.6' 26.00 2.00 1.67 27 • .30 1.10 1.81 
ATe. Bate (llll/m.n) a.as o.86 0.93 
• Val'IIP AT.-aged to c•t. &Yerage 1'IIIZ1tlnmt rate. 
1S8 
TA.BUI XLYI 
D.laaolv.�ion ot Ht Metal in 0.)01 I SF Acid at ,JOCto with WaF Mdition.. 
Ian Ho. h 
O. lJS If Bal' 
T • a,.000 
P • 7,S.h mm &g 
ll1ln Jfo. s 
0.150 M 1fal 
! • 26.600 
P • 7)6.2 Bil lfg 
1bm Bo. 6 
0.1TS K •ar 
T • 26.hoC 
P • 736-1 - Be 
� � ff n �  � a a � � a n � 
Ida al al al JILL id al al ml al 
O o.oo -- .. 
1 1.20 1.20 1.00 
2 2.10 o.,o o.1s 
It 3.90 1.IO l.SO 
6 s.:,o l.bO 1.17 
8 6.SO 1.20 1.00 
10 1.so 1.00 o.ak 
12 8.IJO 0.90 o.1$ 
1h ,.:,o o.,o 0.15 
16 10.00 0.10 o.se 
18 10.80 o.80 o.,, 
IO 11.laO 0.60 0.$0 
22 11.ao o.i.o o.,,. 
lh 12.20 o.i.o o.JJ• 
26 12.60 o.J.iO o.,,. 
28 u.oo o.JaO o.J>* 
-.. late (Ill/id.a) 0.1, 
o.oo - -
1.20 1.20 1.02 
1.,0 0.10 o.s, 
3.00 1.10 o.,, 
).,0 o.,o 0.1, 
4.SO o.60 o.s1 
k.90 o.k() o.Jli s.20 o.:,o o.zs 
s.,o 0.10 o.oa-
.s.i.o 0.10 o.08• 
J.60 0.20 0.11• 
S.6o o.oo 0.00-
s.10 0.10 o.08tt s.eo 0.10 o.OStt 
S:. 80 o.oo o.()()tt 
o.C>Ji 
• Yal.w .._..... to get, •waa• wn1 .. rau. 
o.oo -- -
1.00 1.00 o.es 
1�.so o • .so o.bl 
1.80 0.30 0.2.S 
2.10 0.30 o.tS 
2.1,a 0.30 o.as 
a.so 0.10 o.08 
2.60 0.10 o.08 
2.10 0.10 o.os 
2.70 o.oo o.oo 
2.ao 0.10 o.oa-
2.ao 0.00 O.OOtt 
2.,0 0.10 o.oe­





Dinol.11t1on ot Ht Metal 1n o,JOl H BF Aoid . at ,ooC wit.a Kai Wi.tion. 
1bm Bo. 7 
0.200 M R'al' 
T • IS.000 
P • 7)6.6 lllll Hg 
Run Mo. 8 
0.  JOO M Jfal' 
T • IS.IJoO 
P • 73S.6 ma Ha 
Time Yol ff dV STP Vol d.'I dY STP 
Jiiin Jiil 111 ,  111. 111 al w1 
O o.oo - -
1 o.ao o.eo o.68 
2 o.,o 0.10 o.o, 
k 1.00 0.10 o.o, 
6 l.lO 0.20 0.11 
8 LlO 0.10 o.o, 
10 l.hO 0.10 o.o, 
12 1.so 0.10 o.o, 
u. 1.so o.oo o.oo 
16 1.60 0.10 o.o,. 
18 1.6o 0.00 O.OC)tt, 
20 1.t,o o.oo o.� 
22 1.70 0.10 o.o,. 
2k 1.10 o.oo 0.00-
16 1.70 o.oo o.00tt 
Aw. Bate (al/Ida) 0.02 
o.oo - -
0.10 0.10 o.60 
o.,o 0.20 0.17 
1 .• 00 0.10 o.o, 
1.20 o.io 0.17 
1.)0 0.10 o.o, 
1.1') 0.10 o.o, 
1.1'0 o.oo 0.00-
1.1,o o.oo O.OC>* 
1.40 o.oo 0.00-
1.40 0.00 O.C>O* 
1.i.o o.oo o.QOtt 
l.laO o.oo 0.00* 
1.1io o.oo o.00* 
1.1a.0 o.oo o.00* 
o.oo 
• Valu .. ....  .,ec1 to 1•t a.erage •a:1mnn rate. 
T ABLB XLYIII 
Diasolut.icn ot Ht �•t&l. in a.)Oh JI Hr Cid 1.00 N 11.:J. Acid Mixture 
at JO°!' with HaJ' Addition. 
Run lo . 1 Run llo. 2 
o.oso }If I'd 0.100 M BaV 
T • 21&..?oC T .  21i.so0 
P • 743.2 11a If& P • 1�.s - Ba 
Time Vol dV dV STP Vol 4Y dV STP 
ain ml 111 ml al . r&1 ml 
0 o.oo -- o.oo -- -
) 4.40 h.40 ).81 s.so s .so 4.77* 
9.00 b.60 3.98* 10.,0 s.bO }i.69* 
' 1.3.60 1:..60 3.96* 16.20 s.30 4.6o* 
12 18. 20 4.60 3.s,e• 21.40 5.20 h.S1• 
· 22.70 Ii.SO 3.e,- 26.?0 S .JO 4.60* 
18 27 . 20 . L.so 3. 89• .31.90 s.20 1&..S1• 
21 )l.M h.40 3.81 37 .20 ; . 30 1' .� 
24 3S.90 h.)O 3.72 42.hO s .20 4.Sl• 
27 tio.10 h.20 3 .63 i.1.so s.10 4.Ja 
)0 bh.30 b.20 3.63 s2.eo s.:,o 1&.60 
33 JiB.60 4.)0 3.72 S?.90 s.10 4.42 
)6 s2.,o 4.)0 3.72 6).00 s.10 L.1'2 
39 S7.h0 h.so ,.a, 
61.80 h.40 ).81. 
, .. ,. • Rate (al/lld.n) 1.)1 1.s, 
• Yalua a-..raged to pt &Terqe maxim.um rate. 
160 
Dissolution ot Ht MetAl in 0.304 !l HP and l.00 I !El Acid M:Lxture 
at )Oo0 w1 th NaF Addit:Lon.. 
.lull Ho. ' 
o.2so M 1aJ' 
T • ZS.soc 
P • 7.38.4 mm Hg 
ltml Wo. 4 
O.uOO M laF 
T • 21'.0oC 
P • 7.34.1 nn Ba 
Rm>. Jto. S 
0.)60 M ltd' 
T • 2s.ooe 
P • 741.2 Ill\\ Bg 
Tille Vo1 dV dV STP Vol dV dV ST.P Vol dY dY grp 
O o.oo -- --
1 2 .00 2.00 1.71 
2 4.)0 2 • .30 1.97 
3 6.70 2.bO 2.0S* 
� 9.00 2.:,0 le9'1'* 
S 11.:,0 2 • .30 1.97. 
, 13.10 2.1i0 2.os* 
1 1,.10 2.w 2.o.s• . 
8 18.1'0 2.30 1.91 
9 20.10 2 • .30 1.97 
10 2).00 2.30 1.97 
11 2s.30 2.30 1.n 
12 27.60 2.30 1.97 
13 29.,0 2 • .30 1.97 
1.b. ,2.20 2.30 1.97 
]$ .lli.hO 2.20 1.88 
16 .)6.70 2 • .30 1.97 
17 39.00 2.30 1.97 
18 bl.,o 2.)0 1.97 
Aw. Baff (Jlll./111.n) . 2.02 
o.oo -
2.60 2.60 2.23 
S.LO 2.80 2.b<> . 
8.30 2.90 2.49 
11.10 2.80 2.4<> 
l.h.00 2.90 2.h9* · 
11.10 3.10 2 .661-
20 •. 10 .3.00 2 .S7* 
23.00 2 .90 2 .49 
2S.90 2.90 2 .49 
28.-70 2.80 2.40 
11.so 2.80 2 .40 
31..·20 2. 70 2.31 
)7 .-10 2.90 2.h9 
39.90 2 .80 2.40 
42.70 2.80 2.bo 
* Val.ues ..,..aged to get, a-nrage 1IUIXimrm rate. 
o.oo -
2.90 2.90 2.so 
s.-10 2.ao 2.41 
8.60 2.90 2.so 
u.60 .3.00 2 .sa• 
u .. � ,.oo 2.sa-
11.60 3.00 2.se• 
20.so 2.,0 2.so 
2:,.1io 2.,0 2.so 
26.10 2.70 2.32 
28.90 2.80 2.i.i 
31..10 2.80 2.b]. 
)4.40 2.70 2.32 
n.20 2.eo 2.41 
39.90 2 .10 2.32 
lt2.60 2.70 2.32 
)c.20 2.60 2.2h 
2 .ss 
TABLE L 161 
Dilleolut.ion ot Ht Metal in 0.304 B BF and 1.00 JJ WJl Aci.d M1xtuN 
at. ,ooe with war Addition. 
Run Ko. 6 
O.SOO M Bd 
T • 24.goC 
P • 71Ja.. 7 si Be 
Run Ro. 7 
0.500 H Wal' 
T .  25.occ 
P • 73'.1 au Hg 
Run tfo. 8 
0.60o M .Bal' 
T • 2u.sao 
P • 733.6 ... &g 
Tille Yol 4V dV STP Vol 4V cff srp Vol d.Y dV STP 
Ida Jiil ml ml al al 111 Ill ml Ill 
O o.oo -
l 
2 ; .• so ,.so 1'.16 
L 11.lo 6.10 S.28* s 
, 11.30 s.6o 4. as 
7 
a 22.,0 s.60 ii.as 
, 
10 28.h() $ .So 4.10 
11 
12 33:.80 S.ho 4.68 
13 
lit 39.Jio S.60 b.8S 
1S 
16 1w.so s.uo 1i.68 
18 so.oo s.20 i..so 
20 · ss.oo s.oo b.» 
22 60.)0 f .• ,o b.S, 
2b 6S.SO s.20 h.SO 
26 70.i.o b.90 Ji.ZL 
2a 1s.30 4.90 . 4.Zb 
30 80.l() s.oo b.)) 
.A:n. lat.e (ml/min) 2.6L 
o.oo - -
2. 70 2. TO 
22 • ,i8.-__ S.60 2.90 h  
a.so 2.,0 2 • .s 
11 • .so ).00 2 .57• 
11&.so 1.00 2 .ST* 
11.so 3.00 2.s1• 
20.6o 3.10 2.6;• 
2).6o ),.00 2 .$7• 
o.oo -- -
3.10 3.10 2.,s 
6.)0 ).20 2.1, 
,.ao 1.fO 2.,,. 
13.:,0 3.SO 2.99* 
16. 80 J.SO 2.99* 
20.30 ,.so 2.'9* 
2).70- 3.1&0 2.90 
26.90 ) .• 20 2.7) 
26.60 3.00 2.s1• 30.10 3.20 2.13 
29.$0 2.,0 2 .i.a 33.10 ).00 2.S', 
)6.00 2.,0 2.k8 
2 .S6 
)8.9() 2.90 2 .b8 
bl. 80 2. ,0 2.1i1 
tm.10 2 .,0 2.a.a 
k7.80- 3.10 2.65 
S0.90 3.10 2.6S 
* 'f aluee a....-.ged to get • .,..... !IUlX1nnDa rate. 
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TABLB LI 
Dissolution of Ht Metal. in o.)Ob ·• HP and 1.00 W HCl Aci.d Mixture 
a-t )Oo0 v1 th NaF Ad4i tion. 
Ran lio. 9 
0.100 M. KaF 
T • 2).BoO 
P • 7)8.9 1111 Be 
Bu Ne. lD 
0.800 M. lal 
T • a1i,.ooa 
P • 7J2.9 .. Hg 
Run Ho. 11 
0.900 J( . . 11&7 
T .  2s.2oe 
P • 737.2 ... Ha 
dY clV 8TP Vol clV dV STP Vo1 dV d'f STP 
ml 
O o.oo -
1 3.70 3.70 J.20* 
2 6.,o ,.ao 2. 76 
3 10.00 3.10 2.68 
4 13.10 ).10 2.68 
S 16.)0 .3.20 2. 76 
6 i,.60 }..30 t.&S 
7 22.70 ).10 2.68 
8 2S.70 3.00 2.,, 
9 28.SO 2. 80 2.1i2 
10 n.10 2.60 2·.as 
1.1 33.60 2.so 2.1, 
12 )6..00 2�1'0 2.07 
13 )8.30 2.30 1.99 
lb bO.SO 2.20 1.90 
l$ 42 • .SO 2.00 1.1, 
16 lah.ltO 1.,0 1.614 
17 46.80 2 .1,o 2.07 
18 L8.,o 2.10 1.81 





A••• Rate (111/ain) J.20 
o.oo -- -
2.90 2.� 2.48* s .• 40 a.so 2 .. l.li 
1.80 2 .• ,0 1.,r 
10 • .30 2.so 2.14 
11 .• 70 2 .bo 2.os 14.ao 2.10 1. eo 
16.8o 2.00 1.11 
u.so 1.10 1.)6 
20 .• 10 1.(,() 1.37 
n.so 1.40 1.20 
22. 70 1 .• 20 1.0,· 
21i.oo 1. 30 1.11 
2,.10 1.10 0.94 
26.00 o.,o 0.11 
21 .oo 1.00 o.86 
27.,0 o.,o 0.77 
28.90 1.00 o.86 
30.10 1.20 1.03 
)1.$0 1.i.o 1.20 
32.60 1.10 o.,h 
33.60 1.00 o.86 
)4.70 1.10 0.9k 
3S.70 1.00 o.66 
2.46 
* Valuu neraged to get, aYerage mmd.lmm rate. 
o.oo -- -
0.10 0.10 o.60* 
1.10 o.1'0 o.)h 
1.30 0.20 0.17 
1.so o.ao 0.17 
1.70 0.20 0.17 
1.90 0.20 0.17 
2 .80 0.20 0.17 




Duaolution ot Ht Metal -1n O.lO!i N H1 and 1.00 1' HCl Acid JfJ.xture 
at � v1th Na7 Addition. 
R'1n Ho. 
l.00 M Jlal' 
• 26.00C 
P • 726.2 ma Hg 
Tae Vol dV dV STP 
min ml ml ml. 
0 o.oo -
o.6o o.60 o.so-
o.so 0.20 0.17 
9 1.00 0.20 0.17 
1.20 0.20 0.17 
l.40 0.20 0.17 
18 1.tx, 0.20 0.17 
2.00 0.40 o.;3 
2.)0 O.)O o. 2s 
27 2.so 0.20 0.17 
2.10 0.20 0.17 
.l?e• P...ate (ml/min) 0.11 
* Valuea AYW81ed to get 
aYVage •ax:l.wmla rat.. 
16S 
T.ABI& LIII 
D1uol.11.Uaa of Ht Metal in 0.!29 I Hr Acid at, � wi'th IP AddiUon. 
.. ... l 
0.000 M D'  
, • 16.aoe 
P • 732.8 - Ba 
ba Vo:. 2 
0.100 X 'II 
T • 26.hoC 
P • Tl).O • Hg 
Bl1D ••• ) 
o.aoo II r:r 
'1' • 2S.oo0 
P • 7)3.h - Ba 
Tiae Yol d.V cff SfP Yol ff 4'f Sf P Vel dV dV STP 







o.oo - ...... 
1.6o 1.60 1.3s 
).6o 1.00 l.'9• 
s.i.o 1 .. 80 1.fa,. 
7 .10 1.70 1.1** ,.oo 1.90 1.60* 
12 10.eo 1.eo 1.sa• 
11& 12.'° 1.1o 1.s2 
1, J,h.)O 1.70 1.w. 
1a u.10 1.eo 1.s2 
ao 11.ao 1.10 1.1&1. 
22 1,.'° 1.ao 1.s2 
lb. 21.)0 1. TO l.Lh 
26 23.00 1.10 1.LL 
kn. Aat.e (Ill/Illa) o. 78 
o.oo -- --
2.10 2.10 1.77 
h.Lo 2.)0 1.94• 
6-.60 2.20 1.86* 
8.80 2.20 1.86* 
11.10 2.30 1.,b 
1).)0 2.20 1.86 
]$.� 2.20 1.86 
11.10 2.20 1.86 
1,.eo 2.10 1.11 
22.00 2.20 1.86 
24.10 2.10 1.11 
26.JO 2.20 1.86 
28.lao 2.10 1. Tl 
o.,i. 
o.oo -- --
2.60 2.6o 2.21 
�.oo 2.ho 2.04 
i.$0 2.so 2.11• 
10.00 2.so 2.13• 
12.so 2.S'O 2.13• 
1$.oo 2.so 2.13• 
11.so 2.so a.u 
20.00 2.so 2.1, 
22.so 2.so 2.u 
21i.,o 2.1'0 2.(4 
21.iio 1.so 2.1.3 
a,.eo 2 • .0 2.0. 




US..sol1&tioa ot Ht MetAll 1n 0.1'9 I HP Aoid at JOoC wiVl IF Addition. 
Run 1fo. h 
0.)00 H IP  
T • 2a.,oe 
P • T.38.0 - Jig 
Jtun Ho. S 
O.h.00 M IF 
r • r,.oeo 
, • 7:,s·.e .. Bg 
lbm 11o. 6 
O.SC,0 M D'  
T • )1.200 
P • 730.0 - i. 
Ts.. Yol dV 4Y STP Yo1 dV elf STP Vol dV 4Y STP 
lr1n Ill 111 1111 Ill. 1111 ml Ill nal al 
O o.oo -- --
2 2.b() 2.i.o 2.02 
4 s.oo 2 .6o 2.18* 
6 1.6o 1.60 2.18* 
8 10.20 2.6o 2.18* 
10 12.00 2.6o 2.18• 
12 u.,o 2.so 2.10 
1lt. 17 .80 2.S'() 2.10 
l.6 20.i.o 2.60 2.18 
18 2).00 2.60 2.18 
20 IS.60 I.do 2.18 
22 28.20 2.'° 2.18 
2h 30.70 I.SO 2.10 
26 33-.IO I.SO 2.10 
An. Rat.e (ml/at.a) 1. 09 
o.oo - --
2.20 2.20 1.86 
4.,0 2.10 2.18• 
1.so 2.60 2.ao-
10.00 I.SO 2.U• 
12.lao 2.b() t.03* 
u.oo a.6o 2.20 
17 .a, 2.60 2.20 
20.00 2.bO 2.03 
22.so 2.so 
lli.,O I.ho 
r,·.20 2 .)0 
z,.6o 2.a.o 
32.10 a.so 






2.20 2.20 1.80 
1'·70 2.SO I.Oh* 
1.10 I.he) 1.96* 
, • ., 2.so 2.ou• 
12.10 2.so 2.0u• 
lh.60 I.So 2.�• 
11.00 1.1'0 1.96 
1, • .90 a.so 2.0L. 
22.00 a.so 2.<>Ji 
21..so 1.so 2.0b 
21.00 2.so 2.0h 
a,.so 2 .So 2.<>1i 
)1.,0 2.Jio 1.,h 
1.01 
....... . .. 
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TABLB L'f 
1>1uolllti0n Gt Rt Metal in 0.2'9 I 8' _ Aoid at )OoC with D . .AddiU.on. 
B1l1l ••• 1 
o.SSO M IF 
-r • a,.ooa 
p • ?)I.I - Hg 
Run "°· 8 
O.">O M D  
T • 28.200 
P • 736.}i .. Bs 
TS.. Vol fff dV ST.P Vol 4V dV STP 
tda Jal 1111 1111 111 111 al 
O o.oo - --
2 2.20 1.20 1.8) 
k h.SO 2.,0 1.91• 
6 7 .00 2 .• J(> 2.o8• 
8 ,.10 2.)aO 1.9'* 
10 n.eo 2.ao 1.,,. 
12 1-.20 2.ko l.'9* 
11i 16,SO 2.30 1.,i 
16 18.TO 2.20 1.8) 
18 20.70 2.00 1.66 
20 22.so 1.ao 1.so 
22 23.,0 1.1&0 l.16 
2h $.10 1.20 1.00 
16 26.10 1.00 o.a, 
.... ln4I (Jil/rd.a) 1.00 
o.oo -- -
2.20 2.20 LBS 
1&.10 1.,0 1.60 
S.60 1.SO 1.26 
6.SO o.,o G.76* 
1.00 o.so o.Lt* 
7 .SO O.SO O.bttt-
8.10 o.60 o.so-
8.80 0.10 o.�,. 
,.60 o.eo- 0.61• 
10.bO o.80 o.67• 
11.20 o.80 o.67• 
u.eo o.6o o.so-
12.'° o.80 o.67• 
o.s, 
TABU Lff 
l>ilaoluU.a. ot Bt Metal 1n o.m ·1 BP Acid at )OoC with D .Mdlt1qn. 
T:Lme 
ha Ro. 9 
0.700 M IP 
T • )2.000 
p .  7:,0.a. .. Hg 
Vol 4Y cff STP 
O o.oo -- --
2 o.,o o.JO o.21i 
h o.$0 0.20 0.16 
6 o.60 0.10 o.oe 
8 1.20 o.6o o.a.,-



















21' k.80 0.1'0 O.Jl 
2' s .• 20 o.t.o o.,, 
Aw. Bate (Jll/ld.a) 0.20 
B\m lo. 10 
1.00 II D 
T • 11.soa 
P • TlO.O • 1fc 
Vol f!'I 4Y STP 
o.oo ..... -
o.,o o.JO o.lb. 
o.1'0 0.10 o.o&tt 
o.$0 0.10 o.OStt 
a.to 0.10 o.08• 
o.8tl O.IO 0.16* 
o.,o 0.10 o.oe-
1.10 0.20 o.u. 
1.20 0.10 0.08* 
1.1a0 0.20 o.16tt 
1.&> 0.20 o.16* 
1.80 0.20 o.16tt 




Duaolation � Ht Metal in 0.!?9 x · Hr Aeid at )OoC w.lth !!f1 ' Add!.t1on. 
1!\ID •o. l Jban lo. 2 Run ••• 
0.000 M Jf�J' 
T • 27.4ac 
0.100 M K!lf 
T • 28. 8o0 
o.aoo M !!Ai' 
T • 27.8oC 
P • 7lS . 2  - Ba P • 12,.6 - Hg P • 726.0 1111 Ha 
Tiae Yol dV dY STP Yo1 dV dY STP Yol d'f 4Y STP 
Ida al al 1111 al 1111 Ill. 1111 Ill al 
0 o.oo - - o.oo - - o.oo - .. 
2 1.so l�SO 1�26 1.80 1.80 1.i., 2.00 2.00 1.66 
).JO 1.80 1.s2• .3.90 2.10 1.74• h.JO 2 • .30 l.9].• 
6 4.,0 l.6o 1.3S• 6.00 2 .10 1.74* 6.70 2.b<> 1.99* 
6.70 1.80 1.s2• 8.10 2.10 1.71'• ,.10 2.1,0 1.9941-
10 s.i.o 1.70 l.lal* 10.20 2.·10 l.7k• u.Jao t.)O 1.91.• 
12 10.-20 1.eo 1.S2• 12.,0 2.10 l.7h• 13.80 2.1&0 1.99* 
11.,0 1..7() l.lt)* �.hO 2.10 1.11'• 1'.10 2.� 1.91 
16 1).60 1.70 1.h) 16.SO 2.10 l.?h• 19.hQ 2.30 1.91 
18 ]$.b() 1.80 1.s2 18 .6o 2.10 1.74• 20.10 2.30 1.,i 
17 .10 1.10 1.·1u 20 .60 2 .00 1.66 2).00 I.JC) 1.91 
22 18.,0 1.80 1.s2 22.60 2 .00 1.66 2S.IO 2.20 1.83 
lb 20.b() 1.So 1.26 2!a.60 2 .00 1.66 21.so 2.30 1.,i 
26 22.10 1.70 1.43 26.6() 2 .00 1.66 z,.70 2.20 1.8) 
Aft. Bate (1111/ld.n) 0.73 0.11 0.98 
* VallUNI anraged to get. &Tera&• Jl&rlmma rate. 
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'I' ABLE LVIII 
DS.Nollltloa ot It Het,al in 0.300 H Br Acid at )000 with !!\' .Addition. 
... •.. h Jtan ••• s Bun Wo • 
0.,00 M R!br 
T • 28.0oC 
0 .1'0(> • !!ti" 
T • r,.'80 
O.SOO X !!fiP 
T • 27.t)GC 
P • 121.0 111a Bs P • 728.h m Ba P • 135.6 - Be 
T1M fol dY dV STP Vol. ell' dY STP Vol df dV ft'J> 
Ida ml lil Ill lal. Ill 1111. Ill. ml 111 
0 o.oo .... - o.oo - - o.oo -
2.20 2.20 1.8) 2.00 2.00 1.67 2.6o 2.6o 2.20 
s.oo 2.80 2.32* b.JO 2.)0 1.,i- i..,o 2.JO 1.,h 
6 f.60 2 .60 2 .16* 6.SO 2.20 1. 8)• T.bO 2.so 2.11• 10.ao 2 .60 2 .161t 8 .6o 2.10 l.TS,,, ,.,o 2.so 2.11• 12.ao 1.«, 2 .16,t 10.70 2.10 1.TS• 12.bO 2.so 2.11• 
12 u.20 2 .1io 1.,, 1.2.80 2.10 l.lS* ].h.8o 2.40 2 .0)tt 
11. 80  2.60 2.16 is.oo 2 .20 1.8)* lf .,O 2.so 2.11• 
16 20.30 I.SO 1.08 11 .00 2.00 1.67 1,.ao 2.$0 2.U• 
18 n.eo I.SO 2.08 1,.10 2.10 1.1s 2·2 .20 I.ha 2.0)* 
as.10 1.)0 1.91 21.20 2.10 1.-rs 2h.60 2.1i0 2 .0, 
22 21.iao 2.)0 1.,1 2).)0 2.10 1.1S 11.20 2.6o 2.20 
2k z,.,o 2.so 2.08 IS.ho 2 • .  10 l.TS 29.60 2.ao 2.0, 
26 31.ao 2.]0 1.n 21.� 2.10 1.1s )2.00 2.40 2 .03 
Aw. Bate (111/ata) 1.10· 0.90 l.Oa 
• Valua ...raged to set snrage 1la:dJmm rate. 
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TJELE LU 
Di.llaolution ot Hf Metal in 0.300 I Br .Acid . at )OOQ lfith Jll\1 Addition. 
Jbm. lo. 7 1tan llo. 8 .... .. 
0.700 N 111)! 1.00 M �F 1.so M �:, 
T • 21.00C T • 27.)& 
.· T • 28.0 
P - 1�.4 .. Be p • TYf.2 .. Hg , • f)?:.2 - Bl 
Tille 'fol dV dV STP Yol dY err SlrP fol tff clV STP 
ldn 111 1111 Ill nil ml al Jal. al JU 
0 o.oo - - o.oo ..... - o.oo --
2.1,0 2.k() 2 .. 0) 2.70 2.70 2.28 2.'° 2.60 1.19 s�oo 2 .• 60 2.20tt- S.M> 2.10 2 .. 28* s.10 2.60 2.1, 
6 1.so 2 .so 2.U• 8.00 2.60 2. 20* 7.,0 2.10 2 .27 ,.,o 2.¥) 2.0)* 10.so 2.so 2.11• 10.10 2.80 2.)6* 
12.1'0 2 .so 2.11• 1).10 2 .• 60 2.20* lJ .• so 2.80· 2.)6* 
12 llJ.90 2.so 2.U• JS.SO 2.70 2 . 28• 16.,o 2.8o 2 .)6tt 
17 .w, 2.Jo 1 .• 11• 18.IJO 2 . t,o  2.20* 19.10 2.80 2.)6tt 
16 19.80 2 .hO · 2.0)1, 20.90 2.so 2.11 21.90 2.80 2.)6tt, 
18 22.30 2.so 2.11 2).60 2.70 2.28 24.70 2.80 2.)6tt 
24.10 2.&io 2.0, 26.20 2 .4o 2 .20 21.so 2. 80 2.)6tt 
27.20 2.so 2.u 28.90 2.70 2. 28 )0. 20 2.70 2.r, 
• a,.i.o 2.20 1.86 n.so a.6o 2.20 ,,.oo a.so 2.36 
26 Jl.,O 2.JO 2.11 Jb.10 2.6o 2.20 )S.,o 2.10 2 .21 
3b.Jao 2.so 2.ll 
JO )6.10 t.)O 1.,ii 
....... late (Ill/ma) 1.os 1.n 1.18 
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TABLI LX 
J>lRGlutim of Ht Metal ill O.JpO W a, . Acid at )O°O ldth !!ll .wd.1U!9• 
ll1m lo. 10 .. ... 11 Jbm. ••• 
2.00 M � 
T • 28.000 
.).00 M lf�F 
T • 29.ooe 
).SO M !!I! T • 32.ooe 
P • 13'3 ., 1111 111 P • 7.33. 8 - He P • 731.h - Hg 
Tiu Vol dV dV S?P Yol dV dV STP Vo1 dV dV STP 
Ida Ill al Ill al ..i Ill al. Ill al 
0 o.oo - - o.oo - - o.oo -
2.80 2 . 80 2 .3S 2 .70 2.70 2 . as 2.00 2 .00 1. 6) 
s.so 2 .70 2 . 26* S.40 2.10 2 .2S J.,O 1.90 1.SS• 
6 8 .IO 2.10 2 . 26* 8.20 2 .eo 2.33 s.6o 1.70 1.3'* 
11.00 2.eo 2.)S• 10.90 2.70 2.2s 1.so 1.,0 1.ss• 
10 1.3.70 2.10 2.26* 1).70 2 .eo 2 • .3;. 9.20 1.10 1.)9* 
12 16.4() 2.70 2 .26* 16.60 2.90 2.h2* 11.20 2.00 1.6)• 
19.10 2.70 2.26* 19.40 2 . 8o  2.33 .. 1).00 1. 80 l.h7 
21. 80 2.70 2. 26* 22.)0 2.90 2.h2* ]5.10 2.10 1.71 
18 2b.60 2.80 2.3S• 2S.10 2 .eo 2 .)3• 11 .10 2.00 1.63 
27 • .30 2.70 2 . 26 28.00 2.90 2.42• 19.00 1.90 1.ss 
22 )0.10 2 .80 2.3S )0.,0 2 . 90  2.ia 21.10 2.10 1.71 
2b )2. 80 2.70 2.26 33.70 2. 80 2 • .33 2).00 1.,0 1.ss 
26 JS.So 2.70 2 .26 .36.SO 2 .80 2. ))' zs.10 2.10 1.11 
A'Ye. Bate (Ill/Ida) l.l.Ji 1.1, o.1s 
• Val.uea nerqed to get &Terage max1nmnt rat.e. 
lTJ·. 
DiaaoluUon fd. Ht Met.al in O.,JpO R Br Acid at � with !!Ill Addition. 
ltun Wo. 13 Iba Bo. 
11.00 K � 
T • ,o.oec 
S .• oo M •¥ 
T • ,o.oco 
P • T)J.6 • &c P • 7)).8 ... Ba 
Tille Vol .., ff STP Vol ff dY STP 
ld.n Ill Ill Ill Ill 111 1111 
0 o.oo - - o.oo - -
l o.,o 0.90 o.1s 
1.60 0.70 o.se o.eo o.eo o.66 
Ii 2.80 1.20 o.,,. 1.60 o.80 o.66tt 
3.,0 1.10 o.n• 2.)0 0.10 o.sa. 
s.20 1.)0 1.os- 2.,0 o.60 o.>O* 
10 6.)0 1.10 o.n• ).60 0.7.() o.sa• 
12 1.60 1.,0 1.o&- b.JO o:ro o.se-
9.00 1.bo 1.16tt s.oo 0.70 o.S8• 
16 10.20 1.ao 0.99 s.10 o.io o.S8 
18 11.b<) 1.20 0.99 6.� o.80 o.66 
20 12.60 1.zo 0.99 7.'Y} o.ao o.66 
22 lh.oo 1.i.o 1.16 8.10 o.eo o.6' 
2b 1$.10 l.lD 0.91 8.,o o.8o o.66 
26 16.40 1.)0 1.08 ,.60 0.10 o.S8 
.ln. Rate (Jlll/wdn) o.n 0.2, 
* Val.w neraged to 1•t ....,_..,. JMJdm rate. 
17b 
TABLE .I.XII 
Diaaolutioe ot Rt Natal in O.lOO R BP .Aoid at JOo0 wltb. !lftl .AddiUca. 
lt11n Wo. 15 BID1 11o. 16 
6.00 K !!1.P 
T • .31.0CIC 
e.oo M !!Ii' 
T • 32.0CO 
P • TJ).O - II P • 732.0 .. Bi 
Time Vol 4V dV ftp Vol dV c1V sr, 
Jdn JU 1111 Ill ml 111 al 
0 o.oo - ... o.oo -- ..... 
2 o.60 o.60 o.�9 o.so o.$0 o.Ll 
1.10 0.$0 O.lal• 0.90 o.Lo 0.3)• 
6 1.so o.i.o o.J3* 1.u, 0. 20 0.16-
1.,0 o.Jao o.3,- 1. 20 0.10 o.oe-
2.)0 o.bO 0.33* 1.so o.,o o.2Ja• 
12 1.60 o.,o o.!Stt 1.60 0.10 0.08* ,.10 o.so o.1'1• 1.80 0.20 o.16. 
16 J.SO o.i.o 0 • .33. 2.00 0.20 0.16 
18 i..oo o.$0 o.bl 2.20 0.20 o.16 
)i.b() o.Jio o.» l.b<> 0.20 0.16 
22 }i.,o o.$0 o.bl 2. 60 o.i.o 0.)3 
• s • .10 0.1&0 0.33 J.00 0.20 0.16 
s.ao o • .so o.1i1 ).20 0.20 o.16 
,.,... bte (111/rdn) 0.11 o.o, 
TABLE LtIII 
Di.aaolution at Ht Metal. 1n 0.199 If HP Acd.d at lOoO with ¥:z!Ob .Addition. 
!tan ... 1 Run tlo. 2 Ran lfo. 
0.000 8 LitS(\ 
T • 28.00C 
0.100 II . Lii304 
T -. r, .6GC 
0.200 W � 
T • a,.ooc 
.· · 
P • 730.4 mm Hg l' • 7)7 .o mm Hg P • 73S.6 aa Be 
Time Vo1 dV 4Y STP Vol dV dV STP v.i dV cff 8TP 
Jd.n ml ml JU al ml 1111 ml Ill Jiil 
0 o.oo - -- o.oo - - o.oo --
1.70 1..70 1..42 1.so 1.so 1.27 1.h<) 1.40 1.11 
3.b() 1.10 1.42 3.00 1.so 1.27 2.,0 1.so 1.as 
6 s·.20 1.80 1.So» 4.6o 1.60 1.lS* 4.SO 1.60 1.31.. 
7 .00 1.80 1.so- 6.20 1.6o 1.3S .. 6.00 1.so 1.2S• 
10 s.,o 1.90 1.S8* 1.ao 1. 60 1 • .35* 7.60 1.tio 1.)h• 
12 10.80 1.90 1 • .$8* 9.30 1.so 1. 27* 9 .20 1.60 1.34* 
12.6o 1 .80 1.so 11.00 1.70 1 -43* 10.70 1.so 1.2S• 
lh.SO 1.90 1.ss 12 .6o 1.� 1.)5• 12.30 1.60 1. :. 
lB 16.00 1.so 1.25 l4.10 1.so 1.27 1).,0 1.60 1.34 
17 .70 1.70 1.b2 l$.6o 1.so 1.27 15.40 1.so 1.1 22 19.b() 1.70 1.h2 17 .20 l. 60 1. )S 17 .-00 1.to 1. 
24 21.10 1.70 1.1i2 18 .,0 1.70 1.h) 18.60 1.60 1.34 
26 22.ao 1.70 1.b2 20.60 1.70 1.h) 20.10 l.� 1.2S 
28 22.20 1.60 1.,s 
JO 2).80 1.60 1.)S 
..... Bate (lll/min) 0.77 o.68 o.6S 
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TABLE LXIV 
J>un1ut.tc ot Ht Metal ta. 0.199 JT Hr Acid at -� with !Aa!91. AdcU.tion. 
Run Jro. 4 Run ... s Ban ••• 
o.JOO Ii Lit3°4 
T • :,0.000 
O.bO() I L1r3Ct 
T • l0,6t)Q 
o.soo • �SC\ T • 32.loO 
P • 7)7 .b 111. BB P • ?Y/.O mm Hg P • 736.b 111a Hg 
Time Vol dV dV STP Vol dY dV STP Val dY dV BTP 
ldn ml nil. 111. Ill 1111 ml ml 111 Jill 
0 o.oo o .oo - ..- o.oo 
1.t.o 1.60 1.3)• 1 .. 1&0 1.40 1.16 1.20 1.20 0.98 
).10 1.so 1.as• 2.,0 1.50 1.Zb* 2.10 1.so 1.23 
6 1i.10 1.60 l.))* 4.hO 1.so 1.24* }i. 20  1.So 1.2)* 
6.20 1.so 1.15. s.,o 1.so 1.2.b• s.ao 1.6o 1 • .31• 
7.80 1.60 1.)3* 7 .bt) 1.so 1.24* 7 .y, 1.so 1.2)* 
12 ,.]() 1.so 1.2S ,.oo 1.60 l..))* 8.80 1.so 1.2,• 
10.80 1.so . 1.25 10.1,o l.hO 1.1, 10.40 1.60 1. )1.• 
12.30 1.so 1.2$ 11.,0 1.so 1.2h 11.90 1.so 1.23 
18 1).80 1.so 1.a; 13.1,0 1.$0 1.24 13.¥) 1.so 1.23 
15.40 1.60 1.33 11i.ao 1.40 1.16 1s.oo 1.60 1.)1 
16.,0 1.so 1.2.S 16.30 1.so l.lb 16.So 1.so 1.2) 
2k 18.lt() 1.so 1.25· 17.80 1.so 1.lb 17.,0 1.LO 1.15· 
26 20.00 1.60 1 . )) 19.,0 1.so 1.2u 19.LQ 1.� 1. 2)· 
Aft• Bate (111/m.n) 0.65 0.63 0.63 
• YalwNJ u.-..ec1 to pt avwage MX1m'l1II rate. 
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TABJ& Ln 
!l!!!olutic ot H.t Met.al in o.v, I HF Acid at 30oC ll'ith L12!9h Addition. 
Ran Ro. 7 RlUl ••• 8 Run ••• 
0. 700 I Li,8°4 
T • 28.hoC 
0.9(X) lf Li� 
T • 28.ltoO 
1.100 H � 
T • 28.}ioO 
P • 7)6.4 111n Hg p • 735.2  ram Hg p .  732.2  11111 Hg 
Time Vol clV dV STP Vol dV dV STP Vol dV dV STP 
111:ln Ill ml Bil ml Ill ml al ml. Ill 
0 o.oo -- - o.oo -- - o.oo --
1.30 1.)0 1 .09 1.20 1.20 1.01 1.10 1.10 o.n 
2.6o 1.30 1.09 2.40 1.20 1.01 2.:,0 1.20 1.00* 
6 4.00 1.ho 1.11• J.6o 1.20 1.01• J.So 1.20 1.00* s.1&0 l.bO 1.11• 4.90 1.30 1.0,. 4.70 1.20 l.00* 
6.80 l.bO 1.11• 6.20 1.)0 1.0,,. s .  ,o 1. 20 1.00* 
12 8.20 1.1io 1.17* ·  7 .L.o 1.20 1.01• 7 .10 1.20 1.Q041-
9.6o 1.40 1.11• 8.70· 1.).) 1.09* 8.20 . 1.10 0.92 
16 ll.10 1.so 1.26tt 9.90 1.20 1.01 ,.1i0 1.20 1.00 
18 12.so 1.i.o 1.11• u.10 1.20 1.01 10.60 1. 20 1.00 
1).80 1 • .)0 1.09 12.1'() 1.30 1.09 11.10 1.10 0.,2 
15.00 1.20 1.01 13.70 1.30 1.09 12.90 1.20 1.00 
2.4 16.)0 1.30 1.09 ]$.00 1.)0 1.09 l.4.00 1.10 0.92 
26 17.60 1 • .30 1.0, 16.20 1.20 1.01 1$.10 1.10 o.n 
, ..... late (.i/Jain) o.s, o.s3 o.so 
* Yalu• av.rape! to get avm-aee maz:hmm rate. 
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TDLB LUI 
D18eolut10I) ot Ht Metal 1n 0.299 • BF Acid . at -,aoC 1d:th Llt89J. .Addit.ion. 
Run ... 10 Run Bo. 11 lbm Xo. 12 
1.JQO H I.lz8'\ 
T • r, .fl'C 
l.SQO I Li� 
T 26.'loC • 
1.700 Ii L.12� 
T • r,.octc 
• 731. 2  mm Ba P • 732.0 mm Hg P • 731.6 nm Ifs 
Time Vo1 dV tff STP Vol dV dV STP fol d.V dV 8TP 
m1n Jll.1. ml ml al .... ml Ill ml Jl1. 
0 o.oo - - o.oo ..... - o.oo -
0.60 o.80 o.67 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.84 
4 l. 60 1.00 0.84• 2.10 1.10 0.9)* 1.90 0.90 o.?6'f-
6 2.80 1.00 . 0. 84* ).20 1.10 o.,,.. 2.80 0.90 0.76* 
) .80 1.00 0.84* 4.20 1.00 o.Sh* 3.8o 1.00 o.Sb• 
10 4.70 0 .90 o.�· s.20 1.00 0. 84• 1,.. 70 o.,o 0.76 
12 s.10 1.00 o.81'* 6.10 o.,o 0.16 .s.eo o.,o 0.16 
,.10 1.00 o.a.- 1.00 0.90 0.16 6.SO 0.90 0.16 
16 1.&J o.,o 0.7,- 8.00 1.00 0.8b 1 • .0 0.90 0.16 
18 8.60 1.00 o.&u ,.oo 1.00 o.Sb 8.20 o.ao 0.67 ,.60 1.00 0.8b 10.00 1.00 o.BL. 9.20 1.00 o.BL. 
10.60 1.00 o .• ll.00 1.00 0. 84 10.00 o.80 o.67 
24 u.t,o 1.00 o.Bb ll.,O 0 .90 0.76 u.oo 1.00 o.84 
26 12.;o o.,o o.1s 12 . 80  0.90 0.76 11.90 0.90 0.76 
Aft. Bate (111/ain) o.u o.lab 0.39 
* Va1ues anraged to get. •ftrllC• JMX!mm n.t.e. 
11, 
T.ABLI LXVII 
Diasol.Uticn et Hf Metal in 0.299 !1 HF Acid at JpoO with L.1z30t. .Add.1Uon. 
1tan 110. 
1.90() I Li� 
T • r,.80C 
P • 731.4 .. Be 
T1me Vol a dV MP 
ldn al ml Ml 
0 o.oo -
2 1.00 1.00 o.SL 
2.10 1.10 0.92* 
6 ).20 1.10 0.92* 
h.bO 1.20 1.00* 
10 S.60 1. 20 1.00* 
· 12 6.70 1 .10 0.92* 
? - 80  1.10 0.92* 
8.90 1.10 0.92 
l.8 10.00 1.10 o.,a 
11.10 1.10 0.92 
22 12.20 1.10 0.92 
2h 13.40 1.20 1.00 
26 1.4.So 1.10 0.92 
AY9. Bate (Dll/nd.n) 0.47 
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Diaaolut,ion ot Ht Metal in 0.300 R HP Acid . at ]OoC 
w1 th Roble Metal. Ad.di tion. 
Jb:m Wo. 1 
0 .00.$' H Pt+h 
,. • 21 .4oa 
P • 7)$.0 mm Ha 
Time Vol dV dV STP Time Vol dY dY STP 
min !Ill. ml 1'11. min 111 1U JU 
0 o.oo - - so 1.so -0.10 -0.08 
2 1.70 1.10 1.43 S2 7 .40 -0.10 -o.oa 
h ) .JO 1.60 1.3S Sh 7.20 -0.20 -0.11 
6 s.20 1.90 1. 60 S6 7.20 o .oo o.oo e 6.,0 1 .10 1.LJ 55 7 .20 o.oo o.oo 
10 e .10 . 1.80 1.s2 ID 7 •. 20 o.oo o.oo 
u• 10.so 1.80 1.s2 62 7 .30 0 .10 0.06 
14 9.80 -4. 70 -o.s, 64 7 .7-0 o .bO o.JJi 
16 9.80 o.oo o.oo 66 8 .;o 0.10 o.59 
18 , .10 -0.10 -0.08 68 , .oo 0.10 o.s, 
20 ,.io o.oo o.oo 70 , .,o 0.90 0.1, 
22 ,.60 -0.10 -0.08 72 10.,0 1.00 o.84 
2L 9 .so -0.10 -0.08 ?h u.eo 0.90 0.16 
26 ,.Lo -0.10 -o.oe 76 12 . 80  1.00 o.eh 
28 ,.20 -0.20 .0.11 78 1).80 1.00 o.sh 
30 ,.10 -0.10 -o.08 eo l.Jt.80 1.00 o.8h 
32 8 .9() -0.20 -0.17 82 15.80 1.00 o.eb 
34 8. 8o -0.10 -0.08 8li 16.,o 1.10 0·.93 
8 .60 -0.20 -0.17 66 17.,0 1.00 o.m. 
8.LO -o.ao . -o.r, 88 u.oo 1.10 0.93 
LO a.20 -0.20 -0.17 '° 1,.,0 o.,o o.f6 e.10 -0.10 -o.os 92 21.00 1.10 o.,, s.oo -0.10 -0.08 91' 22.00 1.00 o.8b 
46 1 .ao -0.20 ..0.11 96 2.3.00 1.00 o.� 
1.60 -0.20 -0.17 98 24.00 1.00 o.Sk 
lOO 2.s.00 1.00 o.8.b 
• Added 1.942 p of 10.C �JttC16•�0 eolutien. 
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TABLB LllX 
Diaaolution of Hf X.'tal in O.)QO W Hr Acid at 3goC 
with Koble Metal Addition. 
lt\m Bo. 2 
o.oos Jl .111•.3 
T • 2e.4oe 
P • 741.0 lllffl Hg 
Time Vol d'I 4V STP Thse Vol dV dY STP 
1W1 ml 111 Ill nd.n al. 1111 ml 
0 o.oo - so 31.hc) 1.bO 1.18 
2 1.eo 1.80 1 .s2 S2 )8.6o 1.20 1.01 
k ).6o 1.ao 1.sa S4 39.90 1.30 1.10 
6 s . .:,o 1.70 1.b4 S6 h]..20 1.30 1.10 
8 7.10 1. 80 1.s2 .s·a h2.h0 1 . 20  1.01 
10 6.90 1.80 1.s2 60 h).70 1.)0 1.10 
lt& 10.10 l.80 1.s2 62 45.00 1.30 1.10 
1L 12.20 1 .so 1.21 Qi M,.20 1.20 1.01 
1, 1;.60 1.1-0 1.18 66 h1.so l.JO 1.10 
18 is.oo 1.1&0 l.18 68 hS . 70 1.20 1.01 
20 16.Jio 1 . 1'0 1.18 10 so.oo i.JO 1.10 
22 17.,0 1.so 1.27 72 s1.20 1 .20 1.01 
2b 19.b.O 1.so 1 . 27 7b SJ.l,o 1. 20 1.01 
26 20. 80 1.40 1.18 76 .,3.70 1.30 l.10 
28 22 .20 1.bo 1. 18 78 S4.90 1.20 1.01 
30 2.).&J· 1.40 1 .18 80 S6.20 1. 30 1.10 
32 2>.00 l.hO 1 .18 12 s1 .1a0 1.20 1.01 
)Ii 26.SO 1.so 1. 21 Sb )B.'° 1.20 1.01 
36 28.00 1.so 1. 27 86 s,.eo 1.20 1.01 
:,8 29.)0 1 .)0 1 .10 88 61.00 1. 20 1.01 
40 30.70 1. hO 1.18 90 62.20 1.20 1.01 
42 ,2 .00 1 .)0 l.]D 92 6).bO 1. 20 1.01 
bh :,:,.)0 1. 30 1.10 ,ii 6h.&> 1.20 1.01 
46 3'..60 1.
� 
1.10 96 (6.80 1.20 1..01 
48 )6.00 1. 1.18 98 66.90 1.10 0.93 
100 68.10 1. 20 1.01 
• .Added 49.a al ot ,.s .p/1 AuCl.3 •olut.1.on. 
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TAB!& LU 
Diasolut1.on of Ht Mitt.al. .\! 0.300 H HF J.cid at JQoO 























46 29. 80 
48 )0.80 
Run Bo. 3 
l O.OOS I q+ 
T • 29.�oC 
p . 7h0.6 1111 Hg 

















































52 )2. 80  
S4 )). 80 
S'6 )h.80 
S8 )S.60 
60 )6. 80 
62 )? . 80  



















• Added 3·.o Ill ot o.so II AaBo, aol.11t.1cm.. 
dV dV SIP 
ml. ml 
1.00 o.84 










1 .00 o.Sb 















J>iaeolution or Bt Metal. in 0.:,00 N HF and. 1.00 N JCl Acid Mixture 
at )Oo0 with P\Clb Addition. 
T • 21i.o°a • 739.8  mm Hg 
T11ae Vol dV dV STP TL� Vol dV dV STP 
Jiiin ml ml al min ml ml ml 
0 o.oo - -- 32 3S.70 2.20 1.90 
1.80 1.80 l .S6 34 37 .90 2 .20 1.90 
1i.10 2.)0 1.99 )6 h().20 . 2 . 20  1.99 
6 6.ko 2 .)0 1.99 )8 42.ho 2.20 1.90 
8.60 2.20 1.90 40 L.4.60 2 . 20 1.90 
10.90 2.30 1.99 li2 46.80 2 .20 1.90 
12* 13. 20 2.)0 1.99 4h 49 .10 2 .30 l.P, 
13 lJ.90 0:10 o.61 46 S1.b0 2.30 l.'9 
14 1$.00 1.10 o.,s h8 S3. 6o  2.20 1.90· 
16 17.)0 2 • .)) 1.99 so S5 .90 2 .)0 1.99 
18 19.70 2 .1io 2 .07 S2 58 .)0 2.i.o 2.07 
20 21.90 2.20 1.90 S4 60.l>O 2.30 1.,, 
22 2h.20 2.30 1.99 S6 62.90 2 • .30 1. 99 
26.SO 2.30 1. 99 se 6S.20 2.)0 1.99 
26 29.00 2.so 2.1, 60 6? .SO 2.30 1.99 
28 J1 .. Lo 2.40 2 .07 
33.So 2 .10 · 1. 82 
* .Added o.TS Ill � o.soo M Ptel4 eoluti.aa. 
TABLE Jn:II 
Dis.solution ot Rt Meta1 1n 0. )01 H HP &t )Oo0 v:1.-th 
Qd.di !1DB Agent Adcl1 Uona. 
Run Bo. 1 Ihm Mo. 2 lbm. Bo. 
0 .0529 !f KaBi0.3 0.0S29 B ·. 
IMn°Ji 0.(529 B �20., 
T • 29.9oC T • 11.i.oe T • )2.6°0 
p • 731.3 1111 Bg P • 731.8 .. Hg P • 731.4 1111 Ba . 
Tilna Vol dV clV STP Vo1 clV dV STP Vol di dV STP 
min ml ml JIU 1111 ml 111 Jd Ill Jal 
0 o.oo - o.oo -- o.oo - -
2 1.so l.SO 1. 21t 1.60 1.60 1.31 1.1.0 l.bO 1.1.h 
). )0 1. 80 1.i., ).)0 1.10 1.39 ,.20 1.80 l.h6 
6 s.20 1.90 1.S7 s.20 1.90 1.$6 s.io 1.90 1.$4 
1.20 2.00 1.6S 7 .20 2.00 1.64 7 .00 1.90 1.� ,.20 2.00 l.6$ 9.10 1.90 l.S6 8.80 1.eo 1.46 
ua 11.20 2.00 l.6S 11.00 1.90 1.S6 10.70 1.,0 1.!$4 
13.SO 2.30 1.,0 12.eo 1.80 1.J.i7 u.bo 0.10 o.S? 
lS.40 1.90 1.s1 13;.90 1.10 o.,o 11.90 o.so o.Ll. 
18 11.00 1.6o 1.)2 14.80 0.90 o.11a 12.30 0.40 0.32 
18.60 1.6o 1. 32 ]$.70 0.90 o.1h 1).00 0.10 o.S? 
20.10 1.>0 1.21i 16.70 1.00 o.82 13,.so o.so o.bl 
21' 11.40 l..)O 1.07 17.60 0.90 0.74 lb.OO o.so o.b1 
22.60 1.20 0.99 18.ka o.80 o.6S 1,k.60 o.eo 0.6S 
28 23.90 1.)0 1.01 19 . )0  0.90 0.7h 
:,0 2S.10 1.20 0.99 
2,.20 1.10 0.,1 
r,.20 1.00 0.63 
• Added 2.220 gm ot 1'aM03 to the reaction mixture in Run Bo. 1. a Added O.S0l. p of � 1-o the react,ian mixtUN in Run !lo. 2. 
• M!ded 1.SS6 gm ot frlrz<>r 'to the react.ion Jld.zture 1n Run Jfo. ). 
TABLE LXXIII 18$' 
Diaaoluti.on ot Bf �ta1 11l 0.)00 N HF Aoid at 300o · 
with M1nera1 Acid Addi.tion. 
lbm lfo. l Run llo. 2 R11ll Ro. l 
0.100 Jt llll 0.100 II c:f°h 0.100 ·Ja� 
T • :,L..200 T • )J. T • 28 • 
P • 7)).0 mm Hg p . 7)).6 111111 Hg P • 7)8.0 IIDl Be 
Time Vol dY dY !frP Vol dV dV STP Vol dV dV STP 
1Wl ml ml ml Ill ml m1 Ill Ill ml 
0 o .oo - - o.oo - o.oo - -
2 1.30 1.30 1.os 1.'° 1.60 1 .)0 1.6o 1.to 1.)S 
).00 1.70 1.3:7 ).b<) 1. Bo 1.h6 ).40 1.80 1.$2 
,b.90 1.90 1.s, s.30 1.90 1.S4 s.,o 1.,0 1.60 
8 6.70 1.80 1.4.S 7.20 1.,0 1.Sh 7.20 1.90 1. 60 
10 8.60 1.,0 1.SJ- ,.10 1.90 l.S4 9.10 1.90 1.60 
12* 10.so 1 .90 1.s; 11.00 1.90 l.S4 n.10 2.00 1.69 
12.60 2.1o 1.69 13.00 2 .00 1.6) 1).00 1.90 1.60 
16 lb.70 2.10 1.$ J.4.80 1.80 l.Jit,. l4.8o 1.80 1.S2 
18 16� 80· 2.10 1.69 16.60 1.80 1.46 16.6o 1.80 1.s2 
20 18 .70 1.90 1.;3 18.SO 1.90 l.Sh 18.40 1.80 1.s2 
22 20.80 2 .10 1.69 20.Lo 1.90 l.SL. 20.10 1.70 1.4) 
2b 22.80 2 .00 1.61 22.20 1. 80 1.1'6 22.00 1.90 1.60 
26 2L.80 2 .00 1.61 24.00 1.80 1.46 23.«J 1.60· 1.35 
28 26.80 2.00 1.61 2S.90 1..90 l.Sb 2.,.30 1.70 1.4)· 
JO 28.80· 2.00 1.61 21.ao 1.90 1.51&. 27.20 1.,0 1.60 
)2 )0.80 2.00 1�61 29.tio· 1. 80 1.la,6 28.90 1.70 1.la) 
)2.70 1.90 1.Sl ,i.$0 1.90 l.Sb )0.60 1.70 1.b) 
.34.70 2 .00 1.61. 33.bO 1.,0 l.Sh 32.:,0 1.70 1.1&) 
)8 )6.70 2.00 1.61. JS.20 1. 80 1.46 )4.oo 1.70 1.h) 
Lo )6. 10· 2.00 1.61 31.10 1.90 1.Sb 35.eo· 1.80 1.s2 
40.70 2.00 1.61. 39.00 1.90 1.si. )?.SO 1.70 1.h) 
hh 42.70 2.00 1.61. h().80 1.ao 1.L6 39.20 1.70 1.h) 
1'6 1'4.60 1.90 1.s, 42.10· 1.,0 1.si. w,.9()' 1.70 1.-3 
* Added 2.6S ml of aano. lQ'droohl.Gl'ic acid to Run Ho. 1 • 
.Added o.ss ml � cane. nl..tur:.lc aoid to Run Ro. 2. 
Added o.68 111. t4 oano. phoaphoric acid to Ran Mo. 3. 
TJ.BLB I:aIV 
DinoluUaa ot Rt Metal 1a O.)CK) I BF ad 11>1 .Acid Ktxture 
at, 2f°a. 
lbm ... 1 Rua Bo. 2 llun Bo. 
o.oo .. llll o.a.s I 1El o.so • • l)'. 2o0 T - 23.ooe T • as.ooc • 729.6 111111 Hg p - 730.2  Jim Bg p • 734.6 Riil 
Tlae Vol dV dV STP Vol. dV dV STP Vol dV 
ld.n ml Ill ml al. ml ml. mi Ill. 
0 o.oo -- o.oo - o.oo -
2.20 2.20 1. 88 2 .20 2.20 1.89 2 • .30 2.)0 
1i.so 2.30 1.97* s.oo 2.80 2.� s.,o ,.oo 
, 6.80 2.30 1.97* 1.10 2 .10 2 .31• 8.20 2.,0 ,.10 2.r: 1.,1• 10.JO 2.60 2.2J• 11.10 2.90 11.so 2.  t.oS• 1),.00 2.70 t.)1* lh.00 2.90 
18 1).lo 2.,0 1.97. lS.80 2 .80 2 .1'0* 17.00 ,.oo 
1,.20 2 .)IJ 2.05. 18.So 2.70 2.)1* 19.80 2 .80 
18 • .SO 2.30 1.91• 21.20 2.70 2 .J1• 22 .60 2.80 
27 20.80 2.30 1 .97. 2).80- 2.t,o 2. 2)* 2S.SO 2 .90 
2).10 2.30 1.n• 26.SO 2.70 2.)1* 28.)0 2.80 
........ Bate (al/Id.a) 0. 663 0.711 
• 


















Diuo1ution 14. Bt "-tal 1a o.p, R Br and B01 .Aoid Ht.xture 
a't zsoe. 
Run Wo. 1' 
1.00 I JE1 
T • 2$.8oC 
P • 73S.o .. Ba 
B1ra lfo. s 
1.$0 . HOl. 
T • 2J.8oC 
P • 7.39.2 lllll He 
h'n 110. 6 
2.00 R Jill 
T • 23. eec 
p • ?IJ0.1' .. Hg 
� � ff � � �  a " � � � n �  
a1a Ill al al .i al ml Ill ml al 
O o.oo - ..... 
, 2.so 2 .so 2.u 
6 S.60 3.10 2.Qi• 
, e.60 ,.oo 2.ss• 
12 11.10 J.10 2.64• 
JS l.4.80· ).10 2.64* 
18 18.00 ).20 2.72* 
21 21.10 J.10 2.64* 
2h 21i.10 J'.00 2.5$• 
21 21 .10 ,,.oo 2.ss• 
JO )0.20 3.10 2.QJ• 
AYe. Bate (Ill/ma) o. 81.J 
o.oo - ·-
2.;o 2.so 2.16 s·. 10 ,.20 2.1� 
8.80 3.10 2.68* 
12.00 J.20· 2.16* 
15.10 J.10 2.68tt 
18.20 J.10 2.68* 
21. ,0 3.10 2.68• 
21i.,o 3 .00 2.s,-
21.LO ).10 2.68* 
,o.6o ).20 2.76* 
o.e99 
o.oo 
2 .70 2:10 2 .)4 s.,o ).20 2.77. 
,.20 ). )0 2.� 
12.$0 ).)0 2.8'* 
1.S.10 ).20 2.11• 
18.,0 3.20 2 .11• 
12.20 ).)0 2 .86* 
2S,.so :,.30 2.86* 
2e.ao 3.30 2.86* 
32.00 3.20 2.71* 
0.940 
TABLE LXXVI 
D1noluti.on of Ht Metal in 0.300 N BF and HOl Acid Minur• 
•t asoe. 
Baa lfo. T 
2.S() • IIU 
ir • 214.ooe 
P • 742.6 mm Ha 
Ihm Bo. 8 
h.00 I IIJl 
T • 2h.Oo0 
P • 7h).6 llll Be 
Tille Yol dV d.V S'l'P Vol dV dV STP 
llL1.n ml ml ml ml ml ml 
O o.oo -- -
l 2.10 2.70 2.)li 
6 6.00 3.30 2.8'* 
9 9.30 J.30 2.86* 
12 12.60 ).)0 2 .. 86tt 
lS, 15 . •  90 ).)0 2.86* 
18 19 .30 J . •  hO 2.,s. 
n 22. TO 3 .40 2.,s. 
2b 26.10 ).bO 2 .,s* 
21 29.30 3.20 1. 78* 
30 )2.60 3.:,0 2.16* 
Ave. Batte (111/llia) o. 960 
o.oo .. -
2.90 2.90 2.52 
6.20 ).30 2.87 
9.10 ,.so J.Oh* 
1.3 .20 ):.SO J.Ob• 
16.70 ,.so 3.oJi• 
20. 20 3 • .,0 ).04• 
2).60 J.tio 2.9S* 
r, .20 J.6o 3.1)* 
:,o.&:> ).hO ,.,.s. 
)h.oo :,-.bO 2.,S• 
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TDLB LUVII 
Diaaolut1oa of Ht Metal in o.,go 1f HF and 11.ll .Aoid MS.n'are 
., �c. 
Ra ••• , 
6.00 B !Ill 
T • 21&..ooa 
P • fbi.O m Hg 
Rua Wo. 10 
8.00 • BCl 
T • 2).8etc 
P • Tla.4 .. Be 
Time Vol d.V dV STP Vol d'f 4V STP 
a1n ml al ml Jiil. ml 111. 
O o.oo -
) 2.90 2.,0 2 .Sl 
6 6.)0 ).40 2.9S 
9 10.00 3.70 ).21• 
12 1).60 ).60 ).12* 
J$ 17 •. 20 ).60 3.12• 
18 20.80 3.60 ).12* 
21 24.30 ).SO ).O)'t 
24 21.80 ).SO J.O)* 
27 31.20 3.40 2.9S• 
30 )h.80 3.60 ).l21t 
...... Ra1Mt (1111/Jdn.) 1.029 
o.oo - -
2.ao 2 . eo  2.kl 
6.10 3.30 2 .e,. 
,.so 3.40 2.,g. 
12.80 ).)0 2.87• 
16.10 ).)0 2. 87• 
19.40 .).)0 2.87* 
22.70 3.30 2.87• 
26.00 3.30 2.8?• 
29.JO 3.30 2.87• 
)2. 6o  ).)() 2.81• 
0.96o 
* Val.w .,_.aced. to cet &Yerage max:bnm rate. 
18' 
Ru.a ••• 1 
o.oo • . � T • 26.}ioO 
p .  136.8 1111 -
Rua Jlo. 2 
o • .so • · � 
T • 21.loC 
P • 7))·.8 - Hg 
lbaa; Wo. ) 
1.00 If � 
T • 2S.bo0 
.
· 
P • ?)h.o mm Bg 
190 
� � a � � � � ff � � �  ff �  
lid.a al ml ml al ml ml ml ml. ml 
O o.oo - - o.oo - - o.oo - -
3 1.so 1.so 1.27 l.8o 1.80 1.s2 1.70 1.10 1.bS 
6 3.90 2.1.t.o 2.0h• i,.i.o 2 .60 2.19* h.20 2.so 2.13* 
9 6.,0 Z.ho 2.0li* 6.80 2 .40 t.02* 6.80 2.60 2.21* 
12 s.10 2 .40 2.0h• ,.30 2 .so 2.11• ,.,o 2 .so 2.13• 
1S 11.20 a.so 2 .12* 11.ao 2 .so 2.11• 12.00 2.10 2 .. 30"' 
1s 13.so 2.,0 1.,s* l.h.so 2 .10 2.21* 11i.1i0 2.40 2.0h* 
21 16.oo 2 .;o 2.12* 16.,0 2.40 2.02• 11.00 2.60 2 .21* 
21i 1a.u0 2 .40 2.01i.. 1,.so 2 .6o 2.1,-. u.so 2 .so 2.13* 
21 20.10 2 .30 1.,s. 22.00 2.;o 2.11* 22.00 2.so 2.13* 
30 23.10 2.40 2.01'* th.SO 2 .so 2.11• tu.� 2 .so 2.1.3• 
Aw. RMe (Jiil/min) O. 679 0.  ,08 0. 719 
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TllLE LXXlX 
RUD lfo. h Run No. 
2 .00 B � 
T • lh.000 
L .oo • � 
T • 23.6oO 
p .  7h4.) • Hg P • 7JS.o .. 1g 
Tille Vol dY dV STP Vol df dl' STP 
Ilia 111. ml al ml ml ml 
0 o.oo - ...... o.oo 
2 .00 2.00 1.?h 2.10 2.10 l.81. 
6 4.60 2 .6o 2.26 4.60 2 .so 2.1s• 
1 .20 2 . 60  2.26 7 .10 2 .So 2.1$* 
12 , .10 2 .so 2 .17 9 . 60 2.so 2.15. 
lS 12 .40 2.70 2.35 12.10 2.so 2.15• 
18 �-90 a.So 2.1, l.h.60 2.so 2.]$• 
21 11.so 2.6o 2 . 26 l.7 .10 2.50 2.15 ... 
lb 20.00 2.so 2 .17 ]9.60 2.so 2 .1$• 
22 .«J 2 .60 2.26 22.10 2 .so 2.]5• 
JO 2s.10 I.So 2 .11 !h.60 2.so 2.15• 
Aft. llate (llll/ldn) o.71i.3 o.n1 
* Valuea averaged to get snrage m.ax1Jmm rate. 
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TABLE LID: 
Diaaoluticn �· Ht Metal in 0 • .3()0 B BF and !!i?°b Acid MixtUN at 25°2. 
Run Bo. 6 Run No. 
6.00 B � 
T • 21..00o 
8 .00 !l � 
T • 23.ooC 
.P • 734. 8 .. Sg P • 735 .2  m Hg 
Ti:u Vo1 dV dV STP Vol dV dV STP 
ma 1lll ml 1111 1lll ml ml 
0 o.oo - o.oo -
2.so 2.so 2 .]$• 2.70 2.70 2.33* 
6 ;.oo 2.so 2 .1$• .s . 20 2.so 2 . 16* 
, .so 2 .so 2 .lS• 7 .«;J 2 .b() 2.01• 
12 10.00 2 .so 2 .1$• 10 .00 2 .1io 2.07* 
12.so 2 .so 2 .]$• 12.40 2.bo 2.07• 
18 ]5.00 2.so 2 .15• 14.80 2 .1'0 2.01• 
21 11 .so a.so 2.1$• 17 .20 2.ho 2.07* 
24 20.00 2.so 2 .]5• 19.70 2.$0 2 .16* 
22 .so 2 .so 2.15* 22.10 2 .40 2 .01• 
30 2S.OO 2.so 2 .1.S• 24.SO 2.40 2.07• 
Ave. Rate (ml/ld.n) o.n1 o.?OS 
* Val.uea &'Yeraged. t.o get anrage max1J11Ur1 rate. 
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TABLB LllXI 
Ditttl'enoe Effect tor the Dia•olutian o� Ht Metal in 0.100 K HF and 
1.00 • Jill Acid M1xtun at ZS�. 
Run No . l 
T • 28 .JOC 
P • 73).) nn Hg 
Time Vol dV dV STP I dV1 d"ft, 6.n I 6. 
Jl1n al al mna3 !2 
mm)· • • � mn2m1.n cm!ii!ii 
0 6.00 -- - --
10 8.00 2.00 167 0 
20 10.00 2.00 167 0 
30 11.00 · 1.00 81' 10. 2 
12.60 1 .. w l)L 10.2 
so lh.00 1.b() U7 10.2 16)' ll.2 n 122 
(:/) ]$ .90 1.90 1S9 0 
70 17 .90 2.00 167 0 
80 u.L.o 1 • .so us 1.6 
90 21.00 1.60 134 7.6 16) 130 Sl 86 
100 22 .90 1.90 lS9 0 
110 IL.So 1.6o 134 s., 
120 26.10 1.60 134 S.6 16) llb 68 
lJO 28.10 2.00 167 0 
l.hO 30.10 2.00 167 0 
]$0 33..90 1.80 ],SO 4.o 
16Q, ».10 1.ao 1SO ia.o 167 28 
170 ,s.10 2.00 11:.7 0 
TABLE LXtxJl 
DUtennce Kf�ect t• the Dissolution � Ht Metal bl 0.200 H HF and 
1.00 W Jill Aoid Mixture at �Oo. 
Ran lo. 2 
1' • )0.6oC 
p • 736.1 lllll Rg 
Time Vo1 dV dY STP I dY1 d'ft 6,.91 I � 
Ida ml JU 
� It .., .., ... � ciil;tn cmiliaii 
0 ,.10 - -- .. 
10 10.tio 4.30 356 0 
20 lb.90 4.SO )ll 0 
30 18.90 4.00 lll s:.1,. 
2) .• 10' 4.20 348 s.i. .Jtio 66 
so rr.so k.40 364 0 
to )2.00 k.SO )7) 0 
10 )6,.20 i..20 348 ,., 
la() • .30 }i.10 )39 ,., � 
,0. Jah.10 k.Jio- 364 0 
100 b9.oo 4.]0 �6 0 
110 s2.eo .3·.eo JLS 1'.o 
120 S6.So ).10 306 16.0 :., JU> ll2 U1 
llO (0. (,0 1-.10. 33' 0 
140 Qi.60 b.00 331 0 
lSO 67.&, ).00- 248 ak.o 
. 160  10.so 2.90 2bO 24.o .323 l.6T 2li6 
170· 114.3> J.80 3lS 0 
160; 78 • .$0 h.20 348 0 
1,S 
T ABLB LXXXllI 
DitteNDCe &f�eat tor � DiaNluticn � Hf Metal. in 0.)00 I BF ud 
1.00 I ma .&o14 m.:rture at 2�. 
... ... 3 
T • .30.000 
P • 733 .2  1111 lg 
Tlae Vol dV dV �p I dV1 dVt 6.'7 I 6 
1l1n Ill Jiil. -3 - mm3 -3 Ji. � aiiifiiJii ei2 ca2id.ii iii2ii1i 
O· 6.:J) -- -- -s ,.,(l J.6o S'6 0 
10 u.so 3.6o s,6 0 
1S 16.80 , . .,, Sb6 18.o 
20 20.J() ,.so S19 18.0 620 S62 12S 183 
ZS 21i.20 3.,0 616 0 
.JO 2s.oo ). 8o 629 0 
3J1 )1..JO J.::,O S)i6 2S,.s 
JaO, )k.70 ).be) S63 2S.S 629 SSli 178 2SJ 
LS- ,a.so ).60 629 0 
so . 42.20 3.70 612 0 
SS 16.10 2.90 480 ia.s 
.1.10 1.6o 430 ia.s. 604 210 :JS, 
S]..)O ).&> S'6 0 
10 sa..,o ).� Sf6 0 
7S S?.i.o 2.so Uh 11.b 
80· 60.80 ).li<) s,, n.h 612 S63 .,, 128 
�: Qi.60 J.8o 629 0 90 68.10 :,.so n, 0 
,S: n.so J.1'<) S63 1.1 
100 Th.8o 3.30 �6 1., S19 SSb '16 
l.OS· 78.)0 ,.so S19 0 no s1.eo ).So S19 0 
TABLE t;J X XIV 196 
D:l.fferenoe l:ttect tor the DillaoluUon of Ht Metal 1n O.Jm B BF and 
1.00 JI 1111 J.eid lfi:nur• at �oe. 
Run •o. i. 
T • 31 • .3oC 
p • 739.2 - Rs 
Tiae 'fo1 dV d'I SfP I dY1 4Vt ,.,., I � 
ll1n nil -3 ma _, ..., 
� � ea2iiln =a· ciii2iiJn oa'-lii ca 
0 7 .00 - -- -
b 10.90 :i.,o 8a7 0 
8 lh.80 3.90 807 0 
12 18.40 3.60 716 r,.o 
22.10 ,.10 766 27 .0 828 7S6 188 26<> 20 26.20 h.10 Bb, 0 
2h )O .• SQ h.30 890 0 
28 )4.10 ).60 716 kO.o 
32' )?.60 ) • .>() 724 40.0 680 ?lb 42S }a..80 h.20 86.9 0 
W> l&S,.80 h.00 828 0 
lib a.,.20 :,,.L.o ?Oh $).0 
52.60 J.hO 70h S).O 8.39 701' 369 SI S&.70 k.10 8h9 0 " (J(),.70 i..oo 828 0 
60 6).10 .].10 -- -
Qi 66. 20 ).10 6b2 ss.o 
68 69.bO 3:.20 662 ss.o 849 6S2 )8.3 S80 72 7).60 4.20 86' 0 
76· TT.80 •• 20 86.9 0 
80 80:.80 J.00 621 ss.o 
8J.90 J.10• 61$2 .so.o 8h9 6)2 )91 6lh 88 87.90. h.00 828 0 
88 8.00 -- - -
92 12.00 i..oo 828 0 " 1$.70 ),.70 166 u.s 
100 1,.so ,,.60. 116 u.s 849 7S6 94 187 2).10 1'.20 86' 0 
108 27.90 a..20 869 0 
ll2 31.70 J.80 181 ,.s 
,JS.SO 3.90 807 ,.s 
120 )9.$0 ).9() fkl7 ,.s 8S9 800 66 12s 1&3.60 h.10 849 0 
128 h7.ll0 b.00 828 0 
191 
TABLE LXID' 
Ditterence Bttect tor the Dillaelv.t.ion of Ht Metal 1a o._SOC> • W and  
1.00 K 001 A.o�d Mixture at 2soa. 
Bun lo. S 
T • )2 .000 
P • 739 .0 - Ba 
T1M Vol dV dY STP I dY1 dV� 6.97 I � 
ll1n Ill -3 111& mml -3 --3 ca&Jn -2 ca2m:1a ca2-Gi eia2idi aii2wtn 
0 6.So - - -
3 10.so L.oo 109' 0 
6 u.i.o- 3.90 1071 0 
9 17 .,0 ) .So 9&1. )8.0 
12 21.10 ).80 lOLb )8.0 1002 26S l5 zs·.eo h.10 1126 0 
18 29.90 1..10 1126 0 
21 )3.60 ).TO 1016 16.S 
)7.40 3.80 lOL4 16.S 1030 317 b27 27 b1.60 1i.20 US4 0 
30 )6.70 b.10 1126 0 
)3 49.20 ).SO 961 s,.o 
36 s2.10 3.SO 961. s,.o 1126 961 w S76 )9 S6.80 h.10 1126 0 
k2 61.10 ii.JO 1181 0 
1,5 61a.60 ,.so 961 n.o 
1'8 6?.80 3.20 879 71.0 920 49S 729 Sl n.,o L.10 1126 0 
Sh 16.00 i..10 1126 0 
S7 79.00 J.00 82.h 19.0· 
60 12.10 .).10 8S2 79.0 1126 838 SS1 8.39 86.20 •• 10 1126 0 
63 6.)0 - -- --
66 10.,0 11.00 1099 0 
69 lh.20 3.,0 um 0 
72 16. )0 1.10 
TS i,.90 ).60 ,a, 3).0 
78 _ 2).80 ).,0 1071 30.0 108S 1030 209 264 8l. 27.80 L.oo 1099 0 
8L n.,o L.10 1126 0 
1J8 
TABLE LllXfl 
Ditterece It.feet. for the DlaNlu.tian of Hf' Met.al in o.60o B Hr and 
1.00 I Rn Acid Hlx\ure at 2�o0. 
hn Ho • 6 
T • ]0.60c 
P • 7)8.1 - Hg 
T1ae Vol dV dV BrP I dVt 6.91 I £:,. 
min 111. ml ..,. .. .., £ £ oiifian aii2 .. za. 
0 1.00 -- -
3 12.00 s.oo ll8h 0 
6 11 . 20  s .20 1439 0 ' 22.00 i..ao 1328 31.0 
12 26.,o 4.90 l3S6 )7 .0 u.ao- 2S8 396 .32.Jio s.so 1$22 0 
18 ,., .10 s-.,o l.b67 0 21 Ja.80 s.10 1bll b?.O 
1i1.,o s.10 1Lll h7.S 1h80 ,a, )98 " S).30 S.LO 1h'1i 0 
30 sa."'1 s.,o "'67 0 
)3 63·.so b.,O l,S6 61.o 
:,6 68.20 "· 7-0 ]JOO 61.0 l.h80 1328 k2S sn-39 73.60 s.LO lh94 0 
42 79.00 s.4o lh94 0 
16 8).80 4.e
o 1.)28 ,i..o 
kB 88.$0 4.70 1300 'lk.O Sl.6 
9fi.OO S,.SO ]$22 0 
Sl. ,.oo - -- --
Sk 11.LO S.ho lh94 0 
S7 16.00 h.60 127) 82.S 60· 20.80 4. ao 1)28 82.S 149b ]JOl STS 768 
6)-: 26. 20 S.bO lh9L 0 
66 31.70 S'.SO ]$22 0 " )6.,0 4-60 127), n.s 
72 u.oo 4.70 1)00 n.s 1286 616 867 1'6.40 S.bO 1L9b 0 
18 si.ao s.1&0 W4 0 
81 . S6.oo i..20 1162 ioe.o 
84 6o.� ti .JO 11,0 108.S lh9b 1176 7S6 1D7h 87 6$.70 S .bO lJa9h 0 
90 n.oo s.� . lb67 0 
1'9 
TABLE LUXVII 
Ditter4111Ca Et:teat tor t.he Diaaolut,ion ot Ht Metal 1n o.zoo ll HF and 
1.00 • Jill Ao:ld MS.rture at §oC. 
Ban lo. 1 
T - 29. ioc 
p • 737 .. i. ma Hg 
Tille Vol dV dV STP I dV1 dVt 6.'7 I � 
Ida al 1111 -3 .. .., nma3 .., .2;3; iii oii.2iidn ..za. •fiiln oiialati 
0 6.00 - -
t '·'° . J:.iiO 150S 0 
b 13.30 3.70 lS&.7 0 ,. 16.8o ,,.so 1463 0 
8 19.,0 ),.10 1296 ss.o 
10 2).00 :,.10 1296 ss.o 
12. 26.IO 3:.20 U38 ss.o 1310 )8) >78 lk 29.,0 3.70 1$b7 0 
16 )) .• 70 J.80 ]589 0 
18 Yf .laO ).?O 151'7 0 
20 1io.60 .3.20 ll)8 64.S 
22 k).,O 3.30 138o 'h.s· 
21& 47.00 .3.10 1296 'k.S l5b7 1)38 6S9 26 so.10 ).70 U.7 0 
21 SL.SO ). 80 1$89 0 
JO j!.IO J.7() 1Sh7 0 
.)2 61. • .)0 ;.10 U,6 11 .s 
3k Qi.SQ :,.ao 133·8 11.0 
,., .60 3.10 12,, n.o ]$68 1310 6)7 
JI n.ldJ, ).80 1589 0 
40 7S.oo .). 60 150S 0 
1a2 ?8.80 ,.eo 1$89 0 
TABLB I.XllfIIl 
Dissol.uticn Potental GE Ht Electrode in Hylb otl.uario Acid at !S°C• 
Ran lfo. 1 
o.oso . Br 
a. 110. 2 
0.100 lf RF 
... ... , 
0. 200 W Br 
Tbae Potmtionaeter -Bar Potmtianeter -Bir Petentiaaeter ... 

























































































































































































Dinolution Pet.ential .� Ht Bleotrode in �110rio Acid at 2So0. 
Ran ••• Ii 
o.JOO x .er 





































































o • .,,s6. 
0.7946 
0.7,sb 
Run lo. S 











































Rtal Bo. 6 





































Duaol11tioa Potential of Bf 11.eotrode in 0.300 !l BP and HC1 Acid Mixtlli-e 
at, 2$o0. 
aun 11o. 1 Run ••• 2 Run Ko. 
0.00 Jl ROl o.as: w Jill O.SQ B Kn 
Tiae Potentiometer .... Potationeter -· Potentiometer ... 
Readin8 leading Reading 
Ida volts Yolt,s volts volte Tolta volt.a 
0- ..... - - - -
1 .• 1obli o.82h2 1.09.$0 o.Bl.48 1.oess o.aoe, 
,-; 1.()928 0.1126 1.0789 0.7987 1.0698 0.7896 
1.0,18 o.�6 l.072h 0. 1922 1.06.39 0 . 7871 
lS 1.0890 o.eoee 1.0691 0.7889 1.os,s 0. 7793 
1.0893 0. 1<>91 1.0681 o .1a19 1.0S,6 0 .7774 
2S 1.0879 o.P1J11 1.0636 o-. 7834 1.0S6l 0.7761 
1 .0871' 0. 8072 1 .0671 0.7869 l.OSS4 o.11s2 
35 1 .oass o.eos3 1.0663 0.7861 1.QSh7 o.11bS 
40 1 .0849 0.8<>47 1.0657 o.1ass 1.0S42 0.7740 
20) 
TABLE XOI 
DiNOl.ut.ioa Potential et Ht Bleotro4e 1n 0.)00 H sr and Bel Acid MixtUN 
at 25oC .• 
Ru 110. 4 Bun Ho. s Run Bo. 
1.00 ff HOl 1.SO !l HCl 2.00 II llll 
Tiae Potentiameter -Eur Potentiometer -Eiit Potenticnetar ..... 
Read1ng Reading Reading 
Jain vo1u YOlta volte volts TOlta wlta 
0 - - -
1.0820 0.6018 l.08h6 o. eo42 1.0861 o.80S9 
s. 1.0738 0.7936 1 .0713 0.7911 1.0740 0.7938 
1.0690 0;.,7888 1.0643 o .• 78hl 1.06$4 o.1es2 
15: l.o6S5 O.T8�3 1.0601. 0.7799 1.0'1.) o.18ll 
20 l.0632 0.7830 1.0$70 0.7768 1.0600 o. 7796 
2$, 1.0622 0.7820 1.0S6S 0.776) l.OS88 0.7786 
l.0618 0.7816 1.0S62 0.776() 1.0$81 0 .7779 
3S 1.0603 0.7801 1.oss.s o.11S1 1.osao 0.7778 
40 l.OS9{) 0.7788 1.0$16' 0.7742 1.0S73 0.7771 
204 
TABLE XCII 
Dieeolution Poteintdal of it Elect.rode in O.,!)O K HF Acid at 2S°t1 























Run Ko. l 





















































Run No. 2 






















































* Added 1.8,o p � ..,  to react.ion. nd.xture 1n bn Wo. 1 • 
.Added 12.201 1111 ot If to reuU.an lld.xtare 1n Jbm lo. 2. 
T .lBL!: XCIII 
Dieaoluticn Pota.Ual � Ht Blectrode 1n 0.]00 • HI' Aoid at 2S8C 
with nllOl'ide Salt Addition. 
Run lo. l B1Dl lo. L 
6.00 M WHJ! 0.,00 N LizS°4 
Tiu Potentiameter -Ent Potent1CJlll8t«r 
Re.Ung Bead1Jll 
Id.a Yo1ts wltJI YOlts 
0 -- - -
l 1.1120 o. ans 1.1182 
s 1.1000 0.819f) 1.ioss 
10 1.0942 o.8140 1.0998 
JS L0920 o.Slko 1.0968 
20 1 .. 09()8 0.8106 i.o,68 
2S, 1.0902 0 .8100 1.09SI. 
lO 1.08,S o.8093 1.0,SS 
JS 1.oa,s· 0.8093 l.O,b8 
1a0• 1.oe,2 0.8090 1.09L4 
bl l.SU2 1.2)10 1.1:,08 
16' 1.Sll,o 1.2838 1.1320 so 1 • .s&x> 1.21,e 1.1318 
SS 1.su, 1.2767 1.lllS 1.ssos 1.2703 1.1)]$ 
6S 1.si.s2 1.2680 l.l)lJ 
70 1.sw.1 1.2616 l.l)ll 
1.Sbl, 1.2617 1.1)06 
1.s.397 1. 2S,S 1.1)06 · as LS377 1.2S1S 1.lJ()h 




100 1.s,so 1 • .  · 8 1.1290 
105 1.S)37 1.2SJS 1.1287 
110 1.s,,s 1 . 25).3 1.1282 
• Wed 66.672 p � !!IJl \o rwt.ian Jdxture 1n Bun lo. 3 . 





























Diaeolution Po"8nt1al ot Hf Electrode in 0. 300 N HP Acid at 2.s°c 
with JfRle Metal Additicm. 
Bun Ho. l Ibm lo. 2 Run Wo. 3 
O.OOSOO R AuCl3 O.OOSOO If .&c'fl03 O.OOSO() B Pt.014 
1'1M Potenti ... ter -Bift Potentiomet-er -Sat Pot81ltiometer -:Ifft 




































































































































* Added 1'9.8 Jal ot 3.S p .bCl�ter eolutioa to Ran lo. 1. 
Added 3.0 Ill ot o.So • AcB01 solutiaa. to Run !lo. 2. 



























Duaollltun Potential. et Ht Bleot..Nde in 0.300 B BP 8Dd 1.00 R Jill 
Ao1d M1xt11N at !,SoO with o.OOS I 1l9lb Add11iian. 
Potctianeter -&st 
Baad:lng 
min TOlts TOl.ts 
0 - -
1 1.0820 o.&n8 
s 1.01,e 0.79)6 
10 1.<>690 0.7888 
lS 1.06:SS o.1as:, 
20 1.06)2 0.78)0 




bl 1.01$3 0.1,n 
16 1.0210 o.,i.oa 
1..0180 0.7)18 




70 1.0 o.1)bl 
'TS 1.01$6 0.7� 
1.0171 o.1no 
8S 1.0200 0.7398 
'° 1..0226 o.1Ub 
1.0262 0.71,.60 
100 1.023b o.7i.,2 
.Added o.1s ml ot o.SOO M P1;Gl" eol:a. 
TABLE XCVI 
Dlaaolution Potential � Ht Bleat.rode 1n 0.,300. 11 Br Aald at 2S°!J 
trlt.h Orldisbg :!C•t Addition. 
Rlln 1fo. l 
o.OS29 11 101acii 
Ba Bo. 2 




































































































1.12ss o .. 6J6> 
1.1284 o.8481 
1.1218 o . 8476 
1 .1270. o.8b68 
1.1270 o.8468 
1.121s o.8b13 
1.121s o. 8b7l 
1.1213 o. ehn 
1.1270 0 . 8468 
1.1260 o.8LS8 





Ban ••• ., 









































* Added 0.$01 lffl ot � to reaction Jdzture 1n ltaa Bo. 1.  
Added 1.SS6 p f4 I  t,c, reacUan mixture in lam Ito. 2. 
Added 2.220 am � 1&810, u, naction mixture in Run Jfo • .3. 
T ABL'I ICVII 
Diaaolutim PoteUa1 ot Rt neatrod• in 0.1)0 Jf Hr Acd.d at 20 
vi t.h Mbleral Aoid Addition.. 
lban Wo.- l 
0.100 H Bll 
Blm Wo •. 2 
0.100 B ¥JOL 
Iba Bo. 3 
0.100 I BJ'Ob 
Time Potmticaeter � Potenticneter � Potentianeter -lat 





















1.124J o. 8Lhl 
1.1080 0 .8278 
1.()99} 0. 8191 
1.09)2 0.8130 
1.0903 0.8101 
1.oe,o o •. 8088 
1.os,, o. 8091 
1.0903 0.8101 
1.0907 ·0 .810S' 
1.0782 O.T98o 

















































































* Added 2.6S DSl ot cone . h1dJ'ocblor1c acid to RUD Wo. 1. 
Added O. BS m.1 ot cone. sulluric ac1d to Run Bo. 2.  




























Di.aaolution. Potentiala o£ the Ht Electrode at Var1ou.s Current Densities 
ill Br Acid at 2�00. 
bn Hr Time Current Potati.ometer -· 
•o. Cone . · Read:Sng 
equiv/]. 11:ln -.pa Tolts TOl.t.9 
1 0.100 0 - ·-s 0 1.0S14.8 0.77h6 
10 0 1.01'9.S; 0.7693 
12 S.J o . .sa,o 0.)088 
14 h.6, o.6467 o.3665 
16 3.90 0.7202 0.4400 
18 2.80 o.s101i 0.5302 
20 1.,s o. 8603 o-.6001 
22 1.10 o.9S91& 0.6792 
a .as o.,n2 0. 6970 
26 0 1.047) 0.7671 
2 0.200 0 - -- -
s 0 1.068,· 0 .788) 
10 0 1.0657 o.1ass 
13 8 .0 o.6SJ.3 0.)711 
16 6.2 0.7)88 o.ioa, 
18 Ii.TS o.81,S 0.5333 
21 ;.20 o.89S7 o.Q$!; 
2J 1.so o.,e,s- 0.7033 
26 0 1.0$78 0.1116 
' 0.300 0 - - -s: 0 1.0827 o.802S· 
10 0 1.011s 0.79?) 
1) 10 0.6591 0.'789 
16 7 .$() 0.7622 o.4820 
19 s.10 0. 8L18 o.S:61.6 
21 3.os o.9SSO o.67b8 
23 1.60 1.0103 0.7301 
APPENDIX B 
.APPENDIX K 
I .  CALCULlTIOM � DEVliTIOW FOR AOTIVATICJI DIEROIES 
Prem the .Arrhenius equatiGn and the rate equa.U.on tar the 
d.11ao1ution oL hatni\111 1n h1drotluoric acid (upreaaed 1n logarithmic 
�orm) . ve get• 
1n k • -E/f(r + 1n l 
• ln (dY/dt,) - 1n (BP) 
k • rNOtien rate oanstant 
B • actifttion enera 
R • gu comrtm't 
T • reactian t9ftlJ)erature 
A • freflunCT taetor (oon•tant) 
d.T/dt • __.... m1nmlll hydrogen nolution rate tar the 
d.1880lutian ot batnium in hydrofluoric acid 
(Hr) • h1drofiuo.r1.o acid canoentraticn. 
Tberetare, 
(-1/aT)�E + (B/Rfl) �T • �dV/dt)/dY/dt) - �(Hr)/(er) .  
JlalNrical. nl.ues to substitute into the equation area 
R • 1.99 oal/gaol•°K 
T • SO°<I • 32.3°1 (The largeet value £or the reaction 
teaperature i• 1IHd so that the maxinauffl error will 
be gi:ven. - Table IX, page .30. ) 
I •  SliOO eal/pol (Yalue of the aperiMnt.al.17 
cletm,dned aotln.tion energy b-ca page 32.·) 
21) 
T • 1 co • 1 X° (The water bath teaperature vu 
u.intained within l 0.1 c0 of desired taaperature, 
time an allowance � 1 c0 tor the tellperature 
TU'iaticm ahoal.d be more thm nff'ioitmt. ) 
A{cff/dt) • 0.10 (hud.nation ot the rate data, pages 125 to 
(cff/dt) 
156, shon that the uaual deviations ot the rates 
ae five to snen per cent. Remembering that the 
rates used tor the activation enera determinations 
the 
ten per cent allowed ahottld be adequate. ) 
,,s;2 • O.lD ('!'he Um. ting case 1n tM9 1nstaoe 'IRNl.d. be 
for o.OS H hydrofiuorie acid, which h about tan 
per cent ionised• •ee pap l,S. U•ins tbie errar tor 
all the concentrationa voul.d be Yery liberal. ) 
--· ..... A __ I__ + (S400)(l) • 0 .10 - 0.10 
(1.99) (323) (1.99) (32])2 
Al/6b3 • 0.23 (Sandng the absolute Taluea. )  
�- • (o.23) (61iJ) • lli8 oal • o.is kcal. 
be a conearT&tin eat.1.lnation. 
II. CALOULATIOII 0, I: JUl THI DDTBRIIICI DTICT ON IW'IIIUM D 
B!DROFLUORIC-1.00 B B!DllOCHLORIC Jam MilTUlllS 
The data ror theae calculations are frOII Appendix D, page• 193 
to 199• and are SWIDll8riud 1n the tlrat three columns of Table XOII, 
tb1.a appendix, pagN 216 ud 21?. The product• and 81111n&t1ona of the 
data tor the least equares treatment have been IUld• and are •hmm in 
the aaae table. 
r' • • . 10.02 
n - 1  
• 8,806,671 - 763Af,t,F.kOJq. 
lS 
8� • 37.k31 




(�)· • (87,1)8)i • 2,s.2 
• • 
• � • o.2S1 
' . 
K - e < l < E + e  
10.02 • 0.26 <: K <. 10.02 + 0.26 
9.16 < K <. 10.28 
Therefore• tor � eanft.denae interYal, 
K • 10.0 ! 0.3. 
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TABLB ICU 
Cal.nlat.ia ot I tor the Ditt._• Bf.feet ot Bf Metal Disaol'rina 1n 
IC,drotluorie-!fl!!roohl.oric Aci.d at �oC bz the Method ot Least SQv.&rea. 
llt C-.o I !:::. z2 !:::. 2 • ii2i1i 
0.100 10.2 122 lOh.� 1,21.w.Jio lh,88b , ., 86 S7 .76 6S3."3 7,)96 
S.6 68 31.)c )80.80 4,62h 
)i.O 16 16.00 180.00 2,.02S 
0. 200 s •• 66 29.16 )6S.Lo k.lS6 , . ., 92 ,L.o, 892.bO 8,h6b 
16.o lSl 2S6.00 2,bl.6.00 22,801 
2b.O 2L6 S76.00 S.,9QL.oo 60,516 
0.300 18.0 183 324.00 3,29h.OO 3).48, 
2S.S 25) 6S0. 2S 6,laSl.SO 'h.oo, 
)0.2  :,s, 912.oJi 10,su.eo 128.881 
11.11 128 u,.,, 1,)69.20 16.)Sb 
?.) 76 �).29 SSl&.80 s .. n6 
o.i.oo 27.0 IID 729.00 1,020.00 67,600 
bO.O JaS 1.·too.00 11,000.00 180,&IS 
S).O � 2,809.00 26.112.00 2s4�016 
ss.o SB<> .J:,OIS.OO .31,900.00 336,1'00 n'. o 614 l,Zkf.oo 3li,998.oo )76,996 u.s 18? 1a2.2S 2,s21i.so lli,969 ,.s l2S ,o.2S· 1,187.$0 u.• 
o.soo :,e.o 362 1,Wtb.00 1J,7S6.oo 1.n,Obh �-.s Ja1 2,010.tS 19.,428.50 182,.329 
s,.o s,, ),k81.00 JJ,98b.oo 331,776 
n.o 719 S,Obl.oo S1,TS,.oo Sll,W. 
,,.o 839 6,21al.oo 66,281.00 70)�'21 
30.0 26L ,oo.oo 7,920.00 69,696 
0.600 )7.0 396 1,)69.oo 14,652.00 156., 81(, 
41 .2 )98 2,221 .Sh 18,78�.6<> 1S8,hah 
61..0 S77 3,721..00 lS�197.oo )32.929 
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!AILI IOII 
Caloulatim ot I by 'the Method ot Leut Sguree. (Oontiaued) . 
I D. .., .. ™ 
7h.o 710 
82.S 768 ,2.s 86? 
108.S 1,o,1i 
o.6oo .S,liT6.oo S2.Sli0.00 SOh,100 
6,806.2S 6�360.00 S89.82h 
8,�S6.2S 80,197.SO ?Sl.689 




0.100 ,.oas.oo 31.790.00 )31i.08li 
�,160.2$ bl.sos.so Llk,281 s.n,.oo 68,9]$.00 ao1_oas 
Total 87,]38.Sb 873,$71.00 8,806.671 

Batn1um ffr th1a ·atady waa npplled in the tOl'II ot trrTBtal bG'8 
approa!u:tel.y- one-halt inoh in diallleter and three to ti.,. inch• lang. 
Specimens (tH.slm) abou.t o.S centimetar t.hiok were obtained by eaJdnc 
cro11s-sectional outs along the bar. Because � the �• tou.ghnaae 
of ti. hatnillM metal, it waa TfJPT difficult to make oute perpendi.cuJ.ar 
to the longitudinal axia of the bar to obtain di8a of \Ulitorm 
tbiclmeee. The 11ost euaeeat\ll method employ9d · ocmaisted ot placing 
the bar 1n a lathe and rotating 1.t at 1ow speed. while amd..ng vith a 
hacJc -· 
The 911rface ot the speoitNn vu polished and etched tor about 
thirt7 Nconda in o.S JI bydrotl.uoric a.aid. U unnwn etching vaa noted 
at tM oore ( or1g1na1 hafnillll t'ilament uaed in the manufacturing 
proou•) , the mtire oare was remand by drilling a hole through the 
epeoiMn at that poeit1cn. It no untmlll etching wu noted, the 
9P9cd.11111 wu ued withollt l'8mOYing t,he core. 
The edges ot the disk were trimmed, giflnc t..he surface the 
shape � a equre with an area of 1.00 t 0.01 •2• A ld.ll1ng u.chine 
wae used to trbl the edg .. ao t.hat thia acouracy- vas obtained wit.haat 
diltioult:,. 
Specillen (Sample) tor the Diaaolutian Rate Studt .. 
The apecimen waa mounted 1n luci te vi th a Centermet preee so 
that one square centillleter ot surface area wu exposed. 'nl• lucite 
JICNnting vu trimlted making the edge• and back around the batnimt 
specimen approrlmatel.7 one-eighth inch thick. Figure 29 ahowa a 
8J)9Cimen mounted in lucite and attached to the PVC stirrer toot ot 
the reaction apparatua. 
Speciuln (Electrode) for the Di.ftarence Ef'feot and Dieaolution 
Potential Studies 
220 
The specimen vu mounted in lucite with a Centermet press ao 
that one aqua.re centimeter of surface area was exposed. The lucite 
JllOUllting vaa trimmed 1ftAld.ng three edges and the back around the 
batniWft specimen approximately one-eighth and one-.tourth inch thick, 
r98pe0ti1'8l7. The other edge, referred to later on u the top, vu 
t.rinned to a thickn••• or three-eighths inch. Holes were drilled in 
the lucite JllOUJlting tram the top and baok u shown in Figure 30 
1n order to attaoh a wire lead and glue-tube holder. 
-
Section A-A 
� PVC Stirrer Foot � 
' 7  






DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MISSOURI SCHOOL OF M INES & . METALLURGY 
ROLLA. MISSOURI 
Figure Ho. 29 . Hatnium Su,ple Mounted 
on Pol.yrir]yl Chloride Stirrer Foot tor 
Dissolution Rate Studies . 
SCALE : Non,_ - .. DATE t-,,-� , CASE NO:  
D RAWN BY:JtU"* '/Z,��J FILE NO:  
CHECKED BY: FIGURE  NO:  
APPROVED BY : SHEET NO:  
Section A-A 
----Wire Lead ---




Hafnium ------Sample � 
-
Wax 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MISSOURI SCHOOL OF MINES & METALLURGY 
ROLLA, MISSOURI 
Figure No . 30. Harnium Electrode tor 
Difference Ettect and Dissolution 
Potential Studiea . 
SCALE : None . DATE /·/� ·t./ CASE NO: 
DRAWN BY: � 'Jv.f"�...._,,, FILE NO:  
CHECKED ar: FIGURE  NO:  
APPROVED BY: SHEET NO: 
APPINDIX G 
.lPPDIDIX O 
SURFACE PREPARATION OF HAFNIUM SPECL-«HS 
The following pl'OCedure vu Wied tor the preparation of the 
hatnium metal surface ot the aamplee used in the diaeoluticn rate 
studies. 
1.  Remove the lucite-moanted sample trom the PYC stirrer 
toot (s" Figare 29, page 221) . 
2. 1-nove all the pitll and etched places from the aurtace of 
the sample vith a belt surfacer equipped with a Ifo. ]SO 
gr1 t abrui:n cloth belt. The sample should be dipped in 
water atter each t.., eeconds ot grinding to prevent heating 
that would ruin the luci te mounting. 
3. Finish the N11ple imrrace on a vater-nushed rour-atage hand 
grinder equipped with numbers 240, 320, �oo, and f:00 abrasive 
stripe, proceeding tram the ooaruet to the tinut. Thia 
operaticn ahould gin a perfectly flat 8UJ'face, containing 
no acratches, and appearing to be polished when examined by 
ey-e. Thie nrtaoe ahould be prevented f'rom coming in cattact 
with anything (eapeciall7 the fingertips) that might leave 
a grease til.11. 
h. Replace the hafni\111 sample an the PVC atirrer toot, attaching 
it with Mlted vu. 
S. Btch the sample tor about ten to tvwnty aecand• (until 
hydrogen is being eTOl'Nd from the entire metal surtaoe) 
in hydro.tluoric acid of the concentration to be uaed in the 
diasolution study. R:1nae the aaple vith distilled vater. 
The sample 1• nov ready to be used for a rate detendnation. 
Particular care should be takm to see that the luoite mounting 
tita tightly around the epeciJHn edges. This prevents etching .trona 
changing the surface area. For this reason, the sample mq h&'ft to 
be rellounted trom time to tbne. 
DUterence Etteot Studies 
The same procedure was used to prepare the surface ot the 
hatnium electrode for uee in the difference effect etudiee u 1• 
d.Mcribed abOYe tor the hatn1u:m s&11ple used in the diaeolution rate 
studi88. The lucite-aomited specimen vu remOTed from the fixed 
11,ue·tub• bold.er (eee Figure 30, page 222) by brealcing the wa 
N&l and pulling the wire lud from the tube. Oare mtat be taken not 
to allow water to enter the electrode during the surface preparation. 
Di•eolution Potential Studies 
The same procedure vu used to prepare the surface ot the 
hatnillffl electrode tar uae in the dissolution potential studies aa ia 
dNcribed abon tor the hatnima ample uNd in the dissolution rate 
studies. 'nle glass-tube holder 1a left on the electrode during the 
entire preparation. Care llllSt be taken not to break the wax seal.a 
which vculd allow vater to enter into the electrode. 
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